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ABSTRACf

With the. increasing popularity of recreational angling in Newfoundland and

Labrador, a need to better underslaPd both the biophysical and Wman cotnpOQews of

lhis fisbery bas been identified. To exclude the human dimension will wdoubled1y lead

to future conflicts. This scudy examined human dimensions associated with salmon

anglers on the Salmonier River. It then explored bow this dimension can be used for

bettering the managemeat afme Salmonier River.

To fully understand anglers. the motivations of the angler must be investigated.

This study explored two componeDtS of angler motivation: importance of selected

incentives for angling and the expectancy of obtaining these incentives. These

compooents were combined wing expectaDCy-value theory to obtain a better picture of

the motivations of Salmonier River salmon anglers. Along with motivation. the

behaviours of the anglers. and their attitudes toward selected management options are

needed [() improve management in recreational angling. These issues were also

investigated in this stUdy.

A self-administered mail-back questionnaire was handc:d to anglers at selected

intercept sites OD the Salmonier River. This questioanaire was used to elicit responses

to motivatiooal. behavioural and attitudinal statements cooceming salmon angling on

the SalmoDier River. A respocse rale of77.4 percent (a-397) was attained.

Using expectancy-value theory, anglers were categorized as either primarily



catch motivated (33 percent of respondents), or primarily non-catch motivated (61

percent of ~ndents).depending on their motivation scores. Results showed that

anglers who had higher catch motivated scores: were statistically more likely to fish

sections of the Sabnonier River offering good salmon pools; fished for salmon more

days during the season; and were less opposed to developmem along the Salmonier

River. than non-catch motivated anglers. Catch and release angling was opposed by a

majority of both motivational groups.

Implications from this study are that sections of a river can be managed to

maximize the satisfaction of anglers, and minimize any potential conflict resulting from

management decisions. The differences existing between sections suggest that

traditional blanket approaches to maoagemem will DOl: be as successful as section

specific managemem. As fish populations fluctuate and interest continues to grow in the

sport of salmon angling, there will be a need to perform follow up studies on the

Salmonier River. It is recommended that longimdinal research and monitoring take

place to ensure the best management for both the salmon and the anglers of the

Salmonier River.
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION

1.0 OVERVIEW

In the past, resource management bas emphasized the resource and often

excluded the people who had a slake in it. The result of this bas often been detrimental

to the people closest [0 the resource. In recent years. however, the need for a human

dimensions component in resource management bas been identified (Christensen and

Clarke, 1983; Fazio and Ratteliff. 1989; McCool and Asher, 1986; Norman ct aI.,

1989; Stroufe, 1991). Despite this idemiftcation of need, the human component has

often been overlooked in many resource issues, including recreational fisberies

management in Newfoundlaod. Those closest to the recreational fisheries resource.

anglers, have rarely been consulted in management decisions.

Addressing the human dimension compooent in resource management can mean

several things: economic issues. social issues. behavioural issues and management

issues. Such research can take many forms: willingness to pay (Adamowicz et aI.,

1993), crowding (Hammitt. 1983), visitor and local satisfaction (Herrick and

McDonald, 1992; Holland and Ditton, 1992). education (Spencer and Spanger. 1992)

and conflict management (Gramann and Burdge. 1981). To effectively understand these

human dimensions issues. it is necessary to obtain baseline data. Such data offer a

starting poim from which the effects of various subsequent managemem actions and

policies can be measured. Baseline data allow managers the oppommity to assess



changes in atti~ and behaviours (both economic and environmental) which may

occur as the nature of the resource and management environment changes. Identifying

and understanding issues and coocerns of stakeholders prior to policy changes and

managemeot actions can minimize conflicts and ensure successful implementation of

subsequent management plans. The imponance of mowing lhe motivations,

behaviours, knowledge, and attiwdes of the affected public can. therefore, be very

beneficial for the management of lhe resource.

As resource management is a political decision-ma.ki.ng process, understanding

the public and managing the public is of utmost imponance. As the public is

increasingly demanding a role in the decision-making process in Newfoundland, there

is a need for groups [0 be onside with management decisions for successful

management actions. For sustainability of a resource, the views of the affected public

or publics must be taken into account. It is imponant. therefore, for the managers of a

resource to assess current knowledge and attinades, address issues and concerns and

gain consent from an informed pUblic. MitebeU (1993) suggests that such perception

and attitude studies are an important area of investigation for geographers.

Complete analysis of natural resources seeks to understand the twO components

of the resource, biophysical and human (Mitchell, 1993). Analysis of the biophysical

characteristics of the resource is the work of pllysical geographers. The processes

through which me resource is, could be, or should be, allocated requires an



understanding of those managing and using the resource. This undersla.Oding of

process, and its relation to the fundamental characteristic of the resource, is work

which bas been carried out by behavioural geographers (Golledge and Stimson, 1987)

and is known as human dimensions research.

The resource activity centta.l to this study is salmon angling. Recreational

angling introduces the components of outdoor recreation and leisure into the resource

analysis picture. Wall (1981) bas identified twO justifications for recreation to be

investigated by geographers:

1) Spatial organization of land and wa[er uses. and the conflicts associated with
them are of interest to geograpbers.

2) Recreation necessarily includes people who crea[e patterns of movemeDl in
relation to the recreation being studied.

In addition to Wall's justifications for geographers to study recreation. arc two

reasons proposed by Iackson (1989):

1) Recreational resources vary in quantity, location and quality and. therefore.
act as a set of opportunities from which people may choose. Recreation
opportunities arc perceived and evaluated by different people in different ways.
A choice process then results. whereby the perception of the recreation resource
is associated with the behaviours of the recreationist.

2) Recreation can occur outdoors and can. therefore. be both affected by, and
have an effect on the environment. Different management strategies. and
competing resource uses other than recreation must be considered. These
competing resource strategies and uses can affect the quality of the recreation
environment. To fully understand the recreation capabilities, the perception of
the qUality of the environment by the person partaking in the activity must be
understood.



From the justifications given by Wall and Jackson, recreation in general and

recreatioaal angling in particular can be seen to be a concept worthy for the

investigation of behavioural geographers. This investigation can complete a recreatioaal

resource manager's repertoire by adding the buman dimension to the resource picture.

Human dimensions work specific to fisheries management has been carried OUt

in many places around the world. The quaJity of the angling experience in New

Zealand (fiemey and Richardson, 1992), angling substitution choices in Texas (Choi et

al., 1994), conflict between recreational anglers and outfitters in Ontario (McKercher,

1992), behaviours and values of trout anglers in Michigan (Gigliotti and Peyton. 1993),

and fishing uip satisfaction in Minnesota (Spencer, 1993), all stand as examples of

human dimensions work in recreational fisheries, Such focused buman dimensions

research has not been conducted in Newfoundland and Labrador: such research is

essential for successful fisheries management.

The recreational fishing industry in Newfoundland and Labrador has been

identified as having great potential for conaibuting to the overall economy of the

Province (Buchanan et al., 1994). This will oaly occur if managers know who the users

are, and what these people want from the activity. The largest group of users in

Newfoundland are resident anglers. These anglers must be considered in the

management equation, along with the non-resident angler. Data from. The Importance

or Wildlife to Canadians (Filion et al., (991) showed that Newfoundland anglers (and



Newfoundlanders in general) are different from anglers in the rest of Canada.

Newfoundlanders angled more days per year than anglers in any other province, and

the rate of participation in Newfouod1and angling was higher than in any other

province. Newfoundland anglers were below the cational average in relation to the

amount spent on angling per year. Newfoundland bad the lowest percentage of any

provincial population expressing an interest in joining a conservation organization.

This lack: of interest has implications for the angling associations of the Province which

promote conservation measures such as caleb and release angling. Table 1. I shows

how Newfoundland compared to national averages on the aforementioned dimensions

relating to recreational angling.

Table I I· Selected Findings From The Importance of Wildlife to Caoadiaus (1991)

Selected Dimension Nfld Canada

Percent of population participating in recreational angling

Average number of days of angling by participant

Average yearly expenditure in angling (dollars)

Percent of population expressing interest in joining or
contributing to a wildlife related organization

Percentage of population willing to pay to protect habitat
for abundanl. wildlife

(Source. Fihon et al., 1991)

38.4

17.2

424

25.0

48.7

26.4

14.4

502

29.9

60.4

As the activity of angling has grown steadily over the last three decades

(Brown. 1991; DFO, 19900), the recognition of the need for managers to manage



people has become more apparent (Bryan. 1982; Dinon, 1977; Voiland and DuttweiIer

1984; Larkin, 1988; Matlock et aI .• 1988; Hahn. 1991). The recognition ofmis need to

include people in the management equation has often erroneously meant the

summarization of all anglers into the Waverage angler w
• This angler. however. does not

exist (Hendee, 1974; Bryan. 1982; Dinon 1977; Nielsen. 1985; Loomis and Dinon.

1987; Peyton and Gigliotti. 1989). The recognition of the fact that an average angler

does not exist has lead to human dimension studies which have attempted to identify

anglers by their attitudes. motivations and behaviours.

The construction of typologies of anglers has been one method to lI}' and

determine who anglers are. Typologies of anglers bave been developed around

specialization (Bryan. 1977. 1979; Manfredo and Anderson. 1982; Hummel and

Foster. 1986; Hahn. 1991; Quinn. 1992). satisfaction (Hotland and Dinan. 1992),

membership in fishing organizations (Gigliotti and Peyton. 1993). and motivation

(Moeller and Engelken. 1972; Dittonet aI., 1990; Fedler and Ditton. 1994). Without

studies investigating the nature of anglers. the wants and desires of anglers cannOt be

determined. The human component of fisheries managemem. therefore, helps complete

the repenoire of knowledge needed by the manager of a fIShery. An understanding of

the human component is especially important today. as the emphasis of fisheries

management shifts away from maximum. yield to optimum. sustainable yield (Hahn.

1991). Optimum sustainable yield places restrictions on anglers previously not



encountered in maximum yield management strategies. and therefore the potential for

conflict is greater.

Along with the recognition of the oonexistence of the "average angler". one

must recognize the uniqueness of individual watersheds. In Newfoundland this bas been

ideruified by the consideration of the Model River program for the Humber. Gander

and Eagle Rivers. Withlhe recognition of the importance of watersbed management in

Newfoundland comes the increasing imponance of the stakeholders in the watersheds.

Ultimately. the success of watershed management will depend on the knowledge of.

and the involvemem of. the stakeholders in the watershed.

On the Salmonier River. the location of the research for this study. salmon

anglers compose one of the major stakeholder groups. A better understanding of this

group's motives. attitudes. and behaviours will aid in determining the most appropriate

management strategies for the Salmonier River. This work is needed to complement

biophysical srudies of the Salmonier river area completed by Liverman and Hall

(1994).

Proaction. as opposed to reaction. with regards to resource management. is the

underlying philosophy for management agencies today. For proaction to take place. an

understanding of how the stakeholders associated with the resource win react to

management strategies must be known. For fisheries managers. prediction of angler

reaction to management actions such as catch and release. requires site specific data



dealing with an~ler motivations and satisfactions (Fedler. 1984). As the "average

angler- does not exist. extrapolating data from broad provincial or national surveys on

angling. to the watershed level. increases the cbances of conflict and negates the wbole

proactive approach advocated by management agencies.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The goal of this study was to investigate the motivations of salmon anglers

fishing the Salmonier River. The degree to which differeDt motivations were linked to

angling behaviours. and attitudes toward differeru: management strategies. was then

investigated.

Four specific objectives were idetltified to meet the over·all goal:

1) To identify. document and analyse: the importance of selected incentives for salmon
angling for anglers fishing the Salmonier River; the expectancies of anglers on the
Salmonier River; the knowledge of Salmonier River anglers; the behaviours of
Salmonier River anglers; and the attitudes toward selected management options of
SaImonier River anglers.

2) To identify. document and analyse the different subgroups within the angling
population fishing the Salmonier River. based on catch and non-catch motivations. as
defined by the use of expecrancy-value theory.

(HI) A majority of anglers will be motivated for non-eatch reasons because of
the relatively low productivity of the Salmonier River.

3) To identify, document. and analyse the behavioural differences between the catch
and non-catcb motivated groups. Motivational differences may be a function of age.
angling effon. angling preferences and perceived ability. It is expected that anglers
motivated for catch reasons will:



(Hz) have fished fewer seasons;
(H,) have spent fewer seasons on the Salmonier;
~) be younger;
(H,) spend more: days per season salmon angling;
(l4) spend more: days per season on the Salmonier River salmon angling;
(Hl) indicate higher catch rates;
(HS> perceive themselves to be equaLly, or more skilled anglers;
~) prefer to fish for salmon. rather than other species of fish;
(HuJ fish more accessible sections of the Salmonier River.

4) To identify. document and analyse the differences between the two motivational
groups' attitudes toward selected management strategies.

(H1l) Catch motivated anglers will show more opposition than oon«Catcb
motivated anglers to management options wbich would limit their ability to
catch fish.
(Hl:J Non-catch motivated anglers will be more opposed to management options
which would negatively impact the surroundings of the Sa1monier River.

1.2 JUSTIFlCATION

In their article "Understanding Angler Motivations in Fisheries Management"

Fedler and Ditton (1994) note several implications for funher motivation research.

Three of these implications are of relevance to this slUdy. Fedler and Ditton (1994)

note that little is likely to be learned from surveys of angler popUlations. At the

subpopulation level. however, variation between groups. "suggests a need for funher

understanding of angler motivations on the basis of species sought and fishing mode" to

determine market segments. "Recognizing these segments and ensuring their experience

prefereoces are met will result in the maintenance. growth. and suppon of that

segment" (Fedler and Dinan. 1994). The river specific nanu-e of this study ensured that
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market segments of Salmonicr River salmon anglers could be identified.

Fedler and Dinon (1994) also DOle that shifts in motives as the species sought or

mode of fishing changed. bad been untested at the time of their study. This study

examines both motives and behaviours, and thereby provides baseline data for any

future studies intO these topics.

The third. and most central. implication of Fedler and Ditton's (1994) paper is

the. "oeed to look beyond angler motivations to understand whether they translate into

behavioural choices". The linkage of motivation and behaviour, and of motivation and

attitude. were main objectives of this research. This linkage was tested using a chi

squared goodness-Qf-fit test. This also addressed the need identified by Fedler and

Ditton (1994) to use statistics, other than descriptive statistics, in the investigation of

angler motivations.

1.3 SUMMARY

The understanding of the human component is a necessary requirement for the

successful implemeotation of any resource management plan. To ignore it, and only

look at the biological components of the resource, [eaves out a key faclor in resource

managemeru:, people. This study enables the managers of the Salmomer River to bener

undersumd this human component. This can then uanslate into better management

plans, as a representative view of the anglers of the river can be included.
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Understanding human dimensions goes beyond simple descriptive slatistics.

There is a need to delve into the social-psychological literatUre to investigate theories

relating to lhese dimensions. Mitchell (1993) bas identified a lack of theoretical

development in resource management and analysis research. This sOldy uses

expectanCy-value theory of motivation as its base. as it provides a more complete

definition of motivation than has traditionally been used in recreational angling

reseacc:h. A more complete definition of a central human dimension. such as

motivation. can aid in understanding the behaviours aDd attimde of anglers.

This study provides baseline data which will enable the monitoring of the

motivations, attirudes. and behaviours of anglers as conditions affecting the Salmomer

River change. Behaviours and satisfaction of anglers will undoubtedly change as the

number of anglers fishing, and the number of salmon going up the river change. The

baseline data gathered will allow for the identification. and possible mitigation. of any

potential conflict which might arise due to change.

Central to any sound resource management today is pUblic involvement. Indeed.

in many resource policies such as environmental impact assessments, it is a required

compooent. For sound resource decision making, the issues and concerns of the publics

involved must be taken into consideration. This study provided this opportunity to the

angling public involved with the Salmonier River. While this study was not prepared

for any particular manager or managemeDl agency, the potential for the inclusion of the
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views of SaJmo~eranglers in furore managemenl decisions now exists. With the issues

and concerns identified, managers will be better prepared to address these issues. as the

motivations of ooe affected public will be known.

While this proposal was specific to the Salmonier River, the methods used will

be able to be replicated by ocher watershedlsalmonoid associations across the Province,

for the development of their management plans. The model used to understand the

motivations of the anglers will be able to be applied to other areas in Newfoundland

and Labrador. thus facilitating management and research in these areas.

1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE

The chapter following lhis introduction (Chapter 2) provides an overview of

salmon angling in Newfoundland in general. and on the Salmonier River in particular.

A complete understanding of the Salmonier River area is required to grasp issues

unique to lhe Salmonier River. Also, the srudy area chapter provides information which

was necessary 10 conduct a field methodology which would provide accurate and

reliable data for analysis.

Chapler 3 reviews literature penaining to human dimensions in recreational

fisheries. This chapter focuses on previous research on the motivatioDS of anglers as

well as research into issues relevant to management in recreational angling. The

motivational theory literature (Chapter 4) reviews concepts and theories deemed
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necessary for a ~omplete investigation of the reasons why people fish for salmon. Much

of lhe theory reviewed in Chapter 4 is found to be absent in the human dimension

literarure reviewed in Chapter 3.

The field methodology chapter (Chapter 5) outlines the methodology used to

collect the data for this study. A review of the survey design, and survey execution is

provided. Chapter 6 presents the findings resulting from the field and survey

methodology of Chapter 5. Results from the Salmonier River survey in this chapter are

presented in the fonn of means, frequencies and percentages. Findings relating to the

importance of angling, expectancies, behaviours and attirudes toward various

management options, are presented.

Chapter 7, Statistical Methodology, outlines the steps required, and perfonned,

to undertake the higher order statistics performed in this research. This methodology

was required to differentiate between tWO groups of anglers motivated by different

incentives and expectancies relating to salmon angling on the Salmonier River. A

comparison between the behaviours and attirudes of these two groups toward selected

management options is presented in Chapter 8. These comparisons are undertaken

using chi-square goodness of fit tests.

Chapter 9, Discussion and Conclusion, highlights the findings from Chapters 6

and 8, and integrates the Iiterarure reviewed in Chapters 3 and 4. Examples of how this

srudy has filled methological and theoretical information gaps are provided. As well,
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enmples of bo~ firJ:1iDgs from this research can be: used to funber the management of

lbe rccreatiooal angling iDdusay in NewfoundJaod and Labndor are offered. The

chaplet' coocludes with future directions for motivational research in recreational

angling.



CHAPTER 2
STUDY AREA

2.0 INTRODUCTION

This king of the sporting fish is abundantly found in the numerous rivers
of the Island and. no river being leased, the angler may select any of the
Island's numerous waterways and gain his bean's desire (palmer, 1927).

In his book. The Salmon Rivers of Newfoundland, Palmer (l927) described in

detail 86 "good" salmon rivers on the Island of Newfoundland, and mentioned another

135 rivers offering possibilities for salmon (Salmo solar). The 1996 Newfoundland

and Labrador Angler's Guide <DFO. 1996b) identifies a total of 177 scheduled (i.e.

licensed) rivers on both the Island and Labrador ponions of the Province. While the

selection of rivers for the salmon angler is still great, the quali()' and quantity of the

salmon available to be caught has undoubtedly declined. "During 1924, in less tl1an one

month, a sportsman caught 116 salmon and 14 grilse, total weight of 1228 pounds" on

the Great Codroy River (palmer. 1927). This one 'sportsman' therefore had a catch

rate of approximately 4.3 salmon per rod day. The catch per rod day reported by DFO

for the 1995 season on the Great COOroy River was 0.27 (DFO. 1996b). Changes such

as this show a need for a close examinalion of lhe recreational salmon fishery in

Newfoundland. This study, in part, undertakes dtis wk by examining one of the more

l1eavily fished rivers in Newfoundland. the Salmonier River.

2.1 SALMON RIVERS OF NEWFOUNDLAND

The recreational angling induslry in Nonh America has been sreadly increasing
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over che last 30. years (Brown, 1991). This increase bas included the recreational

salmon fIsbery in Newfouodland. as can be noted by the upward trend in the number of

anglers since 1959 (Figure 2.1). 1be over 100% increase in the number of licenses sold

since 1959 far outweighs the 20% increase in the Newfoundland population over the

same period. Thus, population increase must be viewed as secondary to the growing

popularity of salmon angling in accounting for the increased number of anglers on

Newfoundland's rivers. These added anglers undoubtedly have been placing more. and

new, pressures on the rivers, and salmon stocks of Newfoundland. Figure 2.2 shows

the leD most heavily fished rivers in Newfoundland. While physically Iaeger rivers such

as the Gander, Exploits and Humber. are able to accommodate a larger number of

anglers. and provide a higher catch rale for anglers (Table 2.1), the larger number of

recreationaJ anglers in past decades has undoubtedly had an effect on the salmon going

up river to spawn.
TABLE 2.1 : Angling Statistics For The Six Most Heavily

Fished Newfoundland Salmon Rivers In 1995

RIVER ROD DAYS CATCH CATCWROD
DAY

Gonde, 12215 3284 0.21

Exploits 9189 2939 0.30

Humber 6855 2163 0.40

TerraNova 6042 900 0.15

River of Ponds 4966 2140 0.43

SalmonUT 4190 531 0.13
(Source. DFO. 1996b)
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2.2 SALMON RIVERS OF TIlE AVALON PENINSULA

Of the 177 scheduled salmon rivers in Newfoundland. 20 are located on the

Avalon Peninsula (Figure 2.3). These 20 rivers are within a one and a half hour drive

of 45.6% (0=251 523) of the population of the Province (Statistics Canada.

1992).Tbere are DO data from DFO. or other sources, to suggest, however. that 46% of

a11 salmon anglers reside on the Avalon Peninsula. Catch ralCS and number of rod days

for these twenty rivers vary greatly. with some rivers offering mucb more angling

success to anglers than olbers. Table 2.2 provides angling statistics for the seven most

neavily fished rivers on the Avalon Peninsula.

TABLE 2.2: Angling Statistics For The Seven Most Heavily Fished Avalon Peninsula
Salmo Ri en In 1995n v

RIVER ROD DAYS CATCH CATCH/ROD
DAY

SaImonier 4190 537 0.13

Biscay Bay 1715 498 0.29

Northwest Trenassey 1688 231 0.14

Branch 970 269 0.28

North Harbour River 923 119 0.13

Little Salmoaier 555 195 0.35

Northeast Placentia 544 135 0.25

(Source. DFO. 1996b)
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Figure 2.3 Salmon Rivers of the Avalon Pecinsu1a (Based on: DFO. 1996b)
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2.3 THE SALMONIER RIVER

This river being in close proximity to St. John's by motor car, many
local anglers visit its various pools during the season. Salmon ranging in
weight from 5 to 15 Ibs. are caughl: in abundance (Palmer. 1927).

Located less than 60 kilometers from St. John's, the Salmonier River is the

major scbeduIed river 00 the Avalon Peninsula. In 1995. the Salmonier River had twice

the number of rod days of any other river on the Avalon Peninsula with 4190. Overall.

the Salmooier River was the sixth most heavily fished river in the Province in 1995.

The Salmonier watershed has a length of 27 kilometers, drains 257 square

kilometers and drops 320 meters over its length (porter et aI., 1974). The headwaters

afthe Salmomer River are located in the Avalon Wilderness Area. The river enters

Salmonicr Arm at the bead of Placentia Bay at the community of St. Catherine's

(Figure 2.4). A sketch of the Salmonier River, made by Palmer in 1927. reroa.ins Erne

today in its physical aspects, however, some of the toponomy bas changed over the

intervening 69 years. Salmonier Pond is now known as Pran's Pond, and Governor's

Falls was originally known as Lower Falls.

The Salmonicr River runs roughly parallel [0 I:be Salmonier Line (ROUle 90).

The Salmonier Line is accessed off of the Trans Canada Highway. 54 kilometers from

S[. 10hn's and extends soulb for 26 kilometers to the communily of St. Catherine's a[

lbe moulb of me Salmonier River. It is from the Salmonier Line tha[ access [0 the

Salmonier River is achieVed.
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Figure 2.4 Map of the Salmonier River (Bascd on: DFO. 1996a)
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For ~gemempurposes tlle Federal Department of Fisheries (DFO) bas

divided the Salmonier River into three sectiODS. The lower section eXlends from the

mouth of the river at St. Catherine's to below Governor's Falls. The middle section

runs from Governor's Falls to the Narrows. The upper section extends from above the

Narrows to include the Headwaters of the Salmonier River system. Each of lhese

sections, including their access points and salmon pools. are now described in turD.

2.3.1 Upper Section

Access [Q me upper section of the Salmonier River is gained 12.8 kilometers

from the Trans Canada Highway aCH}. This access point is located at the southern

boundary afthe Salmonier Nature Park:. Anglers are expeeled to obtain a pennit to

travel through the park. A section of road on the west side of the Salmonier Line at this

point is available for parking for approximately 15 vehicles. Access to Butler's Pool,

Conroy's Pool and Murphy's Falls from this point is made by an approximately three

kilometer walk lhrough black spruce and fir forest and across several bogs/fens. No

motorized vehicles are allowed along this ttail as it runs through the Salmonier Nature

Park. The walk to the SaImonier River from this point takes anywhere from thirty-five

minutes to an hour. depending on a person's pace. A large number of windfalls across

me trail makes this walk difficull. A warden's cabin and four privately owned cabins

are found on me river around me pools in this section.
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2.3.2 Middle Section

Access to the middle section of the Salmonier River is gained by way of one of

twO unpaved roads, one of which leads to Pinsent's Falls. and the other which leads to

Governor's Falls. The access to Pinsent's Falls is located 17.8 kilometers down the

Salmonier Uoe from the TCH. At this point an unmaintaincd woods road, 2.8

lci10meters long, leads to a parking area suitable for approximately teD vehicles. The

road iLSelf is very rough requiring the crossing of two brooks. For this reason most

anglers accessing the river through this point drive four wheel drives. piCk-ups or all

terrain vehicles. Most anglers accessing this point by car. park on the Salmonier line.

and walk in the road, however, some anglers do drive their cars down the road. A walk

of about 300 meters is required to access the river at Pinsent's Falls from me parking

spot at the end of the road. Two private cabins and a warden's cabin are located at

Pinsent's Falls. A longer walk of approximately a kilometer from the parking spot is

needed to reach the Narrows.

The other access point [0 the middle section is through !.he Governor's Reson.

The tum·off for the Governor's Reson is found 18.4 lrilome:ers down the SaImonier

Line. A maimained dirt road at this pOint leads down to the parking area for

Governor's Falls. While the road actually extends to within 100 meters of the river,

vehicle access was restricted [0 me area above the reson. A walk of approximately a

half of a kilometer must be taken from the parking area. dlrough the Governor's Reson
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(which was closed during the 1996 angling season) 00 access the river. The resort itself

consists of a botel and fifteen cabins. A nine hole golf course was under constrUCtion at

the resort during the 1996 salmon season. The route for anglers to the river was not

altered by tbe location of lhe reson.

The middle section contains the first falls which cause salmon going up the river

to hold up. For this reason it is a popular area for many salmon anglers. The middle

section is also known for its liner. and conflict between anglers. The large number of

anglers fishing this section leads [0 crowding. "bogging~ of prime fishing locations.

and the occasional fighl. It is because of these reasons that many other anglers avoid

angling the middle section of the Salmonier River.

2.3.3 Lower Section

The lower section of the Salmonier River is accessed through many points as

the Salmonier Line runs parallel with. and not too distant from. the river. The most

nonberly access in the lower section is through Viker's Road. 21.3 kilometers from the

TCH. Viker's Road is two hundred meters long and leads from the Salmonier Line

down to the river. Most anglers choose to park at the head of the road and walk down

to the river. A parking area suitable for approximately ten cars exists just off of the

Salmonier Line on Viker's Road.

The remaining portion of the lower section is accessed at various points along
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the Salmonier Line. Anglers tend to access the river at places where salmon pools are

known to exist. These pools are: Back River Pool, 21.9 kilometers from the TCH;

Sandy Point Pool, 24.4 kilometers from the TCH; the Flats, 24.8 kilometers from the

TCH; the pool at the Old Bridge, 25.4 kilometers from the TCH and lhe pool under the

New Bridge at the mouth afthe river, 25.9 kilometers from the TCH. Anglers

accessing these pools park on the Salrnonier Line and do not have to walk more than 50

meters to reach the river.

2.4 ANGLING STATISTICS FOR THE SALMONIER RIVER

Statistics from OFO show several trends for salmon angling on the Salmonier

River. The angling effort on the Salmonier River has increased considerably since 1952

(Figure 2.5). Up to the early 19705 there was a sharp increase in the number of rod

days for the Salmonier River. These [hen declined rapidly during the latter 1970s. This

decline may have been caused by crowding, lower catches, a shift in preferred sununer

aClivities, or a combination of all of these factors. With no human dimension work

having been done over this time period, one can only speculate. Since the early 1980s

the number of rod days recorded has once again been increasing.

The number of small salmon (less than 63 centimeters in length) which have

been caught on the Salmonier has fluctuated over the past 42 years (Figure 2.6). Figure

2.7 shows the number of small salmon caught in each section of the Salmonier for the
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years 1984 to 1996. Large salmon have not played a large role in the angling on the

river in the 1as142 years. Between 1980 and 1995, for example. only 26 large salmon

were reponed caught (DFO. 1996a). While the number of salmon caught on a river can

depend on factors other than the number of salmon in the river (e.g. bag limits or the

length of the season), angling effort combined with catcb numbers can give an

indication of the productivity of a river. Figure 2.8 shows how the catch per rod day

on the Salmonier River has been declining over the last 42 years.

Based on angling statistics between 1966 to 1969 the first salmon enter lhe

Salmonier River between June 11 and June 11, the last fish enter the river between

August 23 and August 29. The peak of the run is from July 6 to July 13 (porter et aI .•

1974). E;ltpen opinion indicates that these dates are still the same in 1996.

2.5 CLIMATE OF TIlE SALMONIER LINE

Climate conditions play an importanl role in salmon angling, and by association

the collection of data about, or from anglers. If not enough rain falls. rivers can be

dosed by DFO due to low water levels. Too much rainfall on the other hand, can cause

water levels to be such that salmon are not as likely to "fly" (i.e. go after a fly). Also,

high water levels resu1[ in salmon not "holding up" in pools traditionally fished by

anglers. These [wo facrors decrease the desirability of a salmon river for many anglers,

and lessen the likelihood of chem angling. Table 2.3 outlines selected climatic
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conditions for~ Salmomer River area. 1bese statistics are compiled at the Salmonier

Nature Parle:.

TABLE 2 3· Summer Climate NormaJs For Salmonier Area

MONTII

JUNE JULy AUGUST

Daily maximum 15.8 20.1 19.7
temperature (Celsius)

Daily minimum 5.8 10.4 10.9
temperature (Celsius)

Total rainfall 90.9 86.9 124.3
(millimeters)

Days with rain 9 11

(Source. Envrronmeot Canada. 1982)

2.6 COMMUNITIES IN THE SALMONIER RIVER AREA

The only communily to acrually border 00 the Salmonier River is St.

Calherine's. Statistics Canada socioeconomic data for St. Catherine's. however, is

combined with that of Mount Carmel and Mitchell's Brook. These two communities are

located five kilometers south of Sl. Catherine's. Between the 1986 and 1991 census,

these communities saw a decline in populationof4.9% from 651 to 619 people. Oftbe

619 people 235 were in the labour force (Statistics Canada, 1994). The communities in

1991 had an unemployment rate of 40.4$ (Statistics Canada, 1994). This high level of

unemployment allows many of the local residents to have time for recreational angling,

should they choose to participate. No data to confirm, or refute this was available from
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DFO.

One hundred and eighty private households exisled in the three communities in

1991 (Statistics Canada. 1994). Ten of these dwellings were rented. and 170 were

owned. The average household income for Mount Carmel-Mitchell's Brook-St.

Catherine's was $38.100 (Statistics Canada, 1994).

Undoubtedly, a more important factor than the community of St. Catherine's for

the recreatiooal salmon fisbery are the many cabins located in the area. The Salmonier

Line area bas 536 registered cabins (Newfoundland Government Services and Lands,

1996). This total includes lease to own. grant, and leased lands containing cabins.

Inspection of this data set found that me cabins located on the Salmonier River ilSelf

were not included in these figures. This was as a result of these cabins being owned

outright by the owners. and not being on Crown Land. The large number of cabins in

the area provides ample accommodation for many people visiting the Salmonier Line.

With cabins being associated with leisure time, the possibility for many of the people

utilizing these cabins to flsh for salmon while at the cabin is great. Both the cabins

and the communities in the area provide local pressure and ease of access to the

Salmonier River. A question concerning where people stay while fishing the Salmonier

was examined in this study.



CIIAJ'TER 3
HUMAN DIMENSION IN RECREATIONAL ANGLING LITERATURE

3.0 INTRODUcnON

Human dimension research in recreational angling includes behavioural.

managerial and ecooomic approaches. The economic literature deals with issues such as

economic analysis (Swanson and McCoUum. 1991) and estimating recreational demand

(peterson and Cordell. 1991). While imponant to a full undemanding of angling, this

was not an approach taken by tbis smdy. The aim. of this study was (0 explore

relationships between the motivations of Salmonier River salmon anglers and their

attitudes toward managemell1 options, and between anglers motivations and their

behaviours. This chapter reviews previous literature pertaining to these tOpics. From

litis review. the streogths and deficiencies of past human dimensions research in

recreational angling are noted, thus giving direction to the motivational research

uodertaken in this study. One of the main issues to arise in this review is the lack: of a

concise understanding of what constitutes motivation. The purpose of !his chapter is lO

detennine what is needed to add rigour to motivational research relating [0 angling. To

achieve this. an examination of past motivational research, along with bow this

research has been suggested to be used in recreational angling management is explored.

3.1 HUMAN DIMENSION RESEARCH IN RECREATIONAL ANGLING

TIle term angling includes a very broad range of activities. This fact is a result
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of the many di~erent species of fish. and meam of catching fish available to anglers.

Associated with angling is a broad spectrum of people with differing motivations,

behaviours and resource requirements (Holland. 1985). The recognition of this

spectrum of anglers bas lead to the identification of the diversity between anglers and

their activities, and the realization of the nonexistenee of an average angler (Bryan.

1977; Loomis and Ditton, 1981). As a resu1t of this diversity. anglerssbould be

considered a collection of subgroups. with different objectives and expectations

(McFadden. 1969; Bryan. 1976; Allen and Donnelly, 1985; Fedler and DittOD, 1994).

The diversity of anglers has enabled managers and researchers lO identify

subgroups of anglers within angling populations. This ideotificatiOD of subgroups

enables decision-makers to better understand the people involved. the effects of angler

decisions. and the effects differem segments of fishing populations have on a resource

(Dinan et al., 1978). Allen and Donnelly (1985), for example. have shown that strong

relationships exist between social units of participation and reasons for participation.

Thus, depending on which group one is fishing with (e.g. family or friends), the

incentives and expectations for participation may vuy.

The identification of subgroups of anglers bas lead to the development of

typOlogies of anglers. Typologies of anglers are useful as they provide a method of

dealing with the diversity of public preferellCCS (Manfredo and Anderson, 1982). These

typOlogies also can give managers a means of allocating resources for each group's
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preferred activi~ (Manfredo and Anderson. 1982). Typologies ace, therefore, a useful

tool fur the manager of recreational fisheries.

One of the more prevalent methods of identifying and categorizing anglers has

been specialization (Bryan. 1977; Manfredo and Anderson, 1982; Hahn. 1991).

Bryan's frequently cited paper. "Leisucc: value systems and recreational specialization:

the case of nout fishermen" (1977) contends that specialization reflects commitment to

a sport and this commitment, in the case of angling, indicateS the value of the fishing

experience to an individual. Specialization is, ",. a continuum of behaviour from the

general to the particular. reflected by the equiprnem and skills used in the spon and

activity setting preferences" (Bryan. 1977). Since Bryan's (1977) study, many studies

have supported his concept of angler specialization (Fedler and Ditton. 1986; Absher

and Collins, 1987; Siemer et aI. 1989; Steel et aI., 1990; Hahn. 19(1). These studies

have focussed on a variety of different species of fish and angling populations.

Some researchers, however. have questioned the use of specialization [0

differentiate angling groups (Ditton ct aI., 1992; Connelly ct aI., 19908; Dawson et

al.,l991b). Ditton ct aJ. (1992) noted that Bryan's concept of specialization follows a

logic which has the levels of specialization defined by, and measured by. the same

variables. Examination of the specializations of anglers show that it is predominantly

behaviour which defines the level of specialization. with attitudes and motivations

being examined based on these behaviours (Gill, 1980; Bryan. 1983; Chipman and
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Helfrich, 1988). Dawson et aI. (l991a) note that specialization is a hierudlial

typology. and that anglers in fact are part of a continuum which does DOl: form clearly

defined hierarchial groups. This conclusion was made from studies of anglers 00 New

York's Salmon River. The Salmon River srudy suggestS that the concepc of

specialization may DO( be appropriate for some segments of anglers (Dawson and

Brown, 1989; Connelly et aI., 199Oa). Many anglers who fished for a variety of

species. expressed differem values and expectations when fishing for specific species

(Dawson and Brown. 1989; Connelly ct aI., 199Oa).Tbe specialization concept,

lherefore. has been seen as tOO simplistic (Connelly et aI., 1990&.).

Motivation bas been used as a means of developing a typOlogy of anglers

(Oriver and Cooksey. 1977; Phillips and Ferguson. 1977; Buchanan et ai, 1982;

Manfredo and Anderson. 1982). Phillips and Ferguson (1977) defined three groups of

Wyoming anglers based OD their catch motivations. igooring motives which did DOt

relate directly to the catching of salmon. such as escaping the regular routine _Driver

and Cooksey (1CT17) segmeated MK:bigao and PeDDS)'lvania anglers into six subgroups

based aD eight dimensions of motivation. Using cluster analysis Manfredo and

Anderson (1982) fOUDli six subgroups of wilderness anglers. Buchanan ct aI. (1982)

segmented anglers into groups based on a preference to catch eilher -D'Ophy· fish.

6 w ild· fish or a limit of fish. While these studies used the term motivation. lhey did not

research the SUbject from the theoretical approach used in this thesis. Each of these
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studiese~ only motivations relalCd directly to the catching of fish. and did Dot

consider the oon-catcb motives of anglers. It was the goal of this srudy to use bom

catch and non-cateh motivations to investigate Salmonier River salmon anglers. This

review now looks at "motivation" as it bas been used in past research relating [0

recreational angling.

3.2 MOTIVATIONS FOR ANGLING

Connelly et a1. (l99Oa) suggest that there is a need to better account for the

clqleCtations and multi-dimensionality of angler motivations (Connelly et aI., 199Oa).

Recreational behaviour has as antecedents: motivation, socio-economic factors. and

attitude (Jackson, 1989). lbere is a need, therefore, to identifiy the motivations of

anglers. one anleCedent of behaviour, to more fully understand angling behaviour.

From a practical stand point. a manager needs to know how different angling

subgroups differ in motivation and attitude, as well as behaviour. Knowledge that some

anglers prefer to fly fish, rather than use a spinner. is of little use to a manager. On the

other hand. knowledge of why an angler uses an artificial fly. rather than bait, can tell

somedring about the motivations of the angler. which could then provide a basis for

managerial decisions.

Fedler and Ditton (1994) identify three reasons why knoWledge of the

motivations of anglers are important: they are basic to the explanations and predictions
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of angling bebayiour; there is a need to know how much the factors which motivate

anglers vary with different conditions and angling groups; and so managers can more

effectively develop angler programs and services. The tying of motivation to attitudes

of anglers toward management options. and to behaviour was an objective of lhis study.

This linkage will increase lhe ability of managers to anticipate angler responses to

management decisioDS.

Two theories have been suggested for investigating motivations in recreational

angling: Personal investment theory (pm and expectaney.value meary. PIT uses the

centrality of fishing to an angler 10 categorize anglers (Siemer and Brown. 1994). This

method uses behaviours to determine motivations for angling. An alternative (0 this

behavioural model is expectancy-value (EV) theory. EV lheory includes bom lhe

imponance of incentives for angling and tbe probabiJily of those incentives being

fulfllied (Dawson et al.. 1991b). Expectaney-value theory views cognitive processes as

central to the behaviour decision making/involvement process experienced by anglers

(Dawson et aI., 1991b). Expectancy-value theory is the theory used to investigate the

anglers from lhis study, and is explained in detail in cbapter four.

While Dawson et at (l991b) discuss the usefulness of expectancy theory, they

emphasize the expectancy of catch-related incentives. They note that an angler may

change location or fishing s[[ategy to increase the expectanCy of the catch. This is

especially so for salmon and steelbead whicb are relatively difficuh to catcb (Dawson el
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aI.• 1991b). ~Y suggest that angler expectancy has to be relative to species. tackle

and setting. While this is certainly l:IUe. Dawson ct aI. (l991b) do not take into account

the expectations of other motivations. such as solitude or family recreation, whicb may

be as centtal [0 the angler as the particular fish being pursued.

Expecuncy·value theory uses two components [0 define motivation: the

importance of an incentive, and the expectancy of that incentive being fulfLiled. Past

motivational researcb in recreational angling has used only one component to define

motivation: the importance of the incentive. For this reason, that which has

traditionally been explored as motivation in recreational fisheries research, is

considered to be the importance of an incentive for this study. This chapler now

reviews the incentives traditionally investigated as motivation in recreational angling

research.

3.2.1 Incentives For Angling

Much of the early research into motivations for angling has been done by

Driver (Knopf ct at., 1973; Driver and Knopf. 1976; Driver and Cooksey, 1977).

These studies used single item indicators of incentive which have since been accepted

as reliable and valid (Driver and Cooksey, 1977) and have become the standard

statements used to determine the motivations of all types of anglers. These standard

statements have also enabled the comparison of studies across regions and between
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broad angling groups.

Incentives for angling have been divided into intrinsic and extrinsic componems

based 00 catch and non-eateh incentives respectively (Holland and Ditton. 1992). TIle

catch-related incentives are specific [0 angling and cannot be pursued in other

activities. The non-cateh incentives can be pursued. through many different activities

including for example. sailing and hiking (loomis and Warnick. 1991). Fedler and

Ditton (1994) have divided the angling motivational indicator questions into five

general categories: general psychological and pbysiological; nalUr3l environment;

social; fisheries resource; and skill and equipment (Fedler and Ditton. 1994). Table 3.1

outlines these staletDents. which include all but [wo of me incentive statements used in

lhis study. "To caleb a limit of fish~ . and "to catch and release a salmon" were the

other incentive statements used.

To say that the incentive behind angling is the fish. is simplistic and incomplete.

Recreatiooal angling has been considered a fonn of tension management (Spaulding,

1970), a means of strengthening bonds between family and friends (Cheek and Burch.

1976), and primarily as a contemplative and solitary activity (U.S. Outdoor RecreatioD.

Resources Review Commission. 1962). Other studies have shown lhat lhe catching of a

fish is but one component of the activity of angling which leads to a successful trip

(Driver and Cooksey, 1980; Graefe, 1980; Buchanan 1983; Loomis and DittoD., 1987)

These swdies are consistent with the findings of Hendee and Bryan (1978), Fedler
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TABLE 3 1 Incentives For Angling

Psychological
and

Physiological

eta get away from the daily routine
efor relaxation
eta experience new and different things
efor physical exercise

Non·Catch Narural eto be outdoors
Incentives Environment eto experience natural surroundings

eto be close to lhe water

eta get away from olher people
Social efor family recreation

eto be with friends

Catch
Incentives

Fishery
Resource

Skill and
Equipment

efor lhe challenge or sport of fishing
efor lhe experience of lhe catch
eta obtain fish for eating
eta catch a trophy fish

eta develop skills
eta test my equipment

(After Fedler and Dinan, 1994)

(1984), Hudgins (1984), Siemer and Brown (1994), which support the contention of

muhiple fishing satisfactions and motivations. It is a combination of both catch and

non-catch incentives which contributes to angler motivation and satisfaction (Holland

and Ditton, 1992; Fedler and Ditton, 1994).

Angling, regardless of species desired, or lhe area fished, is basically lhe same

activity. It involves an angler, a means of catching a fish, a body of water, and the

opportunity to catch a fish. However, the motives for engaging in the activity, the style

of participation, and the resulting experiences can vary dramatically from one area, or
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species. to ano~r (Clarke and Stankey. 1979; Fedler and Dinon. 1994). Angling,

therefore. is a situational activity. This situational nature necessitates the examioation

of both caleb and non-catch incentives for angling, and the importance of these

incentives in any angling situation.

In a review of 17 different angling populations and angling subpopulations,

Fedler and Ditton (1994) found that psychological-physiological incentives were rated

highly across all of the 17 studies. Natural environment incentives were rated

moderately to very high by most anglers. Catch-related incentives varied significantly,

with anglers targeting larger fish indicating lbe cballenge of flShing and the experience

of the catch as being very imponant. The findings of seven studies investigating

incentives for angling are outlined in Table 3.2.

From Table 3.2, the importance of different catcb and oon-cateh incentives is

shown to vary wilh species fished, aodIor location. Anglers fishing in tournaments. or

angling for species which are expected [0 put up a good fight (e.g. shark), tended to

place at least one catch motive higher than ooo-cateb incentives. With the Atlantic

salmon world renowned for its fight when hooked (Wulff, 1958; Anderson, 1985), lhe

imponance of catch incentives should be most important for at least a proportion of

Salmonier River anglers.

Other studies which have coocluded that catch-related activities are more

important lhan non-eateh-related activities for the anglers studied include: Sewell and
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Ta~le 3.2: Main Incentives for Angling from Selected Studies

STUDY ANGLING MAIN INCENTIVES FOR
GROUP RSHING

(ranked from highest to
lower incentives)

Ditton Texas Offshore .challenge of the catch
and Loomis To_ ."""",

STUDIES (1988) Anglers _experience of the catch
erelaxation

WITH
Ditton Tm, .fi$hlOeal:A
eta!. Chaner Boal .experience of the caleb

CATCH (1978) Anglers erelaxation
.=a~

INCENTIVE Fisher T,,., eexperience of the catch
,,'" Sbuk erelaxation

RANKED Ditton Anglers .challenge of the catch

mGHEST
(1993) enanual. surroundings

Dinon Atlantic .challenge of the caleb

"'" Billfish eexperience of the catch
Fisher Tournament erelaxation
(1990) Anglers .outdoors

eclose to lhe water

Fedler Maryland erelaxation
STUDIES (1989) T~, eoutdoors

Anglers ."""'"WITH • natural surroundings
echa.l.lengc of me catch

A
Hom Texas erelaxation

NON-CATCH cta!. Cactisb .=ape
(1991) Anglers ·outdoors

INCENTIVE enaNra! surroundings

RANKED
Hom Texas erelaxation

cta!. (1991) Black Bass .=ape

mGHEST
Anglers eoutdoors

-natural surroundings

(Adapted from Fedler and Ditton. 1994)
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Rostron (1970);. Stroud (1976); Vaske et aI. (1982); Buchanan (1983); Graefe and

Fedler (1986); Loomis and Ditton (1987); Chipman and Helfrich (1988); Spencer

(1993); and Siemer and Brown (1994). These studies demonstrate that catch incentives

must be included in any investigation of motivation for anglers.

In contrast to the studies showing catch incentives as most importam are those

whicb find anglers fishing predominantly for non-cateh reasons. Ley (1961), Addis and

Erickson. (1969) Moeller and Engelken (1972), Knopf et ai. (1913), Bryan (1974),

Bryan (1976), Kennedy and Brown (1976). Ditton et aI. (1978), Wellman (1979),

Graefe (1980), Smith (1980). Dawson and Wilkins (l981), Witter et aI. (1982). Falk et

aI. (1983), Henry and Virgona (1984). Holland (1985), Falk et aI. (1989), Schramm

and Dennis (1993), and Siemer and Brown (1994) all found angling groups or sub

groups which indicated noo-eateh incentives as more important than caleh incentives.

It is imponant [0 note from Table 3.2 that the groups examined are more or less

homogenous. This is in contraSt to studies such as the Importance of Wildlife to

Canadians (Filion. 1991) which looks at Wanglers~ in general. and does not

differentiate between sub-populations such as ice fishermen and salmon anglers.

Angling surveys which tend to generalize provincial or Slate anglers (e.g. Ditton et al .•

1991; Fedler. 1989) tend to show that non.-eateh incentives are higher than catch

incentives. If a species not known for its fight or challenge is the predominant species

of several fIShed. there is a good chance that non<ateh incentives will be more
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important for ~Jers. The oeed. therefore, is to be species and river specific.

Motivational results from population studies are artificial as they are an aggregate of

diverse angler groups within the populations (Fedler and Ditton. 1994). Researchers

therefore should not generalize population results from national or provincial surveys 10

subpopulation angler groups, such as salmon anglers on the Salmonier River.

Brown and Ross (1982) fourxl that a variety of desired incentives were

considered by anglers in Colorado when deciding which stteam to fish. This is

consistent with the idea that different settings would be utilized by anglers to realize

different recreational eXperieoces. Brown and Ross (1982) also found that different

experiences which are desired for anyone setting preference are not equally weighted.

Stream anglers accessing remote settings. for example. desired the experience of

escaping personal pressures more than for escaping physical pressure.

A study demonstrating the situational nature of angling was undertaken by

Loomis and Ditton (1987), comparing spon and tournament anglers. Loomis and

Dinon (l987) found significant differences between incentives for the two groups of

anglers. Of the catch incentives, the tournament anglers were significantly higher on all

but the incentive for obtaining fish. Of the non-eatch incentives, the only significant

difference was on the incentive scores concerning fishing with family and with friends.

Tournament anglers preferred to fish with friends, while sport anglers indicated a

preference to fish with family (Loomis and Ditton, 1987). These findings of Loomis
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and Dinon (1987) are similar to those of Spencer (1993), who found that angler

satisfactions varied with anglers with different characteristics. Undoubtedly, within

every angling group, there is also a portion of anglers who wish to gel away from

everyone, to fish alone.

When comparing the components which made a river important to trout and

salmon anglers, Teirney and Richardson (1992) found that importance of a river for

(rout anglers was determined by high catch rates, large fish, extensive fishable water

and peaceful scenic surroundings. In contrast, salmon rivers were valued primarily for

the sheer size of the fish, with surroundings playing an insignificant role in the overall

importance of the river (Teirney and Richardson, 1992). This substantiates the findings

of Martinson and Shelby (1992), where tolerance for encounters with other anglers

were higher for salmon anglers than trout anglers. Manfredo and Conroy (1980) also

found that catch incentives were important as they found that salmon anglers were more

likely to fish at locations that were known to provide high catch rates. For this reason,

salmon anglers are more likely to expect to encounter other anglers than in other types

of angling (Manfredo and Conroy, 1980). From the findings of these studies pertaining

to salmon, it is expected that on the Salmonier River, catch-related incentives should

rank high among the incentives for salmon anglers.

The importance of the fish to salmon anglers is also noted by the fact that

salmon anglers had a preference of fishing in the lower regions of a river (Teimey and
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Richardson, 19?2). This preference stems from the fact that the salmon in the lower

regions are rccem arrivals to the river. and bad DOt been fished as much as those

further up river. lndeed. the overall focus of salmon angling in New Zealand is the

salmon itself (Teirney and Richardson, 1992). Teimey and Richardson (1992) surmise

that the hope for many salmon anglers of landing a fish, or baving an occasional

success. is imponant in determining the value of a New Zealand salmon river's value.

Similar to the findings in New Zealand were those of Lowery (1978), who

found that amoog Oregon salmon anglers. the primary incentive for angling was "to get

food~. The concept of salmon as food may stem from the lraditional view of salmon as

an important food source for the angler (Smith. 1980).

The studies presented here have shown thai the imponance of catCh and non·

catch incemives for angling are situational. Depending on the location. SUbgroup of

angler, or type of 6sb being caught. the relative imponance of catch and non-cateh

incentives vary. There is a need, therefore, to look within an angling group, to

determine subgroups based on motivation. This investigation of motivation within

angling groups enables managers to recognize that the average angler does not exist,

even on the river, or watershed, level. This understanding can be accomplished by

examining the catch and oon-catch motivations of anglers. One can theo determine the

proportions of anglers motivated to a greater pan by catch or non-c.atch motives. These

two groups can then be investigated to see if and how these motivational differences
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tranSlate iDle attitudinal and behavioural differences.

While me situational nature of angling has been noted (Fedler and Dioon.

1994), few studies emphasize expectaney. the siruationaJ component provided by the

angler. It was the intent of this study 10 add expectancy to the investigation of

motivations of anglers. thereby gaining a better understanding of motivations for

angling relative to the Saimonier River. Indeed. both the importance and expectanCy of

incentives are required for the lheoretical research undertaken in this study.

It is important to note bere that while Fedler and Ditton (1994) note the

imponance of not generalizing to the subgroup. no attempt 00 their. or other

researchers. pan to investigate the importance of catch and non-cateh motivations

within angling SUbgroups has been undertaken. Motivational theory bas not been used

to its greatest potentia1. By adding expectancy. the potential of motivational research

can be increased.

3.2.2 ExpecWlCies Of Anglers

It is important to recognize iliat different streams attract different types of

anglers (palmer 1988). and these anglers willltave different attitudes and motivations.

Clarke and Downing (1984) found that forest users in accessible recreational settings

were less likely to be annoyed by management activities such as grazing or logging,

than forest users in primitive settings. Similarly anglers fishing a pristine area could be
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more opposed [0 development than anglers fishing near or in a community. As rivcrs

are linear feawres, with different sections offering different experiences 10 the angler,

consideration that the expectations of anglers will be different along the river, must be

DOted in fisberies reseacch. This is the case. as anglers can use different sections of a

river to obtain different desired outcomes. The premise behind examining the different

sections of the Salmonier River. to determine if they are used by different angling

subgroups (HIO>, comes as a result of these diverse expectations.

Hudgins and Davies (1984) compared the satisfactions of anglers in twO

different river drainages witb considerably different river catcb raleS. They found that

the satisfaction ratings did DOt differ between rivers. That which did differ was their

expectation for success. Lower expectations in the less productive river gave

satisfactions similar to anglers with higher expectations for success in the other river

<Hudgins and Davies. 1984). While looking at satisfaction and DOt motivation. Hudgins

and Davies (1984) do show lbat expectations differ from river to river and should be

considered in an examination of anglers.

Connelly et at. (l99Oa) found that goals and expectations of anglers can change

over the course of a day of fishing. These changing goals and expectation<; resulted

when different sections of a river were fished by different methods. for different fish.

One possible explanation for these changing goals is that a person may be a novice in

one environment but an expert in another. despite the activity remaining the same
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(Schreyer. 1982). This comes as a result of the angler's knowledge of the area and the

resource. Changing goals may come as a resull of fulfilling certain expectations. Once

a fish bas been caught. for example. relaxation may become the dominant goal. The

temporal and spatial nature of angling calls for situation specific researcb (Connelly et

aI.,I990).

Martinson and Shelby (1992) compared trout and salmon anglers in New

Zealand and found that differences occurred between the twO groups in relation to

expectations. They found that encounter DOrms differed both between salmon anglers

and trout fishermen. and between salmon anglers fishing different rivers. Those salmon

anglers angling the more accessible salmon rivers were found to have higher

expectations for encounter nonns. and were more tolerant to larger numbers of anglers,

than anglers fishing less accessible rivers (Martinson and Shelby, 1992).

The studies preseoted here show the need for expectancy to be included in an

investigation of anglers. Dawson et al. (l99th) note that ~expectaney theory appears to

hold some promise to integrate motivational research with a more comprehensive

theoretical base, so lhat implications will be more apparent for fishery and recreation

managers" (Dawson et at., 1991b). It is with this in mind that an understanding of

motivation as a managemem [001 is now considered.
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3.3 ANGLER MOTIVATION AND MANAGEMENT

The rationale for a behaviouraVmotivational approach to management. as

opposed to a solely biophysical approach. stemS from lbe need for managers 10 both

protect a resource. and provide users with a variety of opportunities (Dinon et aI.•

1978; Propst and Lime, 1982; McCool et aI., 1984). Propst and Lime (1981) propose

that information on the typeS of physical resource and me social characteristics which

influence user satisfaction must be known. This information is oblained by identifying

the characteristics (including motivation> that are most important for satisfying

experiences in different activities and settings (Propst and Lime. 1981).There is a need

to look beyond mOlivation. however. to see if motivations ttanslate into behavioural

choices. With a better Understanding of how motivation relates to behaviour, managers

can more easily anticipate angler response to management actions and can ensure that

the angling experiences expected by anglers are met (Fedler and Ditton. 1994).

A behavioural approach for the study of fisheries management policies has been

idenlified in many studies (Bryan. 1977; Dawson and Wilkins, 1981; Dinonet aI.,

1978; Moeller and Engelken, 1972; Hampton and Lackey, 1976; Carpemer et al.,

1977; Smith, 1980; Hudgins, 1984; Schoolmaster and Frazier, 1985; Miranda and

Frese, 1991). These studies indicate the need for fisheries managers to manage

w::reational fisheries based on a variety of social aspects. including angling motivations

and behaviour, along with the fish.
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Fisheri~ managers oeed a valid site-specific information base dealing with

angler motivations and satisfactions to predict angler response to management actions

(Fedler. 1984). A recreational setting can be derIDed as a place where the combination

of physical-biological. social and managerial characteristics. or attributes, gives that

place value as a location for a leisure activity (Clarke and Slankey, 1979). An

understanding of bow recreationislS choose settings, and how they evaluate them, can

give managers a better grasp of bow motivatiooal decisions affect user evaluations of a

site. These evaluations include the site's ability to accommodate particular activities, as

well as provide different experiences (McCool et aI., 1984). An understanding of why

people choose to fish a particular river, i.e. their motivations for angling that river, can

help manage various experiences sought by the angler.

Traditionally. management decisions concerning Atlantic salmon in

Newfoundland have been made by me Federal Department of Fisheries. This bas been

the case as salmon are an anadromous fish, one which migrates between fresh and salt

waters. The move in recem years bas been toward community/association managemem

of the rivers and fisb. This approacb to management is included in the Fisberies Act

(Bill C-62) and is expected to act as "lhe cornerstone for developing a new relationship

between DFO and fisheries stakebo(ders~ (DFO. 1996c). The Model River System.

whicb is at present being initiated on lhe Humber. Eagle and Gander Rivers in

Newfoundland. is an example of this new type of partnership. Community/association
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management co~titutes what is known as special fisheries management (AFS, 1995).

RegulatioDS in special fisheries are unique to the river in which they are implemented

and can cause conflict between managers and users, and between different river users.

In the case of different river users this can be both between differeD[ subgroups of

anglers. and between anglers and non-anglers.

In the past. conflict has arisen due to the failure to include the human

component from the management of fisheries. or from a misunderstanding of the

concepts human dimensions entail (Matlock et aI. 1988; Ditton and Fedler. 1989;

Peyton and Gigliotti 1989). For compreheosive management decision-making to occur,

an attempt (0 inu:grate an understanding of both the fiSh and the angler pursuing the

fish should be undenakeo (Ditton et aI .• 1978; Propst and Lime 1982). Knopf et a1.

(1973) Stated that four topics must be addressed when angling is evaluated: the

resource; the activity; economic considerations; and participant behaviour. While each

of these four topics should be addressed by managers. the importance given to each is

seldom equal. Indeed. depending on the agenda of the managing agency. any ooe of

these topics can have much higher priority than the others. In areas with little or no

economic growth. such as Newfoundland. economic considerations often take

precedent. at the expense of the angler and the resource. While more anglers may be

better for an area economically. too many anglers may be detrimental environmentally.

Indeed. too many anglers can cause crowding. which may in fact deter anglers from
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fishing, or returning to fish, a panicular river.

Economic research should consider angler motivations, to ensure that conflict is

minimized for the manager, and satisfaCtiODS are maximized for the angler. For

e:umple. a license fee may increase revenues for managers. However, if the

motivations of anglers can be satisfied on a nearby river which does nOl charge a fee,

revenues may not be as high as the manager expects, or requires. In the eod,

considering the motivations of anglers should have positive economic effects. by

maintaining or increasing the satisfactions of anglers.

Awareness that people management is as important as resoUll:e management is

not sufficient to produce an adequate research base capable of dealing wilb. human

responses to management actions (Voiland and Dunweiler. 1984; Ditton and Fedler,

1989). Knowledge of the factors recreationists consider is needed to facilitate the

management techniques managers must use in matching supply with demand. This

ensures that quality recreation opportunities will exist for the recreationist (Clarke and

Downing, 1984). A better understanding of anglers by managers helps to manage

angling resources consisteDtly with expectations of anglers. It also aids the private

secoor in providing facilities, services and equipment which enhance angling

experiences (Brown and Siemer, 1991). These expectations should be addressed. but

DOl to the point of jeopardizing the resource.

Information on the incentives and expectations of anglers can help fishery
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managers dete~ whicb management alternatives wiJI meet. redirect. or change

angler expectations and incentives (Dawson and Wilkins. 1980; Brown. 1987; Gale,

1987; Dawson et aI., 1991a). [f satisfying anglers is to be a management goal,

managers must consider which policies will be most effective for specific groups of

anglers (Spencer. 1993). Identification of the subgroups of anglers fishing a particular

river can belp accomplisb this goal.

Researcb has identified the need for the examination of angler responses to

regulatory measures to be context specific (palmer, 1988; Ditton and Fedler. 1989).

The type. amount, and obtrusiveness of managerial activities, shapes the nature of a

recreatiocal setting. These activities can lead [Q a change in the kind of place it is. and

can hinder the objectives of recreationists (McCool et a1.. 1984). Fisheries managers

affect the desirability and availability of lakes and streams [0 anglers by regulating

methods of fishing, retention sizes and season lengths (Manfredo and Anderson, 1982).

It is important to consider the motives of anglers before management decisions are

made, to ensure that the desirability of an area is maintained.

Conflict can occur between subgroups of anglers fishing the same river system,

due to differing opinions toward management options. Highly specialized anglers

fishing for small moulh bass in Virginia, for example, favoured more restrictive

harvest regulations than less specialized anglers (Chipman and Helfrich, 1988).

Differences of opinions need to be addressed before management decisions are made.
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The sDldy unde~en in this research attempts to identify these differences in relation

[0 the differing motivations of anglers on the Salmonier River.

While recreationists make their own decisions. manager's actions do affect thc

places recreationists go (Clarke and Downing, 1984). StroUd (1976), for example,

showed that fishing participation decreased markedly after the introduction of catch and

release and size restrictions. Siemer and Brown (1994) speculated that a decrease in

fish size or abundance would resuh in a decrease in fishing participation. Decreases

such as tl1ese can come as a result of naruraI processes or managerial decisions.

Managerial decisions wllicb negatively affect the satisfaction of anglers can indirectly

have negative biological effects on the fish being perused. Should catch and release be

imposed on a river where a majority of anglers oppose it, the anglers may move to

another river. This displacement of anglers could increase demands on me new river to

the point WI the integrity of the fish resource could be jeopardized. Also, the angling

experience could be spoiled for anglers. due 10 increased croWding and fewer fish.

Regulations must be suited to both the resource and to the users of that resource.

Angler perceptions, attitudes, and preferences are routinely sought over a wide

range of issues, sucb as the need for, and suitability of, regulations (Dawson and

Wi~ 1981; Renyard and Hilborn, 1986). This is done, in pan. as uninformed

decisions by fisheries managers could creace disruptive management issues that damage

the pUblic image, and credibility of the fisheries m.a.nagement agencies (peyton and
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Gigliotti. 1989); The differences between what a manager recognizes as a satisfactory

fishery, and what anglers expect from a fishing experience. are one cause of tension

between the angling public and agencies (Hudgins and Davies, 1984). Again. an

understanding of anglers can help managers understand ooe group for whom the fishery

is being managed.

An example of a motivational approach to management policies concerned

sectioning a portion of the Au Sable River in Michigan for catcb and release fishing

only (Gigliotti and Peyton. 1993). Gigliotti and Peyton (1993) used the motives and

behaviours of trout anglers belonging to fisheries organizations, and anglers who did

not belong to organizations as the basis of their study. Gigliotti and PeytOn (1993)

found that anglers who belonged to organizations were much more in favour of the

catch and release policy than those who did not belong to a fishing organization. TIley

also found that members of fishing organizations were less likely to indicate Wcatching

fish to eal" as an incentive to fish. Tournament and sport fishermen have also been

shown to respond differently to various policy changes. particularly those related to a

reduction in permissible catch (Loomis and Ditton. 1987). Findings such as those of

Gigliotti and Peyton (1993) and Loomis and Ditton (1987) can be used by fISheries

managers to reduce. or avoid. conflict between different angler groups. As catch and

release becomes more of a factor in salmon angling in Newfoundland CGRMA. 1995).

studies into the behaviours and motivations of salmon anglers can likewise be beneficial
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for managers fOF lessening conflict between anglers.

In relatioD to conflict between anglers and non-anglers. a study by Gramann and

Burdge (1981) examined conflict between anglers and waler skiers. Gramann and

Burdge (1981) found differences in motivation between anglers who perceiVed conflict

and anglers who did not perceive conflict. Significant differences were found between

the twO groups of anglers in their incentives for escape. and doing things with their

family. Those not perceiving contlict indicated escape as less of an incentive to fish.

and doing things with their family more important. than those perceiving conflict

(Gramann and Burdge. 1981). Understanding choices in recreation. therefore, is

important for managers as it can help them recognize when specific recreation goals

and objectives can be achieVed. without unnecessarily constraining the management of

other resources (Clarke and Downing. 1984; Lee et aI., 1988). Managers can also use

a knowledge of motives 10 direct users to alternative locations on a river, or to another

river wt better meets the angler's needs and expectations (Buchanan et aI., 1982;

Martinson and Shelby, 1992).

While motivational research can provide information about the angler [0 the

manager. it can also aid the manager in determining what information needs to be

communicated to lhe angler. Knowledge of the motivations of anglers can aid in the

changing of expectations of anglers to better fit the reality of what is available

(Martinson and Shelby. 1992). Expectations can then be changed by education
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programs. whic.h provide accurate catch rate. and size. infonnatioo fOT a particular

fishing area (Dawson and Wilkins, 1980). To be successful in the education of anglers.

one must first know what me expectations and incentives of lbe angler are.

Community leaders and fisheries managers need accurate information on anglers

which will aid in choices which will benefit anglers and residents (Siemer and Brown,

1994). Royce (1983) notes that a challenge for fisheries managers is to deliver

information [() che fishing public that will lead [0 greater satisfaction. Managers bave a

problem in maintaining satisfaction among anglers wilh unrealistic expectations fot

catch rates (Spencer and Spanger, 1992). Realistic expectations can be communicated

to anglers once the unrealistic expectations are known. A weU-informed pUblic will

have a more realistic perspective on what can be expected from a nanu-aI resource

(Loftus, 1987). As ooted by Spencer and Spanger (1992). the expectations often

considered exclude oon<ateh expectations. The fulfilment of solitude for an angler can

be as central for satisfaction for an angler as the fish itself, and should be considered

by the fisheries manager.

Public communication is becoming an increasingly complex challenge facing

fisheries professionals (Royce. 1983). This being said, at least one srudy has shown

that few recreational users learn about an area through information from agencies

(Clarke and Downing, 1984). Infonnal contacts. most often family and friends, are the

most imporwu: source of information about oppornmities for anglers (Clarke and
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Downing, 1984).

It is imponant to nole that opinions and motivations of anglers are not fixed and

can change over the lifetime of the angler (Connelly et al., 199Ob). Changes in these

dimensions of angling show the Deed to constantly monitor the motivations, attiwdes

and behavioW'S of anglers. While issues oriented surveys may adequately portray where

a given group of anglers stand on a panicular issue at a specific point in time, fisheries

agencies need a broad information base for comprehensive planning efforts to be

effective (Brown and Siemer. 1991). There is a need to see if. and how, the

motivations and attitudes of angler groups change over time. While the Salmonier

River survey was a "one shot" sWdy, it does provide base line data for researchers and

managers to use in the future.

Diversity should be an important concern for fishery managers in allocating

resources among competing interests (Loomis and Ditton, 1987). Managers need to

know what is desired by the angler, and provide several variously demanded products,

rather than just providing caleb opportunities. Without management based on product

differentiation. the diversity of sportfishing could be lost (Hendee. 1974; Holland and

Ditton, 1992). The acknowledgement of both catch and non-ealCh motivations of

recreatiooal fisheries aids in the product differentiation of salmon angling for

managers.

If one takes the point of view lhat the product of recreatiooal fishing is the
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opportunity to ~[ch fish, and not the fish itself (Crutchfield. 1962). then managers

need not provide a spectrUm of experiences for the angler. If. however. one takes the

position of this study lIlat there are a host of experieoces, both caleb-related and 000

catch-related, then managers must know what the motivations of the users of the

resource are. Management plans that include considerations of the angler and seek to

inCann anglers about the reasons for regulations are more liJcely to succeed both

socially, and biologically (Quinn. 1992).

3.4 SUMMARY

This literature review has shown bow the human dimensions component of

recreational angling is a componeO[ which must be investigated for a complete

understanding of the angling resource. To ignore this aspect of the resource. or to work

under the assumptions of an -average angler-. will undoubtedly lead to conflict for

fisheries managers. A knowledge of the motivatioos of anglers 00 the Salmonier River

will enable a better understanding of the relationship between management policies and

the major stakeholder on the river. salmon anglers.

Most studies of motivation relating to recreational angling have been limited to

Slatements of importance. whicb are equated with motivation. The situational

component of ex:pectaney has often been neglected due to the level of study (i.e.

provincial or state wide studies. rather than watershed or river studies). When
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expecwx:y bas .been i.Jx:luded. it predominantly relates to catch incentives and not oon

catch incentives. This stUdy DOW D1I'DS [Q expectaDC)'-value theory. which was used to

develop a more complete understanding of the IDOrivatiol1S of anglers on the Salmonic:r

River.



CHAPrER4
MOTIVATION THEORY

4.0 lNTRODUCIlON

The previous section demonstrated that motivational research involving anglers

has. to a large pan, been limited to an investigation of incentives for fishing, with no

examination of the expectancies relating to these incentives (eg. Driver and Cooksey,

1977; Fedler. 1989; Holland and Ditton. 1992; Fedler and Ditton. 1994; Hunt and

Ditton, 1996). The underlying premise of tllis study is mat individual watersheds are

comprised of different and often unique components. These unique cbaracteristics

necessitate the inclusion of expectanCies of anglers to better understand motivations for

angling.

The net:d to maintain some coherence with past "motivatiooaI" research dealing

with angling, however. is lleCe5sary. This coherence enables the comparison of angling

both spatially and temporally. Thus, a blending of past motivational research, with

concepts and theory from social·psycbologica1 research, is needed to improve upon the

investigation of motivations for recreational angling. This chapter examines the theories

and concepts of motivation which are seen as relevant [0 this study, and indicates which

components from these theories can be used to complement past research.

4.1 MOTIVATION

Kleinginna and Kleinginna (198l) identified 102 defining or criticizing
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statemenrs co~rniDg IDOtiVatiOD. Depending on the emphasis and direction of the

stUdy. motivation means different things to different reseucbers. ODe CUITeIU definition

of motivation is. -the CODl:ept we use wben we describe !.be forces acting on. or within.

an org-...nism to initiate and direct bebaviour- (Petti. 1990). The forces relating to why

people salmon angle. and the behaviour resu.lting from these forces are the basis of this

srudy.

Motivation has been addressed from three differeot approaches: the biological

approach; the drive, incentive approach: and me cognitive approach (Madson, 1974).

The biological approach is the work of biologislS and was tberefore not taken here.

This study deals with both me incentive and cognitive approaches to motivation.

Motivation from an incentive approach looks at goals and objeclS which motivate

behaviour (felman. 1%7). Motivation from a cognitive approach requires an

intellectua.l process within a person, aDd includes analysis and interpretation of the

cnvironme:nr: around the: person (feather and O'Brien. 1987)

Research in motivatioo bas been used lO explain the intensity of behaviour. and

to indicate the directioo of behaviour (Maehr and Kleiber. 1987). Motivation also helps

explain why behaviours occur in one siruation and DOt in elbers. and helps in the

prediction of behaviour (Weiner. 1980; Petri. 1990). The importance of behaviour to

the understanding of motivation is made ell:plicit from these examples of how

motivational research can be used. Indeed. it has been Stated that, "the study of
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motivation beg~ aDd ends with the study of behaviour" (Maehr and Braskamp, 1986).

It is the intent of this study to examine the extent to wtUcb behaviour. as well as

attitude can be: explained through the swdy of motivation. It is important to note bere

that similar behaviours by different people (c.g. a day of fislling) may be associated

with notably diffen:Dl internal paaems of motivation (McCaslin. 1990). From this fact

it can be seen that people fIShing a river. while all pumUng a similar behaviour. may in

fact be motivated by a variel)' of different incentives.

At least three different levels of analysis can be identified in the study of

motivation: physiological analysis involving the brain strucrures involved in the

aiggering of motivation; indivKl.uaI analysis aiming at understanding motivational

changes that occur to a person as a result of internal or external conditions; and SlXW

analysis looking at situ.J.tiooaJ factors which influence our behavi<lUlS (fubbs et ai.,

1993). Analysis involving brain SO'UClUreS is the work of medical researcbers. while

indivtdual analysis is coDducted by clinical psycbologisu. This research looks at me

social levels of analysis. by tombining the motivations of anglers to gain a better

understanding of the factors which influence angling behaviour. These motivations can

be used to differentiate between anglers based on catch and ooo<ateh motivations. This

differentiation can then to be used to determine if different motivations of anglers

tranSlate into different behaviours and attitudes.

Before attempting to develop a framework to investigate the motivations of
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anglers. one must fllSt understand me concept of motivation. and the subtleties of

several concepts associated willi it.

4.2 MOTIVATION IN LEISURE RESEARCH

Leisure has been defined as time in which one is relatively free to choose what

to do after work, sleep and necessary personal household chores have been completed

(Schreyer. 1986: Wall, 1989). The activities in which one undertakes during this time

is known as recreation (Wall. 1989). In contrast to this view of leisure is the view of

leisure as a state of mind. Leisure in this view is, "an experience that results from

recreational engagements- (Driver and Toucher. 1970). This view of leisure as

cltperience. rather than activity. is best researched from a behaviouca1 point of view, in

which psychological OUlComes are explored to find the meaning behind the experience

(Manning, (986). It is this behavioural approach which has lead to investigation of

motivation in recreation. By adopting this approach, angler motivations can be linked

to attitudes toward management options, as well as angling behaviours.

Different motivations. attitudes and behaviours are exhibited by recreationists,

depending on the recreation activity undenaken, the location of the activity, and lhe

timing of the activity (Shafer 1969; Bryan 1977; Graefe 1980). It is for this reason that

human dimension research is needed to fully understand a recreational activity, such as

salmon angling, and those partaking in the activity.

Motivations in leisure have been defined as the psychological outcomes one
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desires from a ~reational experience (Driver and Knopf. 1976; Fedler. 1984). This

defWtiOD leaves out any tangible outcomes (such as tllc fish in lhe case of angling)

which often are as central (0 the experience of angling as any psychological outcome.

The importance of the fish in angling has been debated in the recreation fishing

literature (Matlock. et al. 1988; Ditton and Fedler, 1989; PeytOn and Gigliotti. 1989). If

one acknowledges the centrality of the fish [() me angler. as ODe necessarily must for at

least a portion of die angling public. ooe must go beyond the psychological consUUCt of

motivation to include the more tangible elements of the activity. The statements of

importance traditionally used in recreational angling research have acknowledged this

need by inclUding both catch and non-cateh elements. A majority of previous work in

angler motivation. however, has lacked a theoretical compass.

In his book: A Psychology of Leisure, Neulinger (1974) identified motivation as

one of three variables necessary for a distinction between leisure and non-leisure;

perceived freedom and the goal of the leisure activity being the other variables.

Perceived freedom is determined by the amount of internal and external control ODC

feels he or she has over their own destiny. The more external control exerted on the

person, the less perceived freedom (Neulinger, 1974). This relates directly to

management options which necessarily constrain leisure to some extent.

The goal of a leisure activity can be either instrumental or final. An activi[)'

with an instrumental goal is one which is carried out to achieve another final goal
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(Neulinger, 1~4). Tying a salmon fly, for example. would be an instrumental goal for

achieving the final goal of catching a salmon. Another term for goal is incentive. For

the purpose of lhis research. goal and incentive are considered [0 be the same.

Motivation. unlike perceived freedom. which can have outside constraints. is

very much a personal affair (Neulinger, 1914). A person's motivation toward a leisure

activity depends in pan on their knoWledge and perception of the activity in a particular

setting. KnoWledge and perception of an activity leads to expectancies for that activity

at a specific location. The concept of expectancy. therefore. must be included in studies

of motivation concerning recreational angling. Expectancy adds the situational

component neglected in most motivational research into recreational angling. The

expectations of an angler fishing a world class salmon river, sucb as the Gander River

in the wilderness of centraJ Newfoundland, would not be the same as those of an angler

flShing Rennies River, a small trout river which runs through the city of St. John's.

The singular term motivation is in pan a misnomer as there are at least two

types of motivation which combine (Q give an overall motivation: intrinsic and extrinsic

(Neulinger, 1974; SlaW, 1976; Maebr and Kleiber, 1987). Intrinsic and extrinsic

motivations are similar to instrumental and final goals. The difference, however, is that

motivation concerns reasons for participation. while goals concern the activities to

achieve leisure. Intrinsic motivation is motivation for the sake of participating in the

activity itself. In contrast. extrinsic motivation seeks a desired outcome or pay-off from
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tlle activity (Ne~inger. 1974; Scaw. 1976; Singer ct al., 1993). A person woo flSbes

primarily for the purpose of socializatiOD is driven by intrinsic motivation. The angler

who fIShes to catch a trophy fish is driven by extrinsic motivation. Extrinsic and

iDtrinsic motivations are not mutually exclusive. however, as one could fish for both

the socialization aspect, and for the chance to catch a fish.

Similar 10 NeuJinger's differentiation of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations are

the motivations used in much of the recreational fishing literature. The distinction here

is not between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. but between catch-related and non-

caleb-related motivations. Whereas developing angling skills would be seen as an

imrinsic motivation for salmon angling. using the categorization of catch and non-eateb

motivations it would be considered a catch-related motive. The use of catch and non

catch motives was determined to be more useful from a management perspective for

this study. therefore. these categories were chosen. The elements used in catch and the

non-catcb categories are discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 3).

4.3 CONCEPTS IN MOTIVATION

4.3.1 Incentive and Importance

Incentive is the teno used to describe a goal or object which motivates ooe for a

partiCUlar reason (Tolman, 1967; Ferguson, 1976; Weiner, 1980; Petri. 1990).

Incentives as motives have been a useful tool in the explanation of behaviour. The
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reasoas uaditi0!l'lily used to determine motivations in recreation fishing (Fedler and

Dinon. 1994) have in fact been incentives for fishing. For example, fishing for

relaxation has the goal of relaxation as an incentive.

Incentives are not fixed and differ from situation to silUation (Bandura. 1989).

This is an important fact in the study of motivation of anglers as each river or lake will

have its own unique characteristics. This fact means that incentives to fisb will vary

both spatially and temporally. For example. if one is anempting to show a child how to

catch a fish. the incentive value of catching a fish may be higber lhan if the same

angler was fishing by himself. The incentive for fishing by oneself may have more to

do with solitude lhan the fish. Incentives, therefore. are a cemral part of determining

behaviour.

Closely related to incentive is the concept of meaningfulness. Klinger (1977)

felt that objects, evenlS and experiences which are emotionally important to a person.

will be sought by that person. Thus, the more meaningful an object, event, or

experience is, the higher the incentive value, and the more likely the person will pursue

this incentive. If family recreation is emotionally important to an angler. it will have a

high incentive value for the angler.

Another term closely associated to incentive is importance. lmponance has been

used to refer to "the perceived importance of an attribute for a person" (Fishbein and

Ajzen. 1975). As with incentive, it could be argued that it is importance which has
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traditionally ~n used in fisheries research to defme motivation for anglers. Feldman

and Fishbein (1963) note that the use of imponance in referring to the perceived

importance. is highly related to the polarity of the person's attitude. with both highly

positive and highly negative attributeS being seen as important. From the work of

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), importance is a measure of the value of an aaribule (0 a

person. In the case of this study. importance refers to a measurement of the incentives

relating to recreational angling.

Examination of the traditional statements of incentive for angling finds none as

negative. All are to a greater or lesser extent positive reasons for angling. This fact

stems from the concept of leisure, where leisure is a decision of relatively free choice.

not forced choice. accomplished in the person's spare time (Schreyer, 1986; Wall,

1989). One would not choose to spend leisure lime trying to attain goals which would

be seen as negative.

From this discussion of importance and incentive, importance can be seen to be

a measure of incentive. This is the standpoint taken for the purposes of this srudy. The

response to an incentive statement (Le. not at all imponant to very important) is the

importance of the incentive in question to the angler.

4.3.2 Value and Valence

Feather (1982) defines values as:
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organizt:d summaries of experience that capture the focal. abstracted
qualities of past encounters, that have a normative or oughtness quality
about them. and that function as criteria or frameworks against whicb
present experieoce can be tested. _. But they are not affectively neurraJ
abstract structures. They are tied [0 our feelings and can function as
general motives (Feather. 1982).

This definition indicates that value goes deeper in the human psyche than incentives.

The concept of "oughtness~ ties values to nonns. thereby involving a degree of

goodness-badness with them. This fact also differentiates values from needs. as values

are more able [Q be verbalized and closer to conscious awareness than many underlying

needs (Feather. 1992).

Feather (1992) treats values not only as generalized beliefs. but also as motives.

Values, along with needs. influence people's actions. ~The values that people bold

affect their initiation of DeW goal directed activities, the degree: of effon that they put

into an activity. bow 1008 they persist at an activity. in the face of alternative activities.

the way they constrUe situations and bow they feel when an activity is undenaken either

successfully. or unsuccessfully. according to the standards that are set" (Feather,

1992). Values. therefore, influence motivated action. i.e. bebaviour.

One of the major differences between incentive and value stems from the idea of

values as relatively stable over a person's life (Rokeach, 1979). Incentives are more

situational than values. It is this fact which makes incentive a more powerful concept in

the detennination of motivation where recreational angling is concerned. Incentives

would be found to vary to a greater extern over species fished, time of year the angling
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takes place.~ the river fIShed. The following example helps to illustrate this. The

value of fishing to an angler would not be affected by rain. However, the incentive to

fish on a rainy day will change for an angler. depending on the strength of the motive

(0 fish. As another example. incentive can change over the course of a fishing trip. One

might have a high incentive value (importance) on catching fish at the beginning of a

fishing trip. A few days into the trip. a.fter several fish have been caught, this incentive

may wane. The value of catching a fish. however. should have remained the same for

the angler.

The centrality of a value to a person will determine the reaction to any

iDlerference to the value, both in feelings and in overt reaction. When central values

are interfered with or questiooed. or conversely satisfied and fulfilled. overt actions

and feelings will be elicited (Rokeach. 1979; Schwanz and Bilsky, 1990). In

recreational managemeru: this interference can be in the form of management options

which can constrain or enhance the recreational activity. Depending on which group of

motives (catch or non-calCh) are more central (Q the person, the type of constraint will

determine how strongly overt reaction. or feelings elicited will be. rt is from this view

of value that the hypothesis that management options will elicit different atticudes for

anglers motivated by different reasons (Hll.U' Chapter 1) was derived. For example.

management options which will interfere with IlOn-cateh motives. such as cabin

development along rivers. should elicit stronger attitudes from non-cateh anglers than
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catcb anglers. GODversely management options affecting caleb motives. such as bag

limits. should elicit stronger attitudes amongst catch motivated anglers.

The concept of valuc leads to a measure of value: the valence for a given

situation. Valence is a subjective measure of the positive (attractive) or negative

(aversive) value of objects, activities or outcomes in terms of its goal properties

(Feather. 1992). Needs and values are two ofscvcral identified variables having effects

on valences. The objective characteristics of possible events and outcomes, the

difficulty afme task. the expected consequences that may follow a particular outcome,

the amount of personal COOh"ol that one can exert, the attributed causes of an outcome,

and the moods and states of the person. are also identifiable variables affecting vaIeoce

(Feather. 1992).

If it were the case that valences were the only component of motivation. people

would always be motivated to action by the most positive of valences. In reality me

component of expectation is needed to more fully explain motivated behaviour.

Similarly. the situational nature of incentives. necessitates the inclusion of the concept

of expectancy, for a more complete understanding of motivation.

4.3.3 Expectancy

Expectancy is an important concept when considering motivation. Expectancy

stems from the assumption that behaviour is a function of one's estimation of obtaining
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a valued goal, based upon past experiences. Expectations encompass beliefs about

whether a particular action can be performed [() some standard that defines a successtw

QUlCOme, and beliefs about the various positive and negative consequences that may

foUow that outcome (Feather. 1992). Expectations are likewise important in

recreatioDal decision making. Relating to recreation. ~ExpectatioQS serve as filters to

narrow tbe range of activities and places thai: will be considered for a particular outing

with a particular group. They are employed during pre-trip planning for weighting

anticipated trade-offs among alternative possibilities of group composition, activity or

experience and placeM (Clarke and Downing, 1984). The level of satisfaction from a

recreational outing is therefore determined. in part. by the closeness that the pre-trip

expectations are met by the actual outcomes (Roggenbuck and Schreyer, 1977).

The beginnings of expectancy theory in motivation can be traced to Tolman's

theory of Purposive Bebaviour (1932). For Tolman, behaviour was persistent and

always directed toward, or away from, a specific goal. Behaviours formed a consistent

pattern of responses, were not random, and took the shortest or easiest path to attaining

the goal (Tolman. 1932). Thw. lO fully undersWKI a behaviour, one had to know hom

the goal oftbe behaviour and the possible means of reaching lbis goal.

SI:etDming from. Tolman's purposive behaviour was the idea that people learn

behaviours which lead lO the attainmeol of goaJs (Tolman 1932). These learned

behaviours are determined by cognitive expectancies which include (he expectancy thal
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certain behavio~ lead to certain goals. and the expecraocy that specific goals can be

found in particular locations. Thus. if one expects lhat fishing can lead to relaxatioo.

and that a panicular river can provide relaxation, the learned behaviour of fiShing on

that river could result.

In social-psychologica1lheory. the emphasis for expectancy is placed on the

person. The fact that the environment contains (or lacks) elements which may

determine if a successful action can be achieved, is secondary. "People act of their

beliefs about what they can do, as well as their beliefs about the likely effects of

various actions. The effects of outcome expectancies on performance motivation are

partly governed by self-beliefs of capabilities- (Baodura, 1988). The individual is

responsible for the outcome (success or failure), anticipates unambiguous knoWledge of

results, and knows that there is some degree of uncenainty or risk (McClelland, 1961).

While the angler in this study is ultimately responsible for me outcome. be or sbe must

fIrst evaluate the environment to determine if the necessary components for success are

available. This subjective evaluation of the environment needs [0 be included in any

analysis of expectaney in recreational angling. To date human dimensions research in

fisheries bas not explored these issues.

Bandura (1977, 1989) believes that efficacy expectations, beliefs about ooe·s

ability to reach a goal, determine how much effon one expends and how long one

persists in the face of obstacles. The goal itself influences behaviour. Goals that are
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specific, mode~(ely difficult, and seen as attainable in the near future are likely to

cause a person to persist in attaining them, and lead to increased efficacy expectations

if they are reacbed successfully (Bandura. 1977, 1989). Thus. the angler who thinks

that be or she bas a good chance of catching a salmon on the Salmonier River should

fish more, attain success by catching a salmOD. and thereby increase perceptions of

self-efficacy. These anglers may consider themselves more skilled than other anglers

(H,).

In determining whether a successful outcome can be achieved. "the constraint of

actions by beliefs about what is. or is not possible in relation to personal capabilities

and environmental demands. and by beliefs about the sttuCOll'e of means-end relations

must be considered" (feather. 1992). This statement shows the importance of

acknowledging both the environmental and human component in examining expectaney.

Whether or oot an expectancy was related to self belief, or from availability of tbe

environment, was Dot cemral to this srudy. A general expectancy question was used to

determine the probability of an expected goal being achieved. It was assumed that bom

environmental and ability expectancies would have been considered in each statement

of expectancy. completed by the anglers in this study.

In research relating to motivation and the prospect of finding a job, Feather and

O'Brien (1987) used the variable ·control~tim.ism· to describe the expectancy

variable. This variable linked the confidence about ftnding a job with feelings of
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control and self.efficienc:y. In a similar vein. the ltrUl "abiJity-avaiJabilily" is used in

this study to describe the expectancy of attaining the stated goal. In contrast to

Feather's expectancy variable, "ability-availability" relates to both the ability of an

angler and the availability of the incentive. For example, the statement concerning the

expectancy to catcb a salmon would depend on both the individual skill and the

availability of salmon on the Salmonier River. The twO expectancies are, therefore,

included in the one variable.

This section now looks at the combination of the concepts of incentive, value,

and expectancy. These concepts are used in expectancy-value theory, a theory which is

seen as a means of investigating the motivations of anglers on the Salmonier River.

4.4 EXPECTANCY-VALUE THEORY OF MOTIVATION

Of the many differeD( theories concerning motivation, expectancy-value theory

(EV) shows much promise in bettering the understanding of the motivations of anglers.

EV theory bad its beginnings in the theories of Tolman (1932) and Lewin (1938) who

postulated that a person's motivated bebaviour is a function of the person's needs, and

the value of goaJs available in the environment to fulfill these needs. Expectancy-value

theory has served well [0 identify importanl: elements of recreation tJebaviour (McCool

et al., 1984). It highlights ~the human experieoces from recreational engagements as

the key product of recreation management efforts. rather lhan the traditional measures
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of acres designated, facilities built or panicipation recorded- (McCool et a1. 1984).

Expectancy-value lbeory suggests that people participate in particular activities,

in particular settings, to realize a group of psychological outcomes which are known.

expected and valued (Konnan, 1974: Manning, 1986). While a psychological outcome

can be known through learning, learning itself does not necessarily translate: into

behavioural actions. The addition of motivation is necessary for learning to be

transmitted into performance (Bandura, 1989).

Expectaney·vatue theory. ·provides a means of bridging the gap between

knowing and doing. It relates a person's bebaviour in a situation to the expectations

that the person holds. and 10 the person's subjective valuation of the outcomes that may

occur following the action" (Feather. 1992). As the Stated purpose of this research is

to link angler motivations to angling behaviour. expectancy-value theory provides a

possible means of finding this linkage.

Motives in EV theory are used to explain social learning theory (Rotter, 1954;

Bandura. 1969. 1977, 1978. 1989) and achievement theory (Atkinson. 1953,1964;

Atkin$on and Birch, 1978; Feather 1965, 1969, 1982, 1992; Feather and O'Brien,

1987). The general characteristics of these theories are ooted in Figure 4.1, which

outlines the development of EV theory. Each of these theories add to a more complete

theory of motivation in relation to recreational fisheries, and for this reason both were

considered in this study.
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BEGINNINGS OF EXPECfANCY THEORY
Tolman (1932). Lewin (1938)

Motivated behaviour results from:
• Individual needs

• Value of goals in the environment
• Behaviours are learned

SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY
Rouer (1954, 1966. 1975)
Bandura (1971,1977,1978,

1989)

ACHIEVEMENT THEORY
Atkinson (1953, 1964)
Atkimon and Feather (1974)
Feather (1965. 1969,1982. 1m)
Feather and O'Brien (1987)

• Important detenninanlS of bebaviour • Individuals choose among
are learned achievement related activities

• Behaviour is siroationally specific • Effort put into an activity depends
• Environment influences behaviour on:
• High ordered mental processes (1) Cltpectaney of success and failure

influence action of obtaining an incentive
• lndividuals learn by imitation (2) the value of the incentive
• Individuals develop expectancies of • Stresses the importance of reaching

goal attainment goals
Figure 4.1. Expectancy Value Theones Explo=,",,:cT.ln:;;Tbis~"Stud=y'-----------'

Incentive. one of the variables measured in this study. is also considered in

achievement theory (Atkinson, 1964). In achievement theory the tendency [0 approach

an achievement goal is a function of the product of: the need for achievement or the

motive of success; the probability of success; and the incentive value of success. Also

included in this theory is the fear of failure. where the tendency [0 avoid failure is the

product of: the motive to avoid failure; the probability of failure; and the incentive
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value of failure .(Atkinson and Birch, 1978; Feather, 1992). Achievement theory. due

to the six variables needed to determine a motivational score. was deemed too complex

for lIle purposes of this study. It does demonstrate, however, lhat incentive can be used

in combination with probability of success (expectancy) to determine motivation.

Social learning theory examines and anempts to explain lbe imemal and external

(social) factors which influence the acquisition and regulation of behaviour (Bandura.

1978). It proposes that learning is a psychological function involving a continuous

interaction between behavioural. cognitive and environmental influeoces (Bandura,

1978). Socialleaming theory is both behaviouristic in that it emphasises the

consequences of behaviour and cognitive as it considers that people interpret past

events to set goals for themselves (Bandma. 1977, 1989). An angler'S decision [0

rerum to a river on which he or she preViously had a successful trip, serves as an

example of this link between cognition and behaviour. Thus, learning can occur

through interaction with the environment. through observations of the actions of others.

and from the consequences of mose actions.

ExpectancY-Value theory. as means of investigating social learning theory. has

four basic concepts (Rotter. 1954):

1) Values are relative. People compare one situation against another to
determine the value of the second situation (eg. an angler can compare time
spent fishing with time spew at work).

2) A person makes subjective estimates which causes himlher to develop
expectations of obtaining a goal (eg. a skilled angler should have higher
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expecta~ons for catching a fish than a DOvice).

3) Expectations are determined by situational factors which are determined by
past similar situations (eg. if an angler bas success on a river one time. me
expectation could be high for catching a fisb on a relUm trip).

4) Reactions in new situations will be based on genenlized expectations from
the past (eg. an angler who is used to catching large salmon may not be satisfied
on an unfamiliar river. unless it provides the oppornmity to catch large salmon
as well).

Each of these concepts are at work in the realm of motivations for recreatiocal

angling. Anglers compare fishing experiences both temporally and spatially. Based on

lhese comparisons one develops expectations of obtaining goals such as catching a fish.

Anglers relate past experiences at selected rivers or pools to develop expectations for

the preseot. And finally, an angler who is new [0 a river will develop expectations

based upon his or her own abilities, and knowledge of expectations in similar angling

situations.

For social learning to be transmitted into performance, there must be

expectancies that a goal will be reached and that the expected outcome will have value

for the person (Cofer and Appley, 1964). Motivation in expectancy-value theory is

therefore a function of lhe value placed upon an act and the prObability of that act being

able to be carried out (Rotter. 1954):

MOTIVATED BERAVIOUR "" VALUE x EXPECfANCY

When a variely of behaviours are available to an individual, the behaviour with
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the gtealeSt <ExpectanCy X Value) value should be the: behaviour chosen. Rouer's

(l9S4) formula does DOt take into accowu: the fact tbal people often act on impJJse,

oeglecting to weigh the pros and cons of their cOOices. This is less of a problem in this

study as the overriding behaviour, salmon angling on the SaImonier River, has been

made by the angler. This study did 001 look: at olber possible activities the angler could

have substituted for salmon angling on the SaImonier River. but rather what the main

motivation (catch or oon-catch) for fishing the 5almonier River was.

Another shortcoming of Rotter's equation is that for anyone behaviour. there

can be a variety of different values and. expectancies. Angling, for example. includes

both catch and. non<atcJHclated motives. These different motives combine to

delenniDe if a person will decide to fish in a particular location or oot. If. for example.

ooe placed a high value on solitude wbile angling, and Icnew that the probability of

solitude while angling on a particulu lake was low, the motivation 10 fish on WI lake

Cor solitude woukl also be low. This could then translate into the decision of not fishing

at that particular lake. 1be reason Why this -could- and DOl: ·would- translate into such

a behaviour. is the fact that other motives, both catcb and oon-calCh, must be

considered wben determiniog the likelihood of a person fishing at a particular location.

4.5 SYNTIlESIS OF TIlE LITERATURE

From this review of theory and concepts penaining to motivation. it bas been
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demonstrated that the investigation of motivation requires more than just an

understanding of the importance of an activiry. Expectations relating to the activity

must also be noted. It is with this in mind lhat the concept of an importanee-expcctaney

(IE) measure for salmon angling bas been devised. 1be goal of this srudy is to

determine if groups defined by !his measure. do in fact translate into groups with

differeD[ behaviours and attirudes.

Based upon the theoretical background found in this section, it is e"pected that

four motivational variables will determine two different subgroups. These variables are

DOn-cateh incentives, non<atch expectations, catch incentives. and catch expectations.

By using these variables, different behaviours and attitudes are hypothesised to exist

between the different motivational groups (Figure 4.2), Figure 4.2 shows the

relationship between variables tested in this study in a continuous loop, as behaviours

and attitudes will lead to new outcomes, experiences and consequences. These

outcomes, experiences and consequences can potentially change the importance of

angling incentives, as weD as the expectations for angling a salmon river.

Dawson et aI. (1991) have devised a similar cognitive map of the expectancy

theory model as it relates to recreational angling (Figure 4.3). While Dawson et aI.·S

model contains many of me componeDls investigated in this study, it was decided that a

more focused model was required (Figure 4.2). Dawson et at.·s cognitive scheme. for

example, does not differentiate between the individual catcb and non-catch components
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Figure 4.2: Relatioosltip Between the Components of Angling Motivation Investigated in
this Study, and the Behaviours and Attitudes which Result
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of motivation. "fhe model used for this smdy highlights lhc need for both C;{peclaIlCy

and imponance components of recreatiooal angling, and also differentiates between

catch and non-catch motivations. Dawson et al. (1991) do. however, include intrinsic

and extrinsic rewards derived from angling. They, therefore, include the component of

satisfaction in their cognitive map, a component only marginally explored in this srudy.

A componem which is not included by DawsoD et aI. (l991) is attitude. Attirude

[Qward management options was a primary area of investigation for this study, as the

applied nature of resource management necessitates a knowledge of lite attitudes of

resource users. By linking motivation to attitudes towards specific management issues,

managers can not oaly gain an indication of support for many management options, but

also understand why this support exists.

Based upon the expeclaDCies and ioc:entives of Salmonier anglers. two groups of

anglers will be defmed: lhose motivated to a greater exteDt by catch motives and those

motivated to a greater extent by non-eateh motives. The placing of anglers into these

groups will depend on the values of their catch and noo-cateh motive scores.

If

the angler will be assigned to me non-careh motivated group_
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Figure 4.3: Expectancy Theory Model of Angler Behaviour (Dawson et al .• 1991)

the angler will be assigned to the catch motivated group. Where:

I.: "" Incentive of catch motive
~ = Expectancy of catch motive
I..: = Incentive of noo-eateh motive
E..: =ExpeclanCY of ooo-catch motive

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

Dawson et al. (1991a) have noted that anglers are best identified along a

continuum.. mUter than in discrete units. A spectrUm of anglers from high cateb/low

oon-eateh motives to anglers with high oon-catchllow catch motives undoubtedly exists.

This study does not have as a goal the investigation of this spectrum. It does, however,

seek to investigate differences in attitude and behaviour of anglers motivated for

differem reasons. This study should oot, therefore. be seen as a development of a

typology. but as an investigation into the motivations of anglers on the Salmonier
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River.

The goal in EV theory is to determine why people act as mey do, thereby

determining their motives. Similarly, dlis study anempts to detennine if different

motivations (catch and oon-uu:h) for salmon angling on tbe SaImonier River IlanSlare

into differem behaviours and attitudes. For this study the Qveniding behaviour. salmon

angling on the Salmonicr River, bas been identified. lbe need. tllcrefore. is to

determine what the main motivation for fishing the Salmonier River is, i.e. catch or

QOD-eateh. The question whicb naturally arises from this identification of motivation is.

whether anglers motivated for different reasons, differ in bebaviour and attitude?

The purpose of this study was J1O( to investigate EV theory per say. but 00 use it

as a means of differentiating between anglers. For this reason. strict adherence to EV

theory was not pucsued. Statements of imponanc:e were substituted for statements of

value. This substitution was done to give an indication of bow cetttral each incentive

was to the angler. Self-evaluation and environmental expectations were DOl separated.

but both were considered to be ilXluded in the statemeOU of expecuncy. Negative

valences were not investigated. as it was determined that the: angler had freely chosen

the activity. Keeping these points in mind. the general theme of EV theory was

maintained, while at the same time more practical considerations concerning

recreational angling were incorporated. The result. based on these assumptions, is me

concept of Importance-Expectation (IE) used in this srudy.



CIlAPfERS
MEmOOOLOGY

5.0 INTRODUCTION

·Survey research is a IODg established method of geographic field research"

(Sheskin, 1985). with examples of survey use found in studies of: natural hazard

perception (Bunco ct aI., 1970). travel behaviour (Monroe and Halvorson. 1980).

cognitive distance (MacEachren. 1980). economic geography (McConnell. 1979) and

recreation (Jackson, 1985). Related to fisheries management. "angler surveys arc now

being used... widely and may involve lelephone. mail or aerial surveys in additioQ to

the traditional on site surveys~ (pollock et aI., 1994). Examples of buman dimension

survey research in fisheries issues include work on specialization (Bryan, 1977;

Chipman and Helfrich. 1988; and Ditton et aI.• 1992), motivation (Driver et aI., 1984)

and angling participation (Adams et aI.• 1993). This study of motivations. attitudes and

behaviours of recreational anglers fits both into the recreational aspect of geographic

inquiry. and the human dimension aspect of recreational fisheries management.

As a means of determining opinions of anglers. surveys "may be used to

evaluate angler attitudes toward harvest opportunities. seasonal closures. bag limits,

stocking, habitat enhancement. and other management programs... social and economic

surveys help managers assess the value of fishing to anglers and to local regional

economies" (PoUoclc et al., 1994). With little inquiry into human dimensions in

recreational fisheries in Newfoundland and no inquiry having been done on the

Salmonier River, a survey was determined as an appropriate means to study the
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attitudes of~on anglers on the Salmonier River.

This chapter will follow the outline for survey research process given by

Sbeskin (1985). The chapter will include a discussion of: the survey mechanism;

sampling frame; sampling issues; questionnaire development; survey logistics; and

survey execution.

5.1 SURVEY MECHANISM

Sbeslrin (1985) identified five different survey mechanisms: personal interviews,

mail surveys. telephone surveys, intercept surveys and dual survey mechanisms. As a

means of obtaining data on socio-ecooomic data and opinions on angling issues. mail

surveys have been identified as a simple and cost effective method (Lowery, 1978:

Harris and Bergersen. 1985; Williams et aI., 1986; Brown. 1991; Pollock et aI.•

1994). A mail survey constituted a ponieD of the survey mechanism of this study. The

standard methodology for mail back surveys is Dillman's (1978) total design melhod

(TOM). To use lhe TOM. as this study did. one must have the address of the

respondent to carry out follow up mailings. The fact that no list of names of anglers on

the Salmonier River existed oecessitaled the use of a dual survey mechanism: iDtercept~

mail. Anglers were intercepted before or after fishing on the Salmonier River. given a

survey. and their address was elicited.

A second factor leading [0 the choice of the mail survey was lhe issue of
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inausiveness. A:s opinioos of the importance of soliwde and getting away from OChers

were variables tested in Ibis study. it was decided that a persoaal interview of 127

questions (the number of questions on the Salmoltier Angler Survey) could have

IesseDed the enjoyment of the day of angling fOT aoglers. The iJUercept o(tbe angler.

banding of the survey and elicitation of the anglers address, took on average less than

twO minutes. This detraCted Hale from the recreational elCptrieoce of the angler.

Indeed. some anglers when approached stated thaI they did not have time to flll out a

survey at that time. Upon learning of the mail back: nature of the survey. however, they

were willing to participate in the study.

5.2 SAMPLE FRAME

Fowler (1988) defines II. sample frame as, -the set of people that has a ctwK:e lO

be selected. given the sampling approach that is cboseo". In the case of lhis study,

anglers intercepted at access points to me Salmooier River comprised the set of people

with a chaIr=e of selection. Intercept surveys do DOl ~ire a sampling frame (Sbesltin,

1985). but can provide sampling frames for telephooc and mail surveys (Pollock et al..

1994). A spatio-temporal sampling frame is recommended for access point surveys.

These frames consist of all the days available for flsbiDg and all tbe points of access

(pollock et aI., 1994). When nothing is known about the temporal panerns of the

fishery. selection without replacement is advised. When fishing effort is greater at
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differem times ':han others. stratification of sampling effort is advised (pollock et al.•

1994). With data from DFO (l996a) showing that lhe angling effort changed over the

course of an angling season (Figure 5.1), it was determined that a stratified sample

was needed. The method of sample selection is examined in the section 5.3.2.

5.3 SAMPLING ISSUES

5.3,1 Sample Size

Sheslcin (1985) has identified five factors in the determination of lhe sample size

of a survey: cost, time. geography, level of accuracy and sub group analysis. Of these

five factors. the window of available time for oblaining a sample of anglers was the

overriding factor for this study. While the catch and retain angling season was

scheduled to last from June 22 to September 15, 1996, variables outside of the control

of the study necessitated obtaining as many potential respondents as possible during the

early days of the angling season. Variables identified which could affect the ability to

contact anglers on the river included: tbe end of the main run of salmon: closure of the

Salmonier River due to low water cooditions; and poor weather conditions.

Department of Fisheries statistics from 1984 to 1995 indicated that the number

of anglers fishing the Salmonier River is considerably less at the eoo of July than at the

beginning (Figure 5.1). This decrease in the number of anglers fishing the Salmonier

River stems from the fact that once the main ron of salmon has gone up the river, most
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anglers do not ~b the Salmonier River.

Closure of the Salmonier River due to low water levels bas occurred in two of

the last three years for at (east a portion of the season. Closure of the river would have

eliminated the possibiliry of obtaining anglers [() panicipate in the study. As opposed to

dry conditions, it was DOt known if poor (i:e. cold, windy, rainy weather) would

detract anglers from going to the Salmonier River to fish. A study investigating the

canceUation of the sampling of anglers during inclement weather in Texas. found that

the percentages of interviews lost from this action would be less than 4% of the total

(Spiller et aI•• 1988). The conclusioD reached by Spiller et aI. (1988) was that the

cancellation on these days was a positive action. as the personnel hours and operating

expenses could be redirected to more conducive sampling days. The potentially sbort

angling season on the Salmonier River. however. did not afford this luxury to this

sl:Udy.

While [ow water levels were identified as a reason for a shortened intercept

survey period prior to the season, high water levels were not. For the 1996 SeasOD

extremely high water levels early in the season meant that the salmon were able to go

up the Salmonier River earlier than usual. 1be total rainfall in the flJ'St six days of July

1996. 125.8 rom. was greater than the average normal rainfall for the entire month

106.2 nun (Environment Canada, 1996). The rota! rainfall for the month of July was

twice the normal (212.2 mm as compared with 106.2 mm). This heavy rainfall
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uanslated into fewer anglers fishing the river. and fewer surveys than anticipated being

distributed.

COSts played the next major factor in the determination of the sample size, as no

outside funding was obtained for this study. In ltiDd support from the supervisor of the

principal investigator came in the form of printing, stamps, money for gas. and the use

of three students for 80 hours of work each. As weekends early in the season are

traditionally the heaviest fished. periods on the Salmonier (Figure 5.1), these students

were used for the first five weekends during the season. This was done to maximize the

potential Dumber of anglers contacted.

Limited money for gasoline also affected the number of times which the

approximately 120 Km round trip could be taken. Again it was decided to maximize

trips up to lhe fifth weekend of the season, when the majority of anglers fished the

Salmonier River. Money was put aside for exploratory trips during the remai.niog part

of the season. These exploratory trips were to ensure that, as in past seasons, few

anglers fish during the months of August and September. 11ris was verified to be the

case during the 1996 angling season as well.

QeQgraphically. the more dispersed a population is, the larger the necessary

sample size (Sbesldn. 1985). The focused nature of this soody. i.e. salmon anglers on

one specific river. meant that larger numbers of contacts were not as imponant to

obtain as compared to other studies such as 1be Importance of Wildlife to Canadians
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(filion ct aI., 1?9l).

To achieve the level of accuracy which is the standard in research studies, 95 %

confidence level with a ± 5% confidence interval, a minimum of 384 responses are

oecessary (Sheskin. 1985). Most researchers tty to obtain about 400 compleled

surveys. as some results must be discarded during analysis (Sbeskin. 1985). The ~total

design method- (rOM) of Dillman. used in lhis study, averages a response rate of

74%. with no response rate less than 50% (Dillman. 1918). These facts gave a wget

of between S40 and 800 surveys to be handed out. At the end of me intercept ponieD of

this research, a total of 513 anglers had been given a survey.

5.3.2 Sample Selection

Data for this study were obtained from both an intercept survey and from a self

administered mailback survey. The procedure for each of these survey mechanisms is

discussed here.

An intercept survey involves either the disuibution of a self administered fonn,

or the personal interviewing of users of a given facility (Sbeskin, 1985). In this study

both the distribution of a survey and personal interviewing look place. The personal

interview was limited to determining the angler's name, and mailing address. The

interview took, on average, less than cwo minutes. This length was in keeping with the

recommendation of the Tourism and Recreation Research Unit (1983) which
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recommeod eitb:er a two minute short questionnaire. or a five to ten minute loager

questionnaire. Brevity was seen as importaIU as the study wanted to be as unobtrusive

[0 lhe fishing experience of the angler as possible.

Sampling effort can be allocated three: ways: uniformly across all sampling

units, by expert opinion. or by assigning sampling effort proportional to the angling

effort (StanOvick and Nielsen. 1991). Sampling proportional to the angling effort

increases lhe number of anglers contacted per unit of effort by concentrating sampling

in stratum with high levels of angling (Malvestuto. 1983; Stanovick and Nielsen.

1991). and was used for lhis study. As no listing of tile anglers fishing the Salmooier

River was available. the sampling procedure was determined prior to the salmon season

from examination of DFO statistics. The rod days statistics for the Salmonier River

over the past 12 years constituted the raw data. DFO has broken down these data by

day and for each aflhe three sections afthe Salmonier River (DFO. 1996a). Figure 5.1

graphically indicates the average number of rod days starting at the first day of the

catch and rctain season. For all but one season (1991) this opening day has been on a

Saturday.

As the dates of the opening of the season vary from year to year. it was decided

to match the first Saturday of each season to determine the average numbers of anglers

on each day. The average number of rod days were calculated assuming no closure of

the river due to quotas being reached or closure due to low water levels. This was dODe
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as no catch qllO~ existed for the 1996 angling season and closures due to low waler

levels were beyond the control of this study.

The average number of rod days for the Salmonicr river as a whole was found

[0 be 4301. Seventy-six percent of these rod days, or 3428. occur during the nest five

weeks of the angling season. The remaining 24%. or 10S3 rod-days. occur in the

remaining portion of the season, which is approximately eight weeks long. These data

clearly showed the need to maximize effot't during the first five weeks of the season.

A rod day is defmed as ooe angler fishing for a portion of one day at one place.

Thus. these statistics show absolute numbers of anglers and not necessarily the number

of different anglers fIShing a river. One angler. for example. could be counted at one

section of a river. move to another section that same day. be counted again. and

account for two rod days. Similarly one angler couJd fish twO different days and be

counted twice. Conversely. an angler might not be counted at all, if he or she was not

seen by the river warden. For this reason, there is a potential for a number of the

anglers fishing after the first five weeks [() have already been comacted in the first five

weeks. The best indicator for determining the numbers of anglers refilming to the river

to fish. was the number of anglers asked to take a survey who had already been

contacted. This is discussed in the field results section oftbe results chapter.

To determine the sampling effon for each of the three sections of the river

(Upper. Middle and Lower). the average number of rod days for each of the sections
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was found. Table 5.1 indicates the average number of rod days and the percentage of

the total for each ~tion.

Table 5 1 Rod Days By Section OCTIle Sa1mo "ec Rim YO<

SEcnON AVERAGE NUMBER PERCENT OF TOTAL
of SALMONIER of ROD DAYS 1984-95 ROD DAYS

Upper 1061 24.7%

Middle 1723 40.1%

Lower 1517 35.2%

(Source. DFO. 19%a)

With the aid of the three student assistants. each of the three access points and

the Lower section of the river could be sampled 100% on Saturdays and Sundays.

Weekdays saw the principal investigaror intercepting anglers for one balf of that day

using two stage sampling. Two stage sampling first determines the day of sampling and

then detennines whether the sample will take place in the moming or afternoon

(Pollock et aI.• 1994). It was decided that each work week during the ftrst four weeks

of the season would be considered a stratum from which to be sampled. This decision

came as a result of the uncertainty of the river remaining open from week to week.

From [he DFO data indicating the percem of [OW rod days, each of the sections were

sampled approximately proportional to the percentage of the total rod days. As

Piment's and Governor's Falls were both located in the Middle section oftbe river.

sampling of anglers occurred one day a week at each location. The Lower section was
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sampled twice 3: week and the Murphy's Falls access to the Upper section was sampled

oQCe a week. The method of sampling one site per day is the method of choice in

fisheries surveys when there are five or less sites (Hayne. 1991; Pollock et aI., 1994).

To determine the secondary sampling unit (Le. AM or PM) from Monday 00

Thursday. a coin toss determined the sample time. With regards to the Lower section,

if AM was detennined for the first sample day, the second sample of the week would

take place in the PM. Fridays were systematically sampled in the PM as it was

considered the beginning of the weekend with tligber numbers of anglers fishing in the

evening. The result of this system of sampling was lbe schedule shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5 2- Schedule of Sampling on Weekdays

Mondav Tuesdav Wednesday Tb=dav Fridav

no AM AM AM PM
"'"PIe Uppe, Pinsent's Governor's Lower
talcen

PM AM PM AM PM
Upper Pinsent's Lower Lowe' Governor's

PM AM PM PM PM
Lower Governor's Pinsent's Uppe, Lower

AM AM PM AM PM
Lower Pinsent's Lower Governor's Upper

Stratification into a series of time blocks, as done for this study. allows a

regular allocation of clerk time and spreads sampling more evenly over the sampling
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period (Hayne, .1991). The method of stratification used here was similar to that of a

roving creel study undertaken on Pomme de Terre Lake in Missouri (Dent and

Wagner. 1991). Dent and Wagner (1991) stratified weekdays and weekends, as weU as

worle. periods throughout the day.

In addition to the principal investigator, on four occasions one or two of the

smdem assistants were able [Q assist on weekdays. These days allowed for the sampling

of the Middle section four more times and the Upper section once. Table 5.3 shows the

comparison of the percent sample for each section along with the percent rod days for

each section. A sample period consisted of either a morning or evening session.

Weekend sampling, therefore, obtained twO sampling periods per site per day.

Table 5 3' Percem Sampling Periods By Section Of The Salmonier River

SEcnON AVERAGE PERCENT PERCENT
ROD DAYS SAMPLE PERIODS

UODe< 24.7% 26.6%

Middle 40.1% 45.6%

Lower 35.2% 27.8%

Based on 79 sampling penods where a sampling penod IS half a day

The slight over sampling of the Upper and Middle sectioru; of the Salmonier,

came as a result of the high water levels on the Salmonier River during the salmon

season. The higher than ususal water levels enabled salmon to swim more easily to the
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upper reaches o! the river. Thus, the anglers likewise moved up the river to fish where

the salmon were. Table 5.4 shows the 1996 rod days as cOmpared with the normal. and

the sample periods for the study.

A rualAndS=pIOf Rod Da 5 ATabl S4 C, ompanson y' verage. c ,
PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT

SECTION ROD DAYS ROD DAYS SAMPLE
AVERAGE 1996 DAYS

Upper 24.7% 29.8% 26.6%

Middle 40.1% 42.2% 45.6%

Lowe< 35.2% 28.0% 27.8%

While it was initially decided to mvel to the Salmonier River each day for the

first five weeks, the early ron of salmon meam that the numbers of anglers fishing the

Salmonicr River dropped dramatically. This fact made it not worthwhile to travel 120

kIn to the river each day to obtain [wo or three: new panicipams for the study. One

random weekend day and site was chosen to be sampled for each of the sixth. seventh

and eighm weeks. This sampling attempt resulted in twO new surveys being handed out

and six repeat anglers being intercepted, thus no funher trips were taken to the

Salmonicr River after August 10.

A combination of two intercept contact methods were used due to the nature of

the alignment of the Salmonier River to Route 90. Three point access sites exist in the

Middle and Upper regions of che river. The Lower section of the river runs within
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sight of Route ~. thus making access available at a series of points. A point access

method was used in the Middle and Upper regions of the Salmonier River, at the access

points for Governor's Falls, Piment's Falls and Murphy's FaIls.

A modified bus route method was used for the Lower section of the river. Bus

route surveys were developed for fisheries with many access points spread over a broad

area (Robson and Jones. 1989; Jones et aI., 1990). Routes are usually set up to be

travelled over one day (Pollock et aI., 1994) with each site visited for a specific amount

of time. and departed on a precise schedule (Jones and Robson, 1991). The Lower

section of the Salmonier River runs from the mouth of the Salmonier. four Icilometers

north to Viker's Road. The firSt day of sampling found lhat the main parking areas for

the Lower section were at Viker's Road, and at the Aats. These sites were found to be

much more heavily utilized than other areas of the river (i.e. Back River Pool, Sandy

Point. the Old Bridge and the New Bridge). For this reason the Flats and Viker's Road

were used as terminus points for the bus route.

One of these two terminus sites were randomly chosen each sampling day. The

principal investigator would remain al lhis site for 45 minutes, lhen drive lhe four

kilometers between lhem over a period of 15 minutes. Forty five minutes would lben

be spent at lhe Olher terminus and lben the four kilometers would be driven over again,

back la lhe slaIting point. Any anglers seen al lbeir car between lbese twa rerminus

poinls were approached and asked lO participate in lhe study. One concern of the bus
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route method is.the myel time between access points. This is often 'lost' sampling time

(pollock et al., 1994) which can incorporate hours of potential sampling time (Jooes

and Robson, 1991). In me case of this smdy, the travel time between sites was still part

of the sample time and enabled the sampling of anglers, which is not the case of a

ttaditioDa1 bus route survey.

Two concerns identified in angler surveys are duplication and avidity bias

(Pollock et at, 1994). In the case of litis srudy duplication was avoided. as anglers

would indicate if they had already been approached by an investigator at a previous

time. A check of the names and addresses of all anglers once the field work had been

completed also ensured that duplication had not taken place. Avidity bias results when

anglers are sampled proponional to their frequency of fishing, and not with equal

probability (pollock et aI.• 1994). This was avoided by the random method of access

point selection discussed previously.

5.4 QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT

SbeskiD (1985) suggests that any serious questionnaire development should

evolve over at least four to six weelcs and should follow an eight Step procedure (Figure

5.2).



SUBMIT PRELlMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE TO

• P

SUBMIT QUESTIONNAIRE TO INSTITUTIONAL
W

CONDUCT A PILOT STUDY OF QUESTIONNAIRE

Figure 5.2: QuestiolUlairc Development Model (Shcskin, 1985)
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Initial developmenr: of the questionnaire began eight months prior to the development of

the survey instrument with meetings with The Atlantic Salmon Federation. The Gander

River Management Association and a member of the Ecooomic Rei:overy Commission

of Newfouodland. These meetings indicaled a need for the investigation of the aninJdes

of anglers towards various managemem issues facing the recreational salmon fishery.

From these meetings the research problem was defined and a list of possible

questions (0 investigate the problem was drafted. The preliminary questionnaire was

fashioned after angler surveys conducted in Tens (Riecbers et aI., 1991; Dinon et aI.,

1990), and Canada (filion et aI., 1991). The survey instrument modified questions so

as (0 be specific to the Salmonier River. This was done as it was felt that attitudes

toward different topics would be different for differenl rivers. The knowledge section

of the survey comprised of three different components. The largest of these concerned

regulations and other information which was found in the 1996 Newfoundland and

Labrador Angler Guide (DFO, 1996b) This guide was supposed (0 accompany every

anglers license. therefore, every angler should have had access to the answers to these

questions. A question on the survey determined if the angler did in. fact receive this

guide. The secoDd knowledge componem comprised of questions concerning the

physiology of the salmon. These questions were taken from angler books specific [0

salmon angling (Wulff, 1958; Anderson, 1985; Anderson, 1990). The finallcnowledge
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section cooce~ the Salmonier River itself, and was designed from the expert opinion

of long time anglers of the SaImooier River.

The preliminary questionnaire was reviewed by Dr. Alistair Bath of the

Geography Department of Memorial University and Rick Maddigan. acting president of

the Salmonoid Association of Eastern Newfoundland (SAEN). This multidimensional

review resulted in a revision of the questionnaire which was then 'in house' pretested in

the Department of Geography at Memorial University. CoUeagues in the department

completed the survey. and pointed out any questions which they bad difficulty

understanding. Several grammatical cbanges were made foUowing this 'in noose' test.

Wilh the in house test completed, the survey was pilot tested. A ~pilot study is a

complete run through of the entire survey process and is cooductcd with a sample of

respondents selected in the same ma..nner as for the main survey~ (Sheskin, 1985). As

the angling season was not open at the time of pretesting, selecting respondents in the

same manner as the main survey was DOt possible. To wait for lhis time would have CUt

considerably into the possible sample period. To emulate the study, a group of salmoo

anglers were asked to complete the survey. This group consisted of anglers who both:

opposed and supported catch and release; were members and non-members of angling

clubs; were blue and white collar workers. as well as swdeots. The ages of these

people ranged from 13 to 54. The pretest was completed by 12 anglers. Resulting from

this pretest was the addition of choices for some questions. and the rewording of some
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questions. This survey was then sent to the Elhics Committee of Memorial University

which decided that the survey and study did DOt require official approval from the

University. The revised survey was once again examined by the panel of experts, thus

completing the steps suggested by Sheskin (1985).

The result of this eight slep process was a 127 variable survey instrument

(Appendix 1). The survey was comprised of six different sections: incentives for

angling; angling related behaviours; attitudes towards selected fisheries management

issues; expectancies for angling on the Salmonier River; knowledge of angling related

questions: and a socia demographic SectiOD. Both open ended and closed ended

questions were asked.

Open ended questions were asked where the number of potential answers were

high. The open eoded question. "What is your favourite river in Newfoundland?" for

example elicited 50 different responses. Other questions such as "Where do you sleep

wllile you fish the Salmonier River?" included the option 'other' to attempt to be

inclusive of possible responses which were not identified in the pretesting.

Attitudinal questions were asked using a seven point Likert scale. This odd

numbered scale aUowed for me option of a neutral response to questions relating to

management options. While Nunnally (1957) showed mat an even number of responses

may give a more accurate understanding of attitudes, it was decided that not all

management options or reasons for fishing may be relevant to aU anglers. The neutral
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option was ~fore added to gain more accurate data. The Likert scale used for

incentives for angling ranged from 'DOl: at all imporwtt' to 'very important'. The

opinion starements about management issues ranged from 'strongly oppose' to 'strongly

suppon'. TIle behavioural section determining the use of different sources of angling

information ranged from '00 use' to a 'great deal of use'.

Following the method of survey design suggested by Sbeslcin (1985), the most

imponant questions. in lhis case dealing with incentives for angling, were placed first

on the survey. The survey placed socio-demographic questions at the end [0 lessen the

chance of offeooing a respondent by sensitive questions of age, income or schooling

(Sheslrin. 1985). This fonnat is followed to ensure the: saliency of the questionnaire is

seen by the angler from the outset.

lbe final survey was printed on light blue paper in booldet form. 1be

inttoductiOD letter on the from of the survey was signed by the principal investigator

with a bard tipped blue pen. on a hard surface. This left an imprint on the survey.

showing the angler that the signature was written ao:1 DOt swnpc:d. This conforms with

the persoaalization suggested by Dillman (1918) to help increase the response £ale.

To add a saliency COmpooeDl to the front of the survey. an icon of a fISh booked

on a fly was placed at the top of the front page (Figure 5.3). This same icon was used

in all correspondence wilh the angler: postcards, second and third mailings of the

survey. and the letters accompanying the follow up surveys. 11lis made all
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correspondence with the angler instantly identifiable, and reminded the angler of their

agreement to panicipalc in the study.

Figure 5.3: Icon Used For Identification Of Survey Related MateriaJs

5.5 SURVEY LOGISTICS

The quality of an interview study depends. to a great extent, upon the quality of

the interviewers (Sheskin. 1985). For intercept surveys with self administered forms.

concern over the appeacance of the interviewers and their uaining for questions about

the survey must be raised (Sheskin. 1985). Fowler (1988) suggests twO personal

characteristics for sound interviewers: a confident asseniveness, and a knack for

instantly engaging people personally. To these characteristics Sbeskin (1985) adds the

need of interviewers not to violate the norms of ethical behaviour in survey researc!l.

Each of the three srodeots assisting in this study were chosen, in a large part. due to

their possession of these characteristics.

The student interviewers for this sOJdy ranged in age from 22 to 24 and all were

in the fmal year of the Geography Program at Memorial University. None of these
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students had PIl?vious interviewing experience. This lack of experience was not seen as

a concern, as more experienced interviewers have been found (0 be more casual in bow

they read their questions than new inlerviewers (Bradburn and Sudman. 1979). This

can resuh in added bias enrering the survey process (Fowler and Mangoine. 1990).

Two of the interviewers were male and one female. Studies have shown female

interviewers to have a higher response rate than male inrerviewers (Fowler and

Mangione. 1990). This study did oot follow this trend. Refusal rales for participating in

the study for all of the interviewers was insignificant (one refusal of 514 contacts).

Training of interviewers is an important aspect of the data coUection process

(Fowler and Mangione. 1990). These sessions enable interviewers to have fewer DOn·

responses on sensitive questions and typically higher overall response rates (Billet and

Looseveldt. 1988). For this study interviewers were given a morning session of

training. This single session of training is not abnormal as "many surveys ... utilize

interviewers who have received less than one day of general interviewing training~

(Fowler and Mangione, 1990). During the training, the purpose of the study was

reviewed aJong with an overview of the study area. Potential problems while

interviewing were identified and possible solutions to deal with these problems were

offered. The interviewers were given copies of the survey instrument prior to the

training session and were encouraged to communicate any problems or concerns they

might have with the survey.
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Supervi~ion is an important aspect of the interviewing process (Fowler. 1988).

In this study supervision was not possible. In lieu of this. foUow up meetings at the end

of each day identified any problems or concerns of the interviewers. Because of the

Iligh rate of repeat anglers, the principal investigator met many anglers who had been

intercepted by the students. At no time was any mention made of problems with the

interviewing process.

The importance of consisteDcy and limiting interviewer effects bas been

identified in the interviewing process (Fowler. 1988). For this reason, a standard

introduction was written and this script was followed by each of the interviewers.

5.6 SURVEY EXECUTION

The execution of this study consisted of two pans, the intercept at the river and

the tolal design method of Dillman (1978). This section looks at each pan in turn.

As escaping others has been noted as a reason for angling (Driver and Knopf,

1976), anglers were intercepted at their vehicles, rather than on the river. This

minimized any disruption to the fIShing experience of the angler.

The next to pass rule was used in the intercepting of anglers at access points.

This is the best method to use to select a respondent for intercept surveys (Sheskin.

1985). As an angler passed a predetermined object or imaginary line. he or she was

approached and asked to take a survey. Upon acceptance and acquisition of his or her
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address, the ne~ angler to cross the imaginary line was approached. In the case of a

group of anglers, the first to cross the imaginary line would be asked [0 lake a survey.

Due to the dispersed nature of anglers leaving the river most anglers seen leaving the

river were asked to participate in lhe swdy. This dispersed nature also meant lhat bias

of the interviewer in choosing the participaru: was low.

In the case of the Lower section of the river, while parked at oae of the

terminus points. the next to pass rule was foUowed. While the four lci10meters were

being driven, any angler seen at his or her cae. was approached on foot. and asked to

participate in the study.

Expen opinion from seasoned anglers of the Salmonier River indicated that the

fim anglers access the river before daylight, to ensure their spot on the river at dawn.

This early hour was unfeasible to sample. Background research also indicated that a

small portion of anglers would be exiting the river between 0600 hrs and 0700 hrs with

the majority leaving after 0800 brs. With this in mind, attempts were made to have the

interviewers at the access poims before 0730 hrs on weekends. The first twO days of

weekend interviewing lasted lhrOUghOlll the day and indicated mat between 1300 hrs

and 1600 hrs few anglers exited or accessed the river. This information ted to the

decision to sample from 0730 hrs to 1300 brs. take the afternoon off. and resume

sampling from 1600 hrs until dusk. which averaged around 2100 hrs. Thus. each of

these sampling periods were approximately five hours in length. Expen opinion also
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indicated that ~me anglers fished the river weekdays before work. For this reason, the

sampling on weekdays began at 0600 hrs to catch anglers before they returned home

for work. Each of lhese five bour sessions was considered a ~Sample Day· for the

purpose of this study.

Short intercept interviews can. ·create a sense of involvement which leads them

to complete the subsequent longer survey· (Sheskin. 1985). This fact, combined with

the high percentage of return anglers who were reminded of the study each time they

saw ODl: of the interviewers, may bave increased the response rate. Indeed. the

interviewers became a source of information for the anglers about numbers of anglers

on the river and fish caught. This relationship between angler and interviewer may

have increased the response rate. Care was taken in discussions with anglers not to give

any indication of the personal attitudes towards the issues being studied.

The survey, which had been placed in an unsealed stamped white envelope was

handed (0 the panicipam:. The use of wb.ite envelopes rather than manila, and colourful

adhesive postage stamps are methods identified to increase response rates (Sheskin,

1985). The angler was handed the envelope in a manner that the stamps on the

envelope could be seen. and at the same time the prepaid narure of the study was

mentioned. On me back flap of each envelope was the band written message "Thank:

you. Peter". This added a personal touch and foUowed the method used by Bath (1993)

to increase response rate. Two stamps were placed on each envelope. a 40 cents and 5
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cents to make up the full postage. These were adhesive stamps and not postage paid,

following the suggestion of Dillman (1978). On rainy days. the survey and letter were

placed in a clear plastic bag to ensure the survey stayed dry. As anglers were contacted

for the most part at their vehicle, most surveys went right into the vehicle and did not

require the plastic bag.

S.7 COMPLETE DESIGN METHODOLOGY

With the survey baving been accepted by the angler the second poniCD of the

study execution took place. This roughly followed the IOtal design method of Dillman

(1978). Dillman's approach stresses~ importance of professionalism. personalization,

honesty. directness and attention to detail in survey work to minimize oonresponse.

TDM follows the following steps: fIrSt mailing, post card. second mailing, dlicd

mailing and a follow up phone call.

The intercept nature of this study meant that the ftrst mailing was replaced by

the short interview and acceptance of the survey at the access points to the river. This

was carried out of necessity due to the lack of a sampling frame. An outcome of this

melhod was a more personal approach. a dimension recommended by Dillman (1978).

The survey would be associated with a person rather than a voice on the telephone

asking to participate in a survey. One definite positive result of this method was a very

low refusal rate to participate in the swdy. Of the 514 different anglers asked to take a
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survey. only o~ declined. This refusal came from a middle-aged male at the access (0

Pinsent's Falls, and happened 10 be the first person asked to participate in the study.

The second step of the TOM requires a combination thank you/reminder post

card (Appendix 2) to be sent to aU anglers Wting a survey. Dillman (1978)

recommended this postcard being sent out one week after the SU1"Vcy had been sent. The

daily banding out of surveys would have crea[e(f a logistical nightmare had this been

done for each survey. It was decided therefore to have a mass mailing of posocards sent

[0 all anglers contacted up to lhe Thursday of each week. on the Friday of that same

week. This allowed at least three full days (friday. Saturday, and Sunday) for the

anglers to have the survey before receiving the reminder.

The third step of Dillman's TDM requires a second mailing of the survey to all

anglers who had not rcOJ.nled their survey. This look place two weeks after the

postcard bad been senl and three weeks after the angler had been given the survey.

This mailing included a letter (Appendix 3) indicating the importance of the study and

offering the possibility of the subject having lost Ehcir survey. This letter was signed. in

blue ink by the principal investigator. Nine of the second mailings were returned

undeliverable due to incomplete addresses, or the person having moved. Attempts made

to obtain the complete addresses of these people were [() no avail.

The fourth step of Dillman's method requires a third mailing of the survey to all

non-respondents following the secood survey. This occurred in one mass mailing to all
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non-respondeIW! on September 10, ten weeks after the first postcard had been sent and

five weeks after anglers from the fifth week bad been conlacted. This ma.iling also

included a letter (AppeDdix 4) indicating the importance of their views and explained

bow lheir responses may in fact be different from other respondents. This letter was

aJso signed by the principal investigalOr in blue ink.

The final step in Dillman's Total Design Method is a telephone follow-up

survey to a sample of the non-respondents to the survey. With the final response rate of

77.4% from the mailings and a limited budget. this was deemed as unnecessary and not

feasible for this study.



CHAPTER 6
FIELD AND SURVEY RESULTS

6.0 INTRODUcnON

This chapter looks at the results from the returned 1996 Salmooier River

Salmon Angler surveys. Of the 513 surveys handed out, 397 were returned for a

response rate of 77.4 percent. The chapter first examines the field results of the

returned surveys, and then examines the results of the responses to the six major

sections of the survey: incentives for angling; expecWlCies of anglers fishing the

Salmonier River; angling bchaviOW'S and preferences; attitudes towards various angling

management tools; knowledge of salmon issues; and socio-econom..ic flDdings. A more

detailed analysis of the data. with linkages to the literature. and implications for

fISberies managers, occurs in the chapters which foUow.

6.1 FIELD RESULTS

A major concern of any survey research is the entry of bias into the results.

Field results are examined to determine if any results must be questioned due to bias in

lhe collection of data. Also. examination of the field results can aid future research by

noting where modifications in the research methodology can result in more sound

sampling procedures. This section looks at response rates and the issue of repeat

anglers on the Salmonier River.
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6.1.1 Response,Rates to the Study

When examining the response raleS across the three sections of the Salmonier

River. a chi-square-goodness of fit test determined that the lower section had a

statistically higher (p=O.OI91) response rate than the middle and upper .stttions lTable

6.1). This was probably due [0 the fact that the principal investigator handed OUt all of

the questionnaires in the Lower section. Undoubtedly, me importance of the study

would be communicated to a greater extent by the principal investigator than one of the

student assistanlS. This fact is also noted in Table 6.2. where the principal investigator

had a higher response rate than the student assistants. A chi-square test on the retUrned

surveys likewise found a statistically significant difference between administrators of

the survey (p=O.0023). With the principal investigator removed from this goodness of

fit test, no differrence (p=O.8814) was found between the three assistants. While

statistically different, no bias was expected to have occurred from me tligher response

rate to surveys given oU[ by the principal investigator.

y n wee YO<

SECTION SURVEYS OUT SURVEYS BACK. % RETURN

Lower Sectioo 202 169 83.7%

Middle Section 215 158 73.5%

Upper Section 96 70 72.9%

Table 6 1 Response Rate B Scetio Of The Salmo' Ri
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Table 6 2 Response Ralt By lnvestigator

INVESTIGATOR I SAMPLE lof lof PERCENT
PERIODS SURVEYS SURVEYS RETURN

OUT BACK

Principal
Investigator 37 256 210 82.0%

Assistant 1 15 87 65 74.1%

Assistant 2 17 92 66 71.1%

Assistant 3 13 78 56 71.8%

The usefulness of second and third mailings are duly noted in Table 6.3. As

only nine surveys were given out in the fifth week:. oaly the first four weeks are

analysed for the effects of second and third mailings. The second mailing increased the

response to the survey an average of 22.1 %. with the range going from a high of

26.8% for the third week to 17.6% for the fourth week. The average increase resulting

from the third mailing of me survey was 5.8%, with a range from 2.8% for me third

week to 11.8% for the fourth week. Overall. the second mailing increased the

response by 23.8% and the third mailing increased the overall response by 4.7%.

While the third mailing did not increase the sample considerably. it did provide the

study with enough usable surveys to reacb the 95% confidence level with a ± 5%

confidence inrerval desired for statistical analysis.

Ooc possible explanation for the higher final response rate for anglers given a

survey in the first week. than those given a survey in the fourth week: (fable 6.3) is
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repeat anglers. ~Iers contacted in the first week bad more chances [0 be reminded in

following weeks about the survey when they returned to me river to fISh. Anglers of

the fourth week would only have had one extra week to come into contact with

someone banding out the survey.

Table 6 3 Response Rate By Week Of Survey

SURVEYS % RESPONSE % RESPONSE % RESPONSE
HANDED OUT AFTER AFTER SECOND AFTER

POSTCARD MAILING TIIlRD
MAILING

WEEK ONE 49.1% 75.9% 80.4%
0=224 0=110 0::170 0=180

WEEK TWO 52.2% 70.3% 74.6%
0=138 0=12 0=97 0=103

WEEK THREE 50.0% 16.8% 79.6%
0=108 0=54 0=83 0=86

WEEK FOUR 35.3% 52.9% 64.7%
0=34 0::12 0=18 0=22

As found in other srudies (Dawson and Brown. 1989; Connelly et aI., 1990b;

Ditton et aI., 1991; Hunt and Ditton 1996) the number ofwomcn angling was

considerably less than the number of men (Table 6.4). However. response rates for

born groups were comparable. with 00 statistical difference between groups

(p=0.8934).
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T bl 6 4 Respo Rate By QeDdel'a • use

GENDER 1/ PARTICIPATING % TOTAL # SURVEYS %
IN SURVEY SAMPLE RETURNED RETURN

RATE

MALE 492 95.9% 381 77.4%

FEMALE 21 4.1% 16 76.2%

6. 1.2 Repeat Anglers in the Study

The percentage of anglers contacted over the angling season a subsequeru: time,

after they bad taken a questionnaire. increased dramatically as the season went on

(Table 6.5). By the fifth week over 63% of all anglers contacted had already taken a

survey. This. in pan.. lead to the decision to cease going to the Salmonier River [0 hand

OUt surveys after the fifth week.

Table 6 5 Percem Repeat Anglers By Week

WEEK # ANGLERS II REPEAT % REPEAT
CONTAcrED ANGLERS ANGLERS

WEEK ONE 283 59 20.8%

WEEK TWO 250 112 44.8%

WEEK THREE 226 116 51.8%

WEEK FOUR 68 34 50.0%

WEEK FIVE 19 12 63.2%

Analysis of response rates between sections of the river found that the
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percentage of~t anglers was higher for the Upper section than the Lower and

Middle sections (Table 6.6). A chi-square goodness of fit test found that this difference

was statistically differem (p=O.0234). Ease of access is probably the reason for this

finding. Anglers can easily access the Lower section. and therefore many different

anglers could access the river here. The Upper and Middle sections require morc of an

effon to access them. Because of this. an angler willing to access these sections oote,

would probably be willing to access them several times over the ron of a season. This

would be done to fISh the better pools of the Salmonier River which are located in the

Upper and Middle sections.

a e creen en y ,on me< 'e<

SECIlON # ANGLERS # REPEAT % REPEAT
CONTACTED ANGLERS ANGLERS

Lower 305 103 33.8%

Middle 362 147 40.6%

Uppe, 179 83 46.4%

T hi 6 6 P t Repeat Angl 8 Sect' Of The SaJmo' Ri

6.2 SURVEY RESULTS

The concept of the "average angler" can be misleading and thus. can lead to

ineffective management of a recreational fisheries resource. This "average angler~ is

often derived from national or provincial Statistics. and is then used in the design

and/or evaluation of management decisions at the watershed, or river, level.

Accordingly, the averages presented in the following sections are specific to salmon
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anglers of the S~onierRiver, and are therefore defined spatially. tempOrally. and by

species fished. These sections provide useful insighl: in the form of baseline data on this

group of recreational anglers. and could therefore be used for more effective

management of salmon angling on the Salmonier River.

6.2.1 Incentives For Salmon Angling

The initial section of the survey dealt with the importance of different incentives

for salmon angling. This choice followed the suggestion of Sbeskin (1985) to begin a

survey with a topic salient to the respondent. The statements used were the same as

those suggested, and used by Fedler and Ditton (1994). Eighteen different incentives

for angling were evaluated by the respoodeou on a seven point scale ranging from "not

important at all" (1), to ·very imponant" (7). From highest to lowest. the mean

response of each incentive for salmon angling is presented. in Table 6.7. All importance

questions are deemed [() be accurate at a confidence level of 95 percent with a

confidence interval of ± 5 percent.

While the catch incentive of "the excitement of the catch • resulted in the

highest overall mean score. two thirds of the top nine incentives were non-.eateh

related. Five of the nine incentives with the lowest scores, on the other hand, were

catcb-related.
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Table 6.7: Mean Item Scores for Incentives For Salmon Angling, where a value of 1.0
indicates not at au imDorwll and 7.0 indicates very important

INCENTIVE Mean Standard
Score Deviation

Excitemem of the catch 6.48 1.03

To be outdoors 6.19 1.22

For relaxation 6.14 1.26

For the challenge or spon 5.90 1.42

To get away from the 5.81 1.43
regular routine

To experience natural surroundings 5.67 1.48

To develop angling skills 4.79 1.89

To be with friends 4.83 1.78

For physical exercise 4.97 1.78

To be close to the water 4.55 1.96

To experience new and 4.40 1.93
different things

To obtain a salmon for eating 4.37 1.94

To land a -trophy· salmon 4.00 2.26

For family recreation 3.85 2.12

To get away from other people 3.83 2.14

To catch a limit of salmon 3.67 2.15

To catch and release a salmon 3.19 1.96

To test my equipment 2.92 1.84

The frequencies of the incemive statements are DOW examined along the

following domains: catch-related incentives. social incentives, psycbologicaV
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physiological ~entives. and incentives relating to the natural environment. Fedler and

Dinan (1994) use these categories and an additional category called skill and

equipment. For the purpose of this study skill and equipment are included in the eateb.

calegory. The social. psycbologicaUphysiologica1, and natural environment incentives

are combined later in this study to become the Don-eatch incentives.

6.2.1.1 Caoch-related Incentives For Salmon Angling

!be caleh-related incentive with the bigheSl mean response was also the

incentive with the overall highest mean response: ~for lhe excitement of the cateh w
•

Seventy~three percent of anglers indicated that this was very important. with 93 percent

giving a value of 5, 6 or 7, resulting in a mean score of 6.48. Only seven percent

indicated that this was "not at aU important" to "somewhat important" (values 1,2.3,4).

Eighty-three percent of respondents indicated that "the challenge or sport" was

more than somewhat important as an incentive for salmon angling, with 47 percent

indicating very important. Approximately 17 percent indicated that as an incentive to

fish. cballenge was not at aU to somewhat important. Along with the indication of the

importance of challenge or spen. the imponance of salmon as a food is made clear

from the responses to. ·Obtaining a fish for eating". A minority of anglers (30 percent)

indicated. that this was less than somewhat important as an incentive for fishing. Forly

eight percent responded with a value of greater than somewhat important. while 23
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percent indicated somewhat imponant.

The importance of the skill involved in salmon angling is noted by 64 percent of

anglers indicating that developing sldlls was more than somewhat important. Ten

perceot of respondents saw developing angling skills as DOt at aU important as an

incentive for angling salmon.

As an incentive to fish for salmon. landing a trophy salmon was fairly evenly

divided amongst anglers. Twenty-three percent indicated that this was very important.

and 25 percent indicated that this was not at all important. Approximately a third of

anglers indicated that ~catehing and releasing a salmon" was not at all important as an

incentive for salmon angling. A minority of anglers (23 percent) gave a response

greater than somewhat important. while twenty-seven percent chose somewhat

important as their response to catching and releasing a salmon.

Of all the incentives for salmon angling provided, testing equipment had the

lowest mean response. Sixty-two percent of anglers indicated that this was less than

somewhat important. with 34 percent indicating that it was DOl imponant at aU. Only

six percent indicated that this was very important.

6.2.1.2 Social Incentives For Salmon Angling

For SaJmonier anglers. fishing with friends was seen as a greater incentive to

fish thaD fishing with family. Sixty percent of anglers responded with a value of greater
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than somewhat important. with 21 percent indicating very important to being with

friends. Nineteen percent indicated that this was less than somewhat important, and of

these only eight percent said it was oot at all important. The mean response for this

incentive was 4.83 ofa possible 1.0.

Responses to "for family recreation" were fairly evenJy divided amongst

anglers. Seventeen percent indicated very important, while 23 percent indicated not at

all important. The largest group of anglers (44 percent) indicated a value of three. four

or five, Dear the central response of somewhat important (4). The resulting mean

response was just less than 4 at 3.85.

The mean response for the incentive to get away from other people, 3.83, was

slightly lower than the mean response for family recreation. As an incentive to get

away from other people, over a quaner (26 percent) indicated this as nOl at all

important. Still. 40 percent indicated that this was more than somewhat important with

15 perceot indicating very important.

6.2.1.3 PsychologicaUPhysiological Incentives For Salmon Angling

The psychologica1lphysiologicaJ motive for salmon angling "for relaxation" was

seen as more than somewhat important by 87 percent of respondents. and had the third

highest mean response of any incentive at 6.14. Nine percent indicated that this was

somewhat important and only four percent indicated that it was less than somewhat
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important. Clo~ly related to relaxation is the incentive. ~escaping the regular routine-.

Eighty·four percent indicated more than somewhat important to escaping the regular

routine. with 42 percem indicating very important. Less than three percent indicated

that escaping the regular routine was not at all important as an incentive for salmon

angling.

A minority of anglers (19 percent). indicated that the motive of physical

exercise was less than somewhat important. Twenty percent of Salmonicr anglers

indicated a value of 4 (somewhat important) while the majority (60 percent) deemed

physical exercise to be more than somewhat important. Twenty-one percent saw

exercise as very important. 1be resulting mean response was 4.97 out of a possible

7.0.

Of the psychologica1lphysical incentives for salmon angling, ·10 experience new

and different things· was the incentive of least importance. yet it still bad a mean

response greater than somewhat important at 4.40. Forty-nine percent of anglers.

however. respooded greater lhan somewhat important [0 this incentive. Only 13 percent

indica£ed that this was not at all important as an incentive for salmon angling.

6.2.1.4 Natural Envirooment-related Incentives For Salmon Angling

-To be outdoors- was the main incentive for angling of lhe natural environment

incentives. and the sccOl:ld most imponant incentive overall. Eighty-nine percent
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indicated the OU;tdoors as being more lhan somewhat important. with 60 percent

indicating very important. Eleven percent indicated that this was somewbat or less

important as an incentive for fishing. Closely relaled to the incentive "to be outdoors",

is the incentive "to experience natural surroundings". The difference between the two is

the component of nature, as one can be outdoors in a city and IlOt be in "natural

surroundings". "To experience natural surroundings" was deemed very important by 39

percent of respoDdents, with 81 percent indicating more than somewhat important. Less

than 20 percent responded somewhat important or less to natural surroundings as an

incentive for salmon angling.

A quarter of Salmonier anglers responded very imponam: to me incentive "to be

close to the water" . Fifty percent of anglers chose responses of greater than somewhat

important. while 29 percent responded with values less Ehan somewhat important 10

being close to the water. As the Salmonier River provides many opportunities to get

close to the water. it is DOt surprising that a majority of anglers deem getting close to

water as important.

6.2.2 Expc:ctancies Of Salmomcr River Anglers

To determine what salmon anglers expect from the SaImonier River. similar

statements to those used in the incentive section were used. This section asked how

strongly the angler agreed or disagreed with statements of expectation for attaining the
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associated~ve 00 the Salmooier River. Respoases were based 00 a seven poinr:

Likert scale where -stroog.ly disagree" bad a value of 1 and "strongly agree" bad a

value of 7. The choice of a oeutn..I expecwion was offered with a value of 4. Table 6.8

lists the mean responses to these expecwion statements from highest to lowest.

The foUowiDg description of the frequc:oc:ies of responses. follows the format

used in the section dealing wilh me importance of incentives for salmon angling: caleb

expectarK:ies. social expectancies. psycbologica1Jphysiological expectancies, and nature

expectancies. Overall, the mean scores of the expectanCies were higher than those

relating to the similar statemen15 of imponance. In general. oon<.ateh expectancies

ranked higher lhan catch expectancies. This was expected due to the Salmonier River

oot being a very productive river in terms of salmon.

6.2.2.1 Catch Expc:ctaneies

Oftbe catch-related. CxpecWK:ies. "to enjoy lbe cba11eoge or span- was the

most expected. wilh a mean response of 6.19. Ninety percent of anglers agrc:c:d with

this statement, with 55 percent strongly agreeing. Less than four percent disagreed with

the challenge cxpectaD::y. A similar percentage of anglers (87 percent) agreed that they

would expect to enjoy the experience of the caleb. Despite a smaller percentage of

anglers agreeing, the percentage of those who strongly agreed was higher at 61

percent. Only six percent of respondents disagreed. with the experience expectation.
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Table 6.8. M~ Item Scores for Expecta.DCies of the Salmoaier River. where 1.0
indicates a value of strongly disagree and 7 0 indicates strongly agree

Statement of Expectancy M.... SIaDdard
Deviation

To be able to enjoy the outdoors 6.52 0.90

To be able to relax 6.37 1.00

To be able to escape the 6.20 1.08
regular routine

To enjoy the challenge or sport 6.19 1.14

To enjoy the experience of the catch 6.17 1.31

To be able to experience 6.13 1.18
the natural. surroundings

To be able to be close to the water s.n 1.45

To be able to develop skills S.62 1.48

To be able to be with friends 5.56 1.43

To be able to enjoy family recreation 5.19 1.66

To experience new and 5.14 1.55
different things

To obtain a salmon for eating 5.02 1.85

To get a good physical workout 4.99 1.71

To be able to test equipment 4.54 1.79

To be able to get away from 4.46 1.93
olber people

To be able to caleb 4.34 2.01
a limit of salmon

To caleb a "troDby· salmon 3.95 1.97

To catch and release a salmon 3.44 2.02
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Appro~lely 63 percent of anglers expect [0 obtain a salmon for eating from

the Salmonier River. In cootrast to the two previously discussed catch-related

expeclanCies. however, only 30 percent strongly agreed. Eighteen percent disagreed

with this catch expectancy, while 37 percent were neutral. 1be resulting mean response

for this expectancy was 5.02.

The c:tpeCtancy of the ability to test angling equipment had the greatest

percentage of respondents answering neutral (32 percem), and had a mean response

slightly above the central value at 4.54. Twenty-one percent disagreed and 47 percent

agreed with this expectancy. Of lhose in agreement, 21 percent strongly agreed.

The percentage of respondents agreeing with the expectancy of catching a limit

of salmon was 44 percent, with 23 percent strongly agreeing. This contrasts with the

14 percent who strongly disagree with the expectancy of catching a limit of salmon. A

further 15 percent disagreed wilh this expectancy, while 27 percent were oeutraL In

regards to catching a trophy salmon on me Salmonier River, 36 percem disagreed.

while 35 percent agreed.. Of the respondents, 16.7 percent strongly disagreed, while

17.4 percent strongly agreed. Twenty nine percent of anglers were neutral. The mean

response for the expectancy of calChing a tropby salmon was just under the neutral

cboice of four at 3.95. wbile the expectancy of calChing a limit of salmOQ was just

above tbe neutral choice at 4.34.

The expectancy of anglers to catcb and release a salmon on the Salmonier River
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was the lowest ~f me catcb-related expectancies. Forty three percent disagreed, and of

these 31 percenJ: strongly disagreed. Of the 30 percent who agreed only 10 percent:

strongly agreed. Twenty-seven percent of respondents were neutral to the catcb and

release expeclallCy. The mean response for this incentive was the lowest of all the

expectancies at 3.44.

Seventy-six percent of anglers expect the development of sltills while fishing the

Salmonier River. Of those agreeing 39 percent strongly agreed. Seven percent of

anglers disagreed and 24 percem were neutral to the Salmonier as a river on which they

could expect to develop their skills.

6.2.2.2 Social Expectancies

The expectancy for the ability to be with friends while fishing the Salmonier

River was agreed to by 76 percent of anglers. Only eight percent of respoDdents

disagreed with this expectancy. while 16 percent held neutral views. Of those agreeing,

34 percent strongly agreed. For the expectancy of enjoying family recreation, a similar

percentage strongly agreed, 3S percent. Overall. however. a smaller perceDtage of

anglers (60 percent) agreed with the expectancy to enjoy family recreation. Twenty

nine percent of respondents were neutral on the expectancy of family recreation, and

only 11 percent disagreed.

The expectancy for the ability to get away from others on the SaImonier River
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was the lowest 9f the social expectaD:ies. Despite this. a majority of anglers. 48

percent. agreed with this expectancy, with 21 percent stroogly agreeing. Of the 26

percent who disagreed. 12 percent sttongJy disagreed. Twemy·fi\'c percent answered

neutral to this expectm:y statement.

6.2.2.3 PsycbologicaVPbysiological Expecwries

The highest mean vaJue afme psycbologicaJlphysiological expectations. and

the second highest expectancy overall, was the expectation for relaxation. Ninety-throe

percent of anglers expect to be able to relax while fishing on the Salmonier River, with

62 percent strongly agrttiDg with this expectation. Less than twO percent of anglers

disagreed with this stalemeN and five perccnl were neutral. Despite relaxation being a

highly subjective corr.ept. a majority of anglers still agreed that they expected to

achieve it on the Salmooier River.

A high expccwion was also placed OD the Salmonier River's ability to allow me

angler to escape the regular routine. with 91 perceot agreeing. While fewer anglers

strongly agreed 10 this than the expectation of rela.utiOQ, a majority. 54 percem again

strongly agreed. As with relaxation. less than (WQ percent of respondents disagreed

with the expectation of escape.

Eleven percent of Salmonier anglers disagreed wilh the expectation of

expericocing new and different things, while 62 percent agreed. Twency eight percent
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of lhosc agrec~g strongly agreed and 27 percent were neutral. As with the case of the

other psycbologicallpbysiological expectations a majority of anglers (59 percent)

expected to get a good physical workout from fishing the Salmonier River. Sixteen

percent disagreed with this expectation and 2S percent were netural. Tweoty-eight

percent strongly agreed. wilh the expectation of physical exercise.

6.2.2.4 Natural Environment Expectaoeies

lbe expectation of enjoying the outdoors was the statement of expectation with

the highest mean response. Ninety-five percent of anglers agreed with the expectation

of enjoying the ouldoors while salmon angling on the Salmonier River. This was

strongly agreed to by 71 percent of respoodents. Only one percent disagreed with this

expectation. while four percent were net1D:aL Eigh[y-eight percent agreed with the

expectation of enjoying the natural surroundings with 54 percent of these responding

strongly agree. Less than four percent disagreed with this statcment while ten percent

were neutral.

A much higher percent of respondents responded neutrally to the expectation of

being able to get close to the water, 23 percent. Despite this, 77 percent agreed with

this expectation, with 47 percent responding strongly agree. Less than seven percent

disagreed with lbe expectation of lbe ability to get close to the water.
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6.2.3 Angling ~haviours Of Salmonier Salmon Anglers

An effon was made to ask behavioural questions which were based on actual

behaviours. rather than behavioural intent for lhis section. As well. only questions

directly related to salmon angling were asked to ensure the saliency of the

questionnaire to respondents. This behavioural section has been calegorized into four

sections: skill and experience, equipment. informationSO~ for salmon angling, and

favourite rivers.

6.2.3.1 Skill and Experience

Almost half (48 percent) of the anglers surveyed felt that they were equally

skilled compared with other salmon anglers. Twenty-seven percent of anglers thought

that they were more skilled than others. while 25 percent felt that they were less

skilled. The determination of skill was self-assessed and based on a seven point scale

where one was "less skilled" and seven was "more skilled". Five percent of anglers

indicated a value of I and five percent indicated 7. Similarly, six percent answered 2

and six percent gave 5 as their level of slcill.

Eighty percent of anglers indicared that they bad a salmon license in 1995. The

range of the number of days fished was from 0 to 90 days with the mean number of

days these anglers fished being 13 days. Eighty-seven percent of respondents indicated

that they fished 20 days or less in 1995. When the Salmonier River was specified. 88
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percent said that they averaged 20 days or less fishing on this river. The mean number

of days spent on the Salmonier River was 11 days.

Results showed that the mean number of seasons fished was greater than me

number of seasons which they bad fished the Salmonicr River. The mean number of

seasons fished was 11 while the mean number of seasons fIShed on the Salmonier River

was eight. This difference was due in part to the fact wt while only nine percent of

anglers indicated that this was their fltSl season of angling, 17 percent said that it was

their fltSl season on the Salmonier River. Another possible explanation for this

difference is the migration of people from the outports to St. John's and surrounding

communities for work and school. These anglers would have learned to fish on rivers

other than the Sabnonier River. Eight percent of anglers indicated that they had been

salmon angling for over 3D years, while five percem had been fishing the Salntonier for

over 30 years.

The mean number of salmon caught by respondents in 1995 was four, with a

median response of two. l"hirty-one percent indicated that they did not catch a salmon

in the 1995 season while 17 percent said that they had caught one salmon. Eighty-nine

percent of anglers caught ten or less flSh in the previous salmon season, eight percent

caught between ten and 19 salmon and lhree percent caught 20 or more salmon. The

majority of anglers (63 percent) indicated salmon as their species of preference for

angling in the summer. Brook/mud trout was preferred by 18 percent, while 11 percent
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bad no prefere~. The remaining preferences were divided amongst brown trOUt (four

percent), sea trout (four percent) and rainbow trout (one percent).

The largest group of anglers (42 percent) indicated that they like to fish with

friends. Twenty-six percent like to fish with family and friends together while 12

percent like [0 fish just with family. These findings substantiate the preferences of

anglers to fish with friends over family, found in the incentive section.

One-fifth of respondents like to fish by themselves and less than one percent

like to fish with a guide. Seventeen percent of respondents noted that they would DOt

like to share their favourite pool with any other anglers. The median response to the

number of anglers one would like to share a favourite pool with was two. Ninety-six

percent would like to have four or less anglers sharing their pool. As for the maximum

number of anglers they would want to see on their favourite pool. the median response

was lhree. Eight percent indicated that they would not want any other anglers on their

favourite pool. Ninety~six percent of anglers indicated that they would want tell or less

anglers on their pool. Two percent said that it did not matter how many people were on

their favourite pool.

The mean distance travelled by anglers to the Salmonier River was 18

kilometers. Eighty~ight percent of anglers indicated Wt they lived within 80

kilometers of the Salmonier River. Sixty percent of anglers indicated wt they bad a

favourite pool on the Salmonier River. Once parked. the average distance walked by
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those having a ~avourite pool on the Salmonier River was 2.6 kilometers. Nine percent

of anglers indicated that they walked less than one kilometer to their favourite pool.

The greatest percentage of anglers walked one kilometer (32 percent), and 90 percent

walked five kilometers or less.

The greatest dislanCe travelled by any of the anglers with the primary intent to

fish for salmon was 3000 kilometers. Sixty percent indicated lIlat the greatest distance

travelled was less than SOO kilometers. Thirty-one percent travelled more than 500

kilometers but less than 1000 kilometers, and nine percelll: travelled more than 1000

kilometers. Sixty-four different rivers were given as the destination of these angling

trips, and all but three of these were located in the Province of Newfoundland and

Labrador.

A day trip was indicated by 43 percent to be the longest trip to the SaImonier

River to fish for salmon in 1995. Eighteen percent said that they speD( one overnight

on the Salmonier. while nine percent stayed two nighLS. Eight percent stayed three or

more nights, while 23 percent did not fisb the Sabnonicr in 1995. Most anglers (45

percent) sleep at bome when they fish the Salmonier River. Twemy-six percent stay in

their own, or a friend's, cabin. Five percent stay in nailers and 18 percent in lents.

While not given as a choice. "on the rocks~ was given as a response by four percent of

anglers. These anglers wait on the rocks near the river for first light, thus obtaining

preferred spots on a particular pool. Twelve percent of all respondents indicated that
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they owned a ~bin between the Trans Canada Highway and St. Catherine's. As fot the

longest O'ip anywhere in Newfoundland and Labrador to fish salmon, 43 percent had

trips of three or more nights. 15 percent of two nights. 11 percent of ODe night. 17

percent took: a day trip, and 16 percent never fished in 1995.

6.2.3.2 Equipment

Central to salmon angling is the fly used to attraCt the salmon. Over half of the

Salmonier anglers indicated that they did not make any of their own salmon flies.

Sixteen percent said that they made some of their flies. Eleven percent indicated that

they made most of their flies and 20 percent made all of their own flies. The number of

flies raken by anglers ranged from one to 800. with a mean value of 68 flies.

The typc: of hook: on which the fly can be tied can be barbed or barbless. Sixty

eight percent said that they had never used barbless hooks. To gauge the frequency of

barbless hook use for catch and release. a seven point Liken scale was used ranging

from never (I) to always (7). The option of ~not practising catch and release· was also

given. Tbirty·seven percent indicaled that they did oot practice catch and release and

thirty-tWo percent indicated never using barbless hooks for catch and release. Nineteen

percent gave a value of four or more, with eight percent always using barbless hooks.

The replacement value of salmon gear belonging to the Salmonier River angler!

ranged from $35 [0 $5000. Eighteen percent indicated that their gear was worth $200
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or less. Twenty~ seven percent placed a value between $201 and $400. 33 percent

between $401 and $800. 13 percent between $801 and $1200. and nine percent placed

the value of their equipment over $1200. The mean value of the angling equipment was

found [0 be $642.

6.2.3.3 Sources of Information for Salmonier Anglers

A variety of different information sources on salmon angling were evaluated on

a seven point Liken scale ranging from ~QO use" (I), to ~great deal of use" (7). Table

6.9 gives the mean response to eacb of lhese different sources of information.

Table 6.9: Source of Information For Salmon Anglers. where 1 equal:ed DO use and 7
equated to a great deal of use

Source of Information Mean SW>danl
Deviation

Own past experience 5.90 1.57

Comments and opinions of othcrs 5.03 1.61

DFO information 4.31 1.83

Television shows 3.49 1.98

Boo'" 3.43 1.92

Spon shops 3.19 1.79

Magazine articles 3.15 1.73

Newspaper articles 3.10 1.71

Fishing clubs/associations 2.39 1.80
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Related ~ the use of these marerials were me findings that 85 percem of anglers

do DOt subscribe to an angling magazine. and eight percent of Salmonie:r anglers~

members of fishing associations or clubs. As well. 89 pe:rtent of anglers received the

1996 Angling Guide 101' Newfouodland and Labrador provided by DFO. All anglers

(100"-') are supposed to receive this guide when they purchase their license.

6.2.3.4 Favourite River

Thirty-five percenl of Salmonier River anglers identified the Salmonier River as

their favourite: rivcr to fish salmon. Twenty-five percent indicated that they had no

favourite river while the remaining 40 percem indicated one of SO other rivers in

Newfoundland and Labrador as meir favourite. Oftbese 50 riven. the Humber River

was the most favoured. as it was cbosen by 6.3 percent of respoadeors. The: Humber

River was followed by: the Gander River (S.l percent). Nonb West Trepassey (4.8

percent). Biscay Bay (2.0 percem), North Harbour River (1.8 percent) and the Exploits

River 0.5 percent). As for the reason for favouring a river other than the Salmonier.

-lots of salmon- was the main reason with 32 percent choosing lhis response. This was

followed by location (27 percent), large salmon (nine percent). scenery (six percent),

and people (six percent). Lack of crowding was not given as a response, however.

eight percent wrote in this response in the other space. Twelve percent indicated

·other" wiThout iDdicating what ·other" was.
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ToCO~ their favourite river to the Salmonier, a seven point Likert scale,

with one being -about the same8
• four -better- and seven 8 considerably better". was

used. Forty~three percent of those choosing a river other than the Salmonier said that

their favourite was considerably better than the Salmonier. Sixty-four percent gave a

value of five or greater [0 lheir favourite river. Sixteen percent gave the response of

better, while 19 percent indicated between about the same and better. When asked to

rate the Salmonier River on a scale of one 10 teo. where one was a poor day of fishing

and ten an excellent day. the mean response was 4.9. Thirty-five percent gave a value

greater than five with only 3 percent indicating nine or ten. Forty percent gave a value

of less than five with 11 percent giving a value of one or two. Twenty-five percent of

respondents rated a day of fishing on the Salmonier at five.

6.2.4 Management Issues

Attitudes toward management issues were elicited by both open, and closed

ended questions. Twenty-two different management options were rated on a seven point

Likert scale where one was ·strongly oppose", four 8 neutral" and seven 8strongly

suppon~. Each managemeru option was asked specifically concerning the Salmonier

River.

The frequencies oftbe respoases to the management tools. along with the

related open ended questions. are now discussed under the different types of
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management which they imply: catcb-related options. quota/license-related options.

habitat/salmon-related options. and development-related options.

6.2.4.1 Catch-related Management Optiom

Many of the cateh-related issues examined in this study concerned catch and

release angling. OCthe five catch and release statements, four bad a mean response of

less than four (fable 6.10). The only catch and release issue to have a mean response

above four (indicating suppon) was the use of barbless hooks for catch and release

fishing. Sixty-five percem supported this, with 49 percent SD'OogIy supporting it.

EighteeQ percent of anglers opposed lbis to some degree while 17 percent were neutral.

The only other cateb·related option which was favoured by a majority of anglers

was a fall fishery. A fall salmon season was opposed by 25 percent of anglers and

supponed by 49 percent of anglers. Twemy-five percent were neutral on the issue of a

fall fishery.

The remaining catch and release issues had mean responses in the lower end of

the Liken scale (indicating opposition). The option with the most suppon of these careh

and release issues came for allowing catch and release after a quota was filled. Twenty

percent strongly supported this, 40 percent sC"ongly opposed while 13 percent were

neutral. A catch and release season before the catch and retain season was slrOngly

opposed by 55 percent and strongly supported by 12 percent. Sixty·threc percent
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Table 6.10: Mean Responses to Catch~related Management Options, wbere 1.0
represents strongly oppose and 7.0 represents strongly support

Management Option Mean S<andud
Deviation

Allowing only barbless books 5.25 2.16
when practising catch and release

A fall salmon season 4.44 2.14

Allowing caleh and release once the 3.48 2.42
quota bas been filled

A catch and release season before 2.74 2.23
the catch and retain season

Designating selected pools 2.58 2.04
as eaten and release only

Designating certain weekdays as 2.18 1.76
catch and release only

opposed catch and release before the catch and retain season, 23 percent 5Upponed it

and 14 percent were neutral. Designating selected pools as catch and release was

opposed by 66 percent of anglers with S4 percent suongly opposing. Strong support for

catch and release pools came from eight percent of anglers with a total of 18 percent

supporting it to some degree and 16 percent indicating a neutral response.

Catch and release on selected weekdays was opposed by 14 percent of anglers.

with 61 percent strongly opposing. Fifteen percem: were neutral on this issue while the

remaining 11 percent supported catch and release weekdays. Overall. 86 percent of the

anglers of the Salmonier River thought that four or less salmon should be allowed to be

caught and released on any given day. Thirty-two percent of anglers thought that no
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SalmOD should be caught and released, three percem thought one fish, 18 percent two

fish. lhree percent three fish. and 29 percent four fISh. The remaining anglers (14

percent) !.hought that five or more fish should be allowed to be caught and released in a

day, with two percent of all respondents stating catch and release should be unlimited.

Thiny-five percent of Salmonier salmon anglers agreed lhat the currem

regulation of six fish being retained in a season was the best number of salmon to be

retained. Twenty-nine percent thought that the limit should be 10 fish. The mean

weight indicated by Salmonier anglers of a RtrophyR salmon for the Salmonier was

found to be 8.8 pounds. Sixty-seven percent of anglers would oot buy a trophy tag for

the Salmonier River. Of those who would buy a tag the mean amount willing to be paid

was Couneen dollars. Over half of respondents (52 percent) thought that the current

length of 63 centimeters was the best length over which salmon should be released.

Thiny-five percent thought that this was too small with 12 percent thinking Ehat it was

much tOO small. Thirteen percent felt that 63 centimeters was too long, with only one

percent thinking it was much tOO long a length for relaining a salmon on the Salmonier

River.

6.2.4.2 QuolalLicense-Related Management Options

Table 6.11 indica[es that support for quotas on individual rivers was greater

than quotas for provincial angling zones. Sixty-two percent supported individual river
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quotas, while S~ percent supported provincial quOla.'>. Similar percentages, 19 perceot

for provincial quotaS and 20 percent for individual rivers. opposed these quotaS.

Table 6.11: Mean Responses to QuotalLicense Management Options, where 1.0
represents stroogly oppose and 7 0 represents strongly support

Managemeot Option Mean Standard
Deviation

Quotas for individual rivers 5.01 2.09

Quotas for provincial angling lOoes 4.89 2.06

Accompanimem of non-resident 4.79 1.92
anglers by a guide

Limits on the number of rods allowed 4.31 2.18
at specific pools at one time

Split season use of tags 2.72 2.09

License fees for individual rivers 2.21 1.79

While supponing individual river quotas, a fee for the Salmonier River was

opposed by 72 percent of anglers with 59 perccm strongly opposing these fees.

Nineteen percent were oeutral to the fee management option. and six pereeD[ strongly

supported river fees.

Split season use of tags was opposed by 65 percent of anglers with 51 percent

strongly opposing them. Twenty percent supported and 15 percent were neutral on the

split use of tags. Fifty·two percent of anglers supported the use of a guide for non

resident anglers, while 19 percent were opposed and 29 percent were neutraL

Closely related to the catch and release pools was the issue of limiling the
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number of rods .on any pool at one time. Forty six percent supponed this strategy, 25

percent were oeutral and 29 percent were opposed. Of the salmon anglers responding,

22 percent strongly opposed and 25 percent strongly supported limits on the number of

rods on pools.

6.2.4.3 HabitatJSalmoD~RelatedManagement Options

Six statements related directly to habitallsaJrnon management options for the

Salmomer River (fable 6.12). The stocking of salmon was supported by 72 percent of

anglers wilb. 51 percent strongly supporting the stta[egy. Twenry pet'Cem were neutral

and nine percent opposed. In contrast to this, 52 percem of anglers were opposed to

introducing pacific salmon to the Salmonier River. Twenty-four percent favoured such

an introductioo. 12 percent of these strongly, while 24 percent were neutral.

The closure of the offshore commercial salmon fishery was supported by 65

percent of anglers with 48 percent strongly supponing this management lOOI. Thirteen

percent opposed a closure of the offshore to some degree, with five percent strongly

opposing. Twenty·tJ1ree percent of respondents were neutral 00 closing the offshore

fishery. The selective catching of surplw fish on the Salmonier by nets was strongly

opposed by as percent of respondents. Only three percent were in any way supportive

to this measure wbile five percent were neutral.

The idea of improving habitat for salmon was supponed by 87 percent of
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anglers. 10 pe~nt were neutral. Only three percent of anglers were opposed to

improving salmon habitat on the Salmonicr River. Closure of the Salmonicr River

when water levels get low was supported by 88 percent of anglers. Seven percent

opposed low water closures, while five percent were neutral.

Table 6.12 Mean Responses to Habitat/Salmon Management Options, wbere 1.0
represents strongly oppose and 1 0 represents strongly support

Management Option Mean Slan<Wd
Deviation

Closing rivers when water levels 6.23 1.46
get [00 low

Improving existing salmon habitat 6.22 1.27

Stocking salmon 5.65 1.75

Closing the offshore commercial 5.41 1.83
salmon fishery

lnuOOucing Pacific salmon 3.08 2.16

Selective catching of surplus fish in 1.44 1.23
rivers by nets for commercial use

6.2.4.4 Development Managemem Options

Similar to improving salmon habitat is the non-disturbance of the existing

habitat. Four issues: cabin development. hydro development. golf course development

and the use of "sea-doos· were examined [0 investigate feelings towards these

management options.

The strongest support was for limiting cabin development along the Salmonier
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River. Seventy percent supponed this with 54 percent strongly supporting it. Eleven

percent were strongly opposed to limiting cabin development while 13 percent were

neutral. While it is unlikely that hydro development will occur on me Salmonier River

in lhe near fumre, Pinsem's Falls was one of 160 sites in Newfoundland considered by

Newfoundland Hydro for small hydro development (Shawmont. 1986). Limiting hydro

development on the Salmonier River was supponed by 68 percent of anglers. Nineteen

percent were opposed and 14 percent neutral towards limiting hydro development.

Twenty one percent were opposed to limiting "sea-doos". 63 percent in favour and 17

percent responded neutral. The limitation of golf course development was the least

opposed of the habitat management options, however. 55 percent were supportive of

this strategy. Twenty one percent were opposed to limiting golf course development.

while 2S percent were neutral.

Table 6.13 Mean Responses ro Development Management Options, where 1.0
represents strongly oppose and 7 0 represents saongly suppan

Management Option Mean Slandan1
Deviation

Limiting cabin development 5.50 2.06
along rivers

Limiting hydro development 5.36 2.15

Limiting the use of ftsea-doos· 5.14 2.24

Limiting golf course development 4.88 2.15
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6.2.5 Angler ~wledge of Salmon Regulations. Habitat and Physiology

Salmonier River salmon anglers were asked questions concerning: regulations.

salmon physiology, and the SaJmonier River itself. Seven of the eleven questions asked

had answers whicb could be found in the 1996 Angler Guide For Newfoundland and

Labrador (DFO. 1996b), which is supposed to accompany every license. The first

question asked for the recovery time required for a salmon after being caught, before it

should be released back into the river. Of all the questions. this was answered most

correctly, with over three quarters (76 percent) knowing that the answer was ~as long

as the salmon requires". Five percent answered incorrectly while 20 percent answered

Nineteen percent of respondents correctly identified 18 degrees Celsius as the

temperature at which catch and release angling should be ceased. Sixty-seven percent

responded not sure while 15 percent gave an incorrect answer. Almost balf of the

respondents (49 percent) lmew that a salmometer is a length and weight table devised

by the Atlantic Salmon Federation. Thirty-six percetU were not sure and 15 percent

answered incorrectly to the salInometer question.

Over two thirds (69 percent) of anglers did not know that !:here are 177

scheduled rivers in Newfoundland and Labrador. Approximately one-third of anglers

(31 percent) answered not sure to the question of the distance: down stream. from an

obstacle which salmon must jump. Thirty-two percent answered correctly while five
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percem lhought that there was no minimum distance.

Two of the three questions coocerniog the physiology of saJmo[) were answered

correctly by a majority of anglers. Sixty-one percent knew that the age of a salmon can

be determined by ODe of its scales, while S3 percent of respoodents knew that salmon

can jump vertically up (0 12 feet. Thirty percent of anglers were not sure about the age

of salmon being determined from scales while 9 percent thought that age could not be

determined from a scale. Thirty-five percent of respondents were not sure bow high a

salmon could jump. while 12 percent thought that 12 feet was incorrect. The

physiological question answered most poorly concerned the distance wbicb a salmon

can see through the water. Four-fifths (SO percent) answered "not sure~ to the sight

question. Only six percent gave the correct answer of 15 meters. Twelve percent gave

answers less than 15 meters and 2 percent thought that a salmon could see 21 meters

through the water.

Sixty-one percent of anglers knew that they were allowed to catch a maximum

of six salmon in one day. Seventeen percent chose twO salmon, 9 perceDl: chose five

salmon and 3 percent thought there was no limit. Only 10 percem of respondents

answered ~not sure~ to the daily catch limit question. Thirty-one percent of anglers did

know that according to DFO. 537 salmon were caught on the Salmonier River in 1995.

Sixty percent were uncertain of the number caught.

The main ron of salmon having ended by the end of July was correctly
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identified by 44. percent of respondents. Nineteen percent identified the first week. of

July. while 14 percent thought the main run of salmon eoded in August.

6.2.6 Socio-economic Findings

Sections on the questionnaire concerning schooling and income bad high

percenrages of noo·response. Almost Iline percent of respondentS did not give their

level of schooling. while 20% did not indicate their level of income. Several returned

surveys had remarks questioning the use of income and schooling in a study of salmon

angling. As well. several anglers mid the principal investigator Wt they would DOt be

sending in their survey because of these questions. General results to these questions

are presented bere. but funher analysis will not be undertaken due to the high levels of

non·responsc.

Of those who answered the schooling question. 89% indicated that they had at

least high school. Fifty-six percent of respondents indicated Chat they had completed

some srudies beyond the high schoolleve!. A majority of respondents (47%) indicated

that their household income was between [Wenty and fifty thousand dollars a year.

Founeen percent of respoodents had household incomes less than twenty thousand

dollars and 39% indicated incomes greater than fifty thousand dollars.

Respondents ranged in age from IS to 7S years. Thirty percent of anglers were

less than 30 years old, SO percent were between 30 and 49 years old, and 20 percent
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were 50 or olde.f. The mean age of anglers on the Salmonier River was 37.9 years.

6.3 CONCLUSION

The descriptive results fouod in this cbapter can be of great value for the

management of salmon angling on the Salmonier River. The spatial. temporal. and

species specific context of the data presented. gives a bener picture of angling on the

Salmonier River than more general angling surveys. Broad generalizations (in the fonn

of means) for an entire group. however, can give the impression that only one group

are utilizing the resource, i.e. an "average angler". The more detailed analysis in the

chapters which follow shows that managers must not fall into the "average angler M trap.

Managers must recognize that different groups of anglers with differing motivations

can be found using the same resource.



CHAPTER 7
STATISnCAL MEmODOLOGY

7.0 INTRODUCTION

While frequency runs, with their associated measures of standard deviation.

mean, mode and median. can tell much about a group being s01died. the purpose of this

research was to go beyond these measures. to look for explanations for groups,

linkages between variables. and to test hypotheses. Before such testing can take place,

preliminary steps must be taken. These steps include: screening the data, data

preparation. and cboosing the appropriate statistical tests. By taking these steps. the

researcher helps ensure proper and accurate analysis of the dala.

7.1 DATA PREPARATION AND CHECKING

Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) note that before any statistical analysis of data is

undertaken. several issues concerning the data must be considered: accuracy of data

enay, missing dala. assumptions on which statistical procedures are based.

transformation of variables, outliers, and perfect or near perfect correlations.

WConsideration and resolution of these issues before the main analysis is fundamental to

an honest analysis of the data" (Tabachnick and Fidell. 1996).

7.1.1 Accuracy of the Data File

When data files are large, as was the case of this study, the method of screening

for accuracy involves the examination of the descriptive statistics for the variables
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(Tabachnick and Fidell. 1996). For lhe purpose of Ibis study the univariate descriptive

procedure of SPSS FREQUENCIES was performed. As suggested by Tabachnick and

Fidell (19%), all continuous variables were checked to be within range, the means and

standard deviations were checked to be plausible. discrete variables were checked to be

within range, and the program for missing variables examined to ensure values were

coded accurately. The resullS from this process are foUIXl. in Chapter 6.

7.1.2 Missing Data

"Missing data is one of the most pervasive problems in data analysis"

(Tabacbnick and Fidell, 1996). This noted, Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) state that,

"the pattern of missing data is more important than the amount missing. Missing values

scattered randomly waugh a data matrix pose tess serious problems". Tabacbnick and

Fidell (1996) offer five methods for handling missing data. Two of these alternatives

were chosen to deal with missing data in this snufy.

Examination of the data found that the missing data was random, with no one

question to be used in the anaJysis having more than 3.1 % of the cases missing

(n= 12). The variable associated with this number of missing cases dealt with the

importance of catching and releasing a salmon. While catching and releasing a salmon

was included in the incentives for angling section of lhe survey. it was not one of the

incentives ooted by Fedler and Ditton (1994) (see Table 3.1), nor was it identified as
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an incentive in the pretesting stage of the survey design. Catch and release is therefore

discussed in the context of management options, rather than as an incentive for angling

for the remainder of this thesis.

Omitting cases with a missing variable is the most frequently used method of

handling missing data (fabachnick and FideU, 1996). Respondents wbo left out a

complete section (for example the expectancy section) of the survey were removed

from the analysis (n= 7). The removal of these seven cases brought the number of

missing cases for anyone variable down to 1.3% (0=5). Examination of these cases

showed that these were randomly distributed and would not pose a bias [0 the results.

Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) recommend the elimination of any cases which

have at least one missing variable. Examination of the data revealed mat this would

have resulted in the removal of79 cases or 20.7% of the rewmed questionnaires. This

was thought [0 be [00 many cases to be eliminated. therefore, an alternative method

was sougbt. Each of the 79 cases wert examined (0 identify any case which bad a more

than random array of missing cases. An example of how this was accomplished is now

offered in relation to the incentive section of the questionnaire. If a respondent

answered only two or three of the incentive for angling questions. the assumption was

made tllat the respondent had misread the question. Instead of noting the importance of

each statement. only the most irnponant statements had been circled. Examination of

the imponance. expectancy and management options sections in this manner lead to a
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further nine cases being removed. Removal of cases by this method left the stUdy with

380 cases with which (() perform the statistical analysis.

A secoDd method of bandling missing dala is to estimate the data. This can be

carried out by prioc knowledge, or by the use of the mean response. Using the mean

response has the advantage that the mean for the distribution as a wbole does not

change. however. it bas as a drawback: decreasing the variaoce (Tabachnick: and Fidell.

1996). A funher drawback identified by the researcher was that a mean response may

not give an accurate picture of a person's attitude. This lack of accuracy results from

the fact that people often either agree or disagree with a statemem. A mean response

from a group. therefore. does not ttanslate to a person's possible attitude. and is DOt

indicative ofa group's QUe attitude. This is similar to finding a mean response to the

bivariate maleIfemaJe choice. This ooted. it was decided that. as anyone variable

relating to the imponaoce or expccwx:y of fishing was but one compooent of fourteen

in the case of the catch motivations. and twenty for the DOll-Catth motivations. the use

of the mean was the best method to retain cases. lberefore. for missing values in the

importance and expccrmcy sections, the total group mean was used to replace any

missing values.

Prior knowledge. a second method of estimating missing data. is used when a

missing value is replaced by using a well educaled guess (Tabacbnick and Fidell,

1996). This can be combined with the use of the mean, by replacing missing values for
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groups/categories with the mean ~ose for that category. For the purpose of this

study. if an angler was deemed to have a higher catch than nO~1Chmotivation, the

mean response for the management option. or behaviour. for lhe cacch group was

substinned for missing values. "This procedure is not as conservative as inserting

overall mean values and not as liberal as wing prior knowledge- <Tabachnick and

FideU. 19%)

7.1.3 Assumptions afme Data

For this study. it was determined that a goodness-of-fit-test would be

appropriate to test the data. Goodncss-of-fit tests address geographic research questions

in which an actual or observed frequency distribution is compared with some expected

frequency dislribution (McGrew and Monroe, 1993). As the data to be analysed in this

research were organized by nominal categories with absolute frequency counts in each

category, a chi-square goodness-of-fit test was chosen.

The assumptions underlying the use of the chi-square test have been outlined by

Silk (1979):

1) The expected values (E) and observed values (0) are in the form of
frequencies or counts obtained in a number of categories. Percentages,
proportions or raleS per thousand, etc. must nO[ be used, unless a special
version of the test is employed.

2) The sum of the frequencies must be greater than 20 and, preferably, greater
""40.
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3) In anyone category. the expected frequency should DOt normally be less dian
five. However. jfthere are five or more categories, then not more than 20% of
the expected frequencies may be less than five. and there should be 00 category
with an expected frequency less lhan one.

4) Whatever systematic variations exist in the observations, there should also be
a component which may be regarded as indepeDdem and random.

An examination of the data indicated. a necessi[}' to transform the data to meet

some of lhese assumptions. These transformations are discussed in the following

section.

1.1.4 Transformation or The Variables

Tabacbnick and Fidel! (1996) discuss tranSformation of data primarily in terms

of nonnaJizing the data. In the case of this study, where attitudes are being determined.

Qormalization is DOt a consideration. Three groups of attitudes can generally be

determined for anyone topic in which attitudes are associated: opposition to or

disagreement with a topic: support for or agreement with a topic; or. neutrality or 000-

concern towards a chosen topic. Thus. transformation to a normal curve was not

desirable, and in many cases impossible due [Q the bivariate namre of many topics

considered in this research.

The modified expectancy-value theory being tested in this study necessitated the

combination of variables of expectancy and importance (Feather. 1992). For each of

the 17 motivatiocal components used, one score was developed by combining the
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incentive statement and its associated expectallCy statemem. As staled. the expectancy

statements were asked in a seven point likert scale format lO maintain consistency

throughout the survey. This was done to reduce the difficulty of the inrerpretation of

me questionnaire for the respondents. Responses for the expectancy questions were

recoded to indicate the probability of the likelihood of the motivation being achieved.

This cransformation resulled in a score of 7 being receded to 1.0. 6 to 0.833, 5 to

0.666.4 to 0.50, 3 to 0.333, 2 to 0.167. and 1 to 0.0. This transformation allowed for

lIle likelihood of a motivation being achieved to be from zero to one hundred percent.

The Delt[ step in the transformation of variables was [0 multiply the importance

value by Ute percent expectanCy (Feather. 1992). As the analysis did not focus on one

of these motivations in particular. but rather on a combination of catch and non-cateh

motivations, the score for a combination of catch motivations, E(I., x EJ. was compared

with a score arrived from the oon.-eareb motivations. 1:(1"" x E"J This method of

combining like motivations is similar 10 lhal used in a swdy by Singer et aI. (1993). In

their study of career aspirations of psychology students. Singer et aI. (1993) . combined

the scores of seven intrinsic outcomes to arrive at an intrinsic valence score. They also

derived an extrinsic valence score by combining eight extrinsic OUleomes.

To determine the catch mOlivational score. the following seven motivations

were used: developing skills. testing equipment. obtaining a salmon to eat.

excitement/experience of the caleb. landing a ~tropby~ salmon. catching a limit of
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salmon. and the. challenge or sport of salmon angling. The: motivation of "calChing it

limit of salmoo w was added to the incentives noted by Fedler and Dinon (1994) (see

Table 3.1), as this incentive was identified during lbe pretesting stage of the survey

design. The reliability of the combining of these variables was cbeclced by using SPSS

REUABn..ITY using Cronbach's alpha. The reliability was found to be 0.6784. This is

above 0.60 which is considered acceptable for grouping variables (Nunnally. 1970).

1be toW score of lhc catch motives was then divided by 49. to arrive at a final score

out of one for each angler.

To determine the ooo-catcb score. the following ten motivations were used: for

relaxation. to be outdoors, for family recreation. to experieace DeW and different

things. to be close to the water. to get away Iiom other people. to be with friends. (0

experience natural surroundings, to get away from the regular routine and for physical

exercise. SPSS REUABlllTY for grouping these teo variables gave an alpha of

0.7379, again above the 0.60 SWIdard deemed acceplable by Nunnally (1970). The

toW score of the oon-cateh motivations was then divided by 70 to arrive at a score OUt

of ODe. Divis'on orOOtb the catcb and noo-catch scores [0 arrive at a score out of one

enabled a direct comparison of both categories of motivatioos for each angler.

To ensure that the assumptions for the chi-square lest were met for the

management options. examination of the frequencies of the management variables was

undertaken. This examination showed the necessity of the ttansformation of the
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management tool choices. While the management options were originally measured on

a seven point liken scale ranging from strongly opposing to strongly supporting each

statement. the variables were recategorized into one of three groups; support,

opposition. or neutrality IOward the management option. This transformation easured

that. for a majority of the variables examined. no ceU had less than five cases, a

requirement for the chi-square teSt. While this ttansformation caused the loss of the

degree of support or opposition for each management tool, it did ensure that the

assumptions for me chi-square leSt were maintained.

7.1.5 OUtliers

Outliers are cases with suell extreme values on one variable or a combination of

variables that they distort statistics (Tabachnick. and FideU. 1996). Univariate outliers

were sought in the data by examining the frequencies of the variables used in the chi

square test. The examination of the data set found no univariate outliers among the

variables [0 be tested.

The determination of any multivariate outliers is accomplished by the

computation of Mahalanobis distance for each case. The Mahalanobis distance for a

case is the distance of a case from the centroid of the remaining cases. where the

centroid is the paim created by the means of aJi the variables (Tabachnick and Fidell.

1996). To determine the Mahalanobis distance for all cases. SPSS REGRESSION with
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the sub command MAHAL was used. This command identifies the ten cases with the

largest Mabalanobis disWICCS. Mahalanobis distance was evaluated as chi-square with

the probability of the case being an outlier at p<O.OOI. and with the degrees of

freedom being the number of variables examined (df=56). As two groups (catch and

non-catcb motivated) were identified for analysis in this study. multivariate outliers

were considered for each group separately. The critical ·c for this study at

a.Ipha=o.(Xn and for 56 df is > 83.2522. Any case with a Xl value larger than 83.2522

is a multivariate audier. The largest Xl value for the catch motivated anglers was found

to be 78.9531 and therefore no case was deemed to be an outlier. For the non<atch

anglers one value of Xl was found to be greater than the critical value <X2 :;;:88.3696),

therefore this case had to be removed from analysis, bringing the total number of cases

available for study to 379.

7.1.6 Correlation of the Variables

A final consideration during the data screening process was multicollineari[}'

and singularity. Multicollinearity and singularity are only problematic when matrix

inversion is involved. As a chi-square cest does DOl require the roration of matrices.

multicollinearity and singularity did DOl have to be rakeD into account for this analysis.



CHAPTER 8
RESULTS FROM STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

8.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the results derived from the statistical procedures

explained in the Statistical Methods Chapter (Chapter 7). Results from four differeD[

analyses are presented: the division of the anglers into catch and ooo-cateh motivational

groups; an examination aCthe differences between motivational groups across each of

the 17 motivations srudied.; an examination of the differences between !:he two

motivational groups in relation to selected variables relating to behaviours and

attributes of anglers; and the examination of the differences between the two

motivational groups in relation to the management options. Results are presented in this

chapter, with discussioD and analysis being undertaken in the discussion chapter

(Chapter 9). The variables used in this analysis were chosen for their suitability [0 test

the hypotheses offered in the inuoduction of this study.

8.1 SUB-GROUP DELlNEAnON BY MOTIVAnON

Following the methods outlined in the statistical methods chapter (Chapler 7)

and the motivatiooal theory chapter (Chapter 4), the population of anglers on the

Salmonicr River were grouped iDle one of two groups, depending on lheir catch and

non-eatch motivational scores. It must be emphasized that the placing of an angler in

one of these groups does oot exclude the other category of motivations for the angler.
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as there are many motivations for salmon angling on the Salmonier River. The placing

of an angler in one motivational group depended solely on whicb score was higber.

From assigning two motivation scores to each angler, it was found that 67.8

percent (0=257) of lhe Salmonier River anglers bad a higher non-catch motivational

score than catch motivational score. The remaining 32.2 percent of anglers (0= 122)

were placed in the catch motivational group, which bad higher catch motivational

scores tban non-catch scores.

On determining the composition of these two groups it was decided to

reexamine the relative importance of the 18 incentives for salmon angling offered in the

survey. Differences in the order of importance and the scores placed on each incentive

are noted in Table 8.1.

From table 8.1 it can be seen that thc importance of incentives vary between

groups. The relative importance of cateh·related incentives are higher for the catch

motivated anglers lhan the DOn-cateh motives. This would be ex.pected, however, as

incentive was one of the variables used to define the two groups. As motivation is

deemed to be a combination of incentive and expectancy for this study, statistical

differences in the incentives alone was not undertaken. Statistical analysis on the

complete concept of motivation. which includes both incentive and expectancy is

examined in the following section.
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Table 8.1: Ranking of tlle 18 Incentive By Catch and Non-eateh Motivated Anglers
(Numbers in brackets indicate the mean score where 7 represents a response of very
important and 1 represents a response of not at all important)

CATCH MOTIVATED

For the excitement of the catch (6.76)

For the challenge or sport (6.40)

To be outdoors (5.64)

For relaxation (S .58)

To escape the regular routine (5.58)

To develop skills (5.37)

To catch a salmon to eat (5.22)

To catch a tropby salmon (5.09)

To catch a limit of salmon (5.03)

For the natural surroundings (4.98)

For friendship (4.59)

For physical exercise (4.43)

To experience different things (4.04)

To be close to the water (3.96)

To get away from others (3 ..56)

To test equipment (3.43)

For family recreation (3.30)

To catch and release a salmon (3.29)

NON..cATCH MOTIVATED

To be outdoors (6.46)

For relaxation (6.42)

For the excitement of the catch (6.36)

For the natural surroundings (6.00)

To escape the regular routine (5.93)

For lhe cbaUenge or spon (5.66)

For friendship (4.96)

For physical exercise (4.96)

To be close to the water (4.82)

To develop skills (4.71)

To experience differeD[ things (4.59)

For family recreation (4.11)

To get away from others (3.94)

To catch a salmon to eat (3.93)

To catch a trophy salmon (3.53)

To catch and release a salmon (3.16)

To catch a limit of salmon (3.01)

To test equipment (2.68)
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8.2 INDIVIDUAL MOTIVATIONS BY MOTIVATIONAL GROUP

A cross tabulation of each motivational group across each of the 17 motivatioo

scores found lhat there was a significant difference between groups across 14 of the 11

variables. The groups were compared in relation to the median possible response of 3.5

out of a total score of 7, for each individual motivation.

8.2.1 Cate.!Hclated Motivations

Each of the seven variables used to dcrennine the catch motivation score were

found to be significantly different between motivational groups. Motivations for:

catching a limit of salmon (p < 0.00001), landing a trophy fisb (p < 0.00001),

catching a salmon to eat (p < 0.00001), for lhe excitement of the carcb (p=O.OOOO2).

the cballenge or spon (p=O.OOOOS), testing equipment (p=O.OOI93). and developing

angling skills (p=O.OlO86), were all found [0 have high chi-square scores (Appendix

5.1 thru 5.7).

8.2.2 Non-cateh-related Motives

Of the len non-cateh motivational statemenlS examined. all but lhree were found

to be statistically different between motivational groups. To be outdoors (p <

0.00000. to experience nanual surroundings (p < 0.00001), for relaxation (p ==

0.00001), (Q be close [0 the water (p=0.00004), (Q get away from the regular routine
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(p=O.OOO32), f?f family recreation (p=O.01424) and for exercise (p=O.02330) were

alI found to be significantly different between motivational groups. The three motives

which were found not to be signif1C3.D.tly different across groups were: to experience

different things (p=O.06251), for frieDdship (p=O.24105), and to get away from other

people (p=O.85216). Thus. for both catch and non<atch groups. friendship was

imponant for approximately 50% of each group. and getting away from others was not

important for about 71 % of eacb group. A majority of both catch and ooD-c.ateh anglers

did not view -to experience different things" as a motivation for salmon angling on the

Salmonier River. Appendices 5.8 thru 5.17 highlights the differences noted in this

section.

8.3 BEHAYIOURS AND AITRIBUTES OF ANGLERS

Previous srudies have shown that as anglers mature they tend to move away

from the catch motive, [award the non-eateh motives for fishing (Siemer and Brown.

1994; Siemer et aI., 1989; Bryan.l977). Three chi·square cests were performed to rest

if the converse (that non<ateh motivated anglers were older. and had been angling

longer) was bUe. The results from chi·square tests of motivation by: seasons on the

Salmonier (Appendix 5.18), seasons fIShed (Appendix 5.19) and. age (Appendix 5.20),

indicated that there was no statistical difference between motivational group over these

three variables. This stated, there was a tendency for catch motivated anglers to have
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fished the Sa1.m?nier River longer than the oon-eateh group (p=O.05763). This

tendency was DOt nored in the number of seasons which anglers had fished for salmon

(p=O.96558). Catch motived anglers on average fished a full season more (8.7

seasons) than non<ateh anglers (7.5 seasons) on the Salmonier River. yet the

difference between groups for angling in general was small, 10.7 seasons for catch

motivated anglers and 10.4 seasons for non-cateh motivated anglers. The average age

was higher in the non-cateh group (37.7 years) than in tbe catch group (36.6 years). All

of lhese differences were, however. not significant at p=O.05.

Other angler behaviours eumincd were: the number of days fished, and the

number of fish caught. A chi-square teSt was performed on lhe count of anglers in each

motivation group indicating more, or less than. the overall mean response to these

variables. As was hypothesised. catch motivated anglers were statistically different

(p=O.OO316) from non-e:ateh motivated anglers in lenns oflhe number of days per year

fished (Appendix 5.21), and the number of days spent on the Salmonier River fishing

for salmon (p= 0.00048) (Appendix 5.22). Catch motivated anglers spend an average

of 13.4 days of a total of 15.0 in a season on the Salmonier, while non-catch anglers

spent 9.6 days of a total average of 12.1 days each season on me Salmooier.

While the {wo groups were not statistically different (p= 0.(6491) in relation to

the number of fish caught in 1995. there was a trend toward more fish caught by the

catch motivated group (Appeadix 5.23). The data did oot suppon the hypothesis that
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catch motivated. anglers thought lhem.selves more skilled than nOD<ateh motivated

anglers (p=O.10793) (Appendix 5.24), It was noted, however, that there was a higher

percentage of non-cateh motivaled anglers indicating less sk.illed than in the catcb

motivated group.

No statistical difference (p= 0.49536) was found between groups with reference

to the preference of angling by oneself or with a group ofpcople (Appeodix 5.25).

Approximately 20% of catch motivated anglers indicated a preference to fish alone

compared to 17.6% of non-cateh motivated anglers. The hypothesis that catch

motivated anglers would b.ave a significantly stronger preference to fish for salmon

than non-catch motivated anglers (14) was not supponed at alpba=O.05 (p=O.OS393)

(Appendix 5.26). When angling groups were compared to a preference for any species

of fish or no species. a significant difference was found (p=O.01568) with a greater

number of catch anglers indicating a preference for a fish than non-eateh anglers

(Appendix 5.27).

A final variable tested the location at which the anglers were intercepted. By

comparing the two motivational groups across the lhree different sections of the river.

it was found that there was a significant difference (p=O.Ol444) between the two

groups. Catch motivaled anglers were more inclined to fish for salmon in the middle

section of the river (Governor's or Pinsent's Falls). than at the lower section or

Murphy's Falls (Appendix 5.28).
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8.4 OPINIONS TOWARDS SALMON MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

A total of 26 management options were lested to determine if chere was a

difference in the attitudes towards these options between the two motivational groups.

Each of these management options were examined specifically in relation to the

Salmonicr River. and not for salmon angling in general. For ease of interpretation.

these bave been grouped into five different categories: Habitat/Salmon Management

Options; Development Management Options; Catch-related Management Options.

Quota Management Options: and Management Options Involving Fees. A separate

sectiOD, dealing with opinions toward current management regulations. is found at the

eod of this chapter.

8.4.1 Habitat/Salmon Management Options

A series of variables relating to management which would have a direct effect

on salmon, and the babitat in which they live, were offered for consideration to

anglers. Even after transformation into three groups from the original seven, responses

to some of these questions were such that chi·square goodness-of-fit tests could not be

performed. This came as a result of the opinions of anglers being fairly unanimous in

support for, or opposition to, the managemeDl option.

The response to improving salmon habitat had fewer than the required 20

respondents (n= 13) in a column disagreeing with this management sttalegy (Appendix
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5.29). 1be res~nse. wbile not meeting lhe requirements of the chi-square test, does

show the support of most anglers toward improving salmon habitat.

In a similar fashion to the management option of improving habitat, lhe strength

of opposition lOwards catching surplus fisb in tbe river with nets. was such that lhe

requirements for the chi-square test could not be fulfilled. Less than 20 (0= 18) anglers

responded to the neutral choice and only 14 anglers indicated any degree: of support for

any such management option (Appendix 5.30). Support for closing rivers when water

levels get too low also did not meet the requirements for the use of the chi-square test

(Appendix 5.31). Support approached 90% for both the catch motivated group (87.7%)

and the non..ca.teh motivated group (87.9%).

Of the remaining lhree habitat management options, two were found not to be

significantly different between motivational groups. While support for closing the

offshore commercial fishery was higher for the non.c.ateh motivated group (65%), than

the catch motivated group (59.8 %). the number of anglers in each group was not found

to be statistically significant (p=O.SS099) (Appeadix 5.32). A b.igber percentage of

carcb motivated anglers than non-eateh motivated anglers were opposed the stocking of

salmon on the Salmonier River (Appendix 5.33). The difference berween groups.

however, was not significant (p=O.41706).

Of the habitat/salmon management options. the only significant difference

berween groups was found in relation to the introduction of Pacific salmon into the
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Salmooier Riv~ (p-O.0280S). While most anglers opposed this management option,

support for it differed by 13 percentage points belWeeD. motivational groups with just

under 33 % of catch motivated anglers and 20.2% of oon-catch motivated anglers

supporting Ehis measure (Appendix 5.34),

8.4.2 Development Management Options

Development management options were those deemed to potentially have an

effect on the regions in close proximity ro the river, or on the river itself. It was in this

group of management options that the grealeSt difference between motivational groups

was found, wilh each of the four development management options being significantly

different between groups.

The management option with the greatest significant difference between groups

dealt with limiting cabin development (Appendix 5.35). While both groups showed a

propensity to support ruch an option. support was significantly stronger from the non

catch motivated group than the catch group (p =OJXl740). In a similar fashion a

majority of anglers supported limiting the use of ·seadoos~ (Appendix 5.36), however,

the opposition to such a management option was significantly higher from the catch

motivaled group than the noo-cateb motivated group (p=O.00793).

Support for limiting hydro development differed significantly between groups

(p=O.04647). Sevency·three percent of non-cateb motivated anglers were found to
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suppon tltis ~gemcnt option while only 60.7 % ofcattb motivated anglers indicated

some degree of suppon (Appendix 5.37). Twenty-nine percent of catch motivated

anglers were opposed to some degree with the limiting of golf course development. as

opposed to 17.1 % of oon-cateh motivated anglers (Appendix 5.38). The differences

between groups was found to be significantly different (p =0.03483) for this

management option.

8.4.3 Catcb-related Management Options

A majority of the six catch-related management options dealt with the practise

of catch and release salmon angling. Catch motivated anglers coasistently bad a higher

degree of opposition to catch and release management options than the non-cateh

motivated anglers. Of the five management options relating to catch and release

angling, only the selection of selected weekdays as catch and release (Appendix 5.39)

differed significantly between groups (p =0.02687). While a majority of all anglers

opposed this option, ten perceDl more catcb anglers opposed it than oon-cateh

motivated anglers.

The current practice of a catch and release season before the catch and retain

season produced a probability of almost 1.0 (p=0.95186), with 63.1 % of catch

motivated anglers and 61.5% of non-eatch motivated anglers opposing this practice on

the Salmonier River (Appendix 5.40). While still not significantly different
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(p=O.78042). ~th angling groups were less opposed to a catch and release season

after a quota bad been caught. The percentages of anglers opposed to Ibis option were

smaller at 51.6% and 49.0% for catch and non-cateh motivated anglers respectively

(Appendix 5.41).

The concept of catch and release pools on the Salmonier River was opposed by

a majority of anglers. regardless of motivation. However. 21.3% OfcalCh motivated

anglers as compared wilh 16.3% of oon-cateb anglers supponed this measure

(Appendix 5.42). The difference between groups was not found to be statisticaJly

significant (p=O.10216).

Unlike many of the other management options relating to catcb and release, the

allowing of only barbless hooks for catch and release angling was supponed by a

majority of anglers (Appendix 5.43). The difference berween groups was DOl found to

be significant (p=0.49553). Suppan for a fall salmon fishery was greater amongst

catch motivated anglers (53.3%) than non-cateh motivated anglers (49.8%) (Appendix

5.44), however, the differeoces between groups was not found [0 be signifiouu: at the

0.05 level (p=O.49553).

8.4.4 Quota Management Options

While neither provincial quotas. nor river quotas. were in place at the time of

this research. both of these managerneDl options were supported by each motivational
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group (Appe~ 5.45 aad Appendix 5.46). The degree of differeoce between groups

was DOt fOUD:1 to be significant in the provirJ::ia1 quou option (p=O.25998), nor in tbe

river quota option (p-O.272S9).

1be degree of opposition and suppon. IOwards the use of split season [ags was

found QOt to be significant.ly different (p=O.37374) between motivational groups.

Opposition to lhis managerneDt option was indicated by over two thirds of both the

catch and nOIKateh motivated anglers (Appeadix 5.41).

No clear consensus for opposition or support arose from the option of limiting

the number of rods OD pools at anyone time (Appendix 5.48), This option bad ODe of

the highest neutral responses. with we percentage of neuttal responses approximalC:ly

the same for both the catch (23.8%) and oon<atcb (24.9~) anglers. The differeoce

between groups across the: three choices was DOt found to be signif"lCaIlI1y differe~

(p=O.53029).

8.4.5 Management Options Involving Fees

Management options relating to fees for salmon angling, both for the

opponunil)' to fish an individual river and for trophy lags. were at the time of Ibis

study. DOt in effect for any of the salmon rivers in Newfoundland and labrador. It was

not surprising, therefore. that opposition was greater than support for these fees.

Opposition was greater from the non-calCh. group, than the catch group. to license fees
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for individual rivers (Appendix 5.49). This difference. however, was not found to be

significantly differenr: (p=O.80950).

There was a high probability that the differeDCCS between motivational groups in

relation to the option of buying a trophy tag for the Salmooier River was due to chance

(p=O.93308). Analysis showed that 67.2% of catch motivaled anglers and 66.8% of

non-cateh motivated anglers would not buy a trophy tag for the Salmonier River

(Appendix 5.50).

While DOt an issue for the majority of anglers of the Salmonier River, the

accompaniment of out of province anglers by a guide. would mean an increased fee for

most non-resident anglers. As with the other fee management options, no significant

difference was found between motivational groups (p=O. 91382). Just over llaIf of the

anglers in each group supponed such a management option (Appendix 5.51).

8.4.6 Opinions Toward Current Regulations

Three opinions were asked of anglers relating to current angling regulations.

This was done to elicit opinions of anglers on the suitability of lhese options for the

Salmonier River. These were examined in relation to lb.e current regulation and what

the angler thought the regulations should be.

A greater percentage of catch motivated anglers (63.1 %) than non<ateh

motivated anglers (57.6%) expressed the opinion!ha[ the season bag limj[ should be
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more than the current limit of six fish (Appendix 5.52). This difference. however. was

not found to be significantly different (p=O.17fH1). This probability was much smaller

than that found in relatioD to the current regulation of catching aDd releasing up to four

fish in ODC day (p=O.711S0). Of the catch motivated anglers. 53.3% tboughl: that fewer

than four fish should be caught and released. while 54.5% of oon<atcb anglers thougbt

the number of fish should be less than four (Appendix 5.53).

A greater percentage of catch motivated anglers (40.2%) thought that the

current length 0£63 em was too smaU for the Salmonier River. as opposed [0 32.3% of

oon catch motivated anglers (Appendix 5.54). This difference did not lead to a

significant difference between lhe two groups (p=O.30187).

8.5 CONCLUSION

The analysis from this section found that significant differences between anglers

categorised into catch and IlOn-cateh motivational groups did exist in relation [0 some

angling behaviours. attributes, and support/opposition for some management options.

While not always statistically significant, a majority of behaviours and opinions were

found to be different between the two motivational groups. Those behaviours. attributes

and opinions to management OptiODS which were found to be significantly different are

summarized in the foUowiog table (Table 8.2). Support, or lack thereof. for eacb oftbe

12 hypothesis presented in the introduction of this study are given in Table 8.3.
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Table 8.2. Behavioural and Managerial Areas of Significant Difference Between
Motivational Groups Fishing 1be SaImonier River

BEHAVIOURIATIITUDE FINDING X'

Avenge Number of Days 00 catch anglers 12.17313 0.00048
the Salmonier River averagcmorc

days

Limiting Cabin Development stronger support 9.81243 0.00740
from non..cateh

angIm

Limiting the Use of Seadoos stronger support 9.67528 0.00793
from Don-<:ateh

anglers

Days fished in 1995 catcb anglers 8.71320 0.00316
average more

days

Location of Survey Intercept more catch 8.47542 0.01444
anglers flsh the
Middle section

Introducing Pacific Salmon stronger support 1.14746 0.02805
fromcateb

anglers

Limiting Golf Course Development stronger support 6.11434 0.03483
from non-cateh

anglers

Catch and Release on $elected stronger 6.23347 0.02687
Weekdays opposition from

catch anglers

Limiting Hydro Development stronger support 6.13773 0.04647
from non-<:ateb

anglers

Preference for a Species of Fish more catch 5.83816 0.01568
anglers show a

preference
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Table 8.3: Kypothe$is Investigated in dris srudy

HYPOTHFSIS SUPPORTED?

(lit) A majority of anglers will be motivated for oon-cau:h reasons YES

(Hz) Catch motivated anglers bave fished fewer seasons NO

(HJ Caleb motivated anglers have spero fewer seasons on the NO
Salmonier

(HJ Catch motivated anglers are younger NO

(lis) Catch motivated anglers spend more days per season salmon YES
angling

(HJ Catcb motivated anglers speod more days per season 00 the YES
Salmooier River salmon angling

(Ill) Catch motivated anglers indicate bigber euch rates NO

(II.) Catch motivated anglers perceive themselves to be equally. or NO
more slcilled anglers

<H.> Catch motivated anglers prefer to fish for salmon, rather than NO
other species of fish

(H~ Catch motivated anglers fish more accessible sections of the YES
Salmonier River

(HII) Catch motivated anglers will show more opposition than DOD- NO
catch motivated anglers to management options wbicb would limit
their ability to catcb fish

(Hlz) Non-cateh motivated anglers will be more opposed to YES
management options which would negatively impact the
surroundings of the Salmonier River



CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION

9.0 INTRODUCTION

Human dimensions resem::h relating to resources in general. aDd recreational

angling in particular, is a relatively new CODCCpt in Newfoundland. A complete

resource analysis should include the stakeholders of the resource. This chapter presents

key findings of the human dimensions research undenaken for this study, and then

loob at the implications of this reseacch for the management of recreational salmon

angling. The chapter concludes by providing future directions for research relating (Q

recreational angling.

9.1 DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

An underlying premise behind buman dimension research relating to

recreational angling is the ooo-emtence of the "average angler". An understanding of

the motivations for angling, as investigated in this srudy, aids in the negation of this

person. Data coUected from this research have been presented in cwo manners: a

descriptive analysis of the respoases to the returned questionnaires, and an analysis

incorporating motivational theory. The descriptive analysis presents average responses,

aDd frequencies of Salmonier River salmon anglers. The motivational analysis moves

away from these statistics to give a more refined definition of the anglers of the

saImonier River.

The standard method of describing survey results from human dimension
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research uses d~riptive statistics, Le. frequencies. means and modes (Ditton et aI.,

1996; Filion et aI., 1994). These statistics provide managers with the baseline data

necessary for a more complete inventory of a resource to be managed. While

descriptive results are an integral part of reports [0 decision makers. human dimension

swdies should aaempt to go beyond these Statistics [0 find Linkages between variables

being tested. Past recreational angling research has used the human dimension

"motivation" as a meam offuxling these linkages (Driver and Cooksey, 1977; Fedler,

1989; Hotland and Ditton. 1992; Fedler and Ditton. 1994). These studies. however,

bave been limited to comparisons of means relating to incentives for angling, and bave

lacked an expectancy component. Expectancy is necessary for a full understanding of

the concept of motivation (Bandura. 1989; Feather. 1992).

This study bad as an objective the advancement of motivational research relating

[0 recreational angling. By using a variation of expectancy.value theory, two

motivational groups were definal.: one motivated primarily by catch motivations and

the other primarily motivated by non-eateb. motivations. This differentiation has

enabled the identification of differences of both attitude and behaviour between the two

groups identified. 1be following discussion demonsttates the differences in the

"average salmon angler w on the Salmonier River. and the anglers defined by

motivation. From the examination of both of these methods of investigation, the

benefits of motivational research are shown. This section looks at both methods of
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interpretation. ~icating dle benefits of managing for differently motivated anglers and

oot the average angler.

9.1.1 Motivations of Salmonier River SaJmon Anglers

As a group. anglers on the Salmonier River indicated that their main incentive

for fishing salmon was for the excitement of the ClllCb. Being outdoors, and. relaxation

were the I1Cxt most important incentives. These findings are similar to those of Fedler

and Ditton (1994) who determined that a fish known for its fight (such as the Atlantic

salmon) often bas a eateh-relalcd incentive ranked as most important.

The siruational nature of salmon angling was shown from the expectancies of

anglers 00 the Salmonier River. Expectancies for angling on the Salmonier River were

Dot ranked in the same order as the importance of the same incentives. The expectancy

of non--catcb incentives. such as the ability to be outdoors and for relaxation. were

found to have the highest values. The expectancy of catch incentives were ranked lower

with the catch incentive with the greatest expectancy being ~for the challenge or sport~.

This expectancy was ranked fourth highest of all of tllc: incentives investigated. These

ftndings were expected as the productivity of the SaImonier River is fairly low. and

therefore. expectancies relating to the catching of salmon should also have been low.

When expectancies for an incentive are high, and these expectancies are met 00 a river,

satisfaction for the angler will result. As providing quality recreation experiences is a
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goal of recreati':lD resource management. a full understanding of the expectancies of

anglers is needed. This understanding will aid in providing satisfying recreationaJ

experiences for the angler.

The descriptive findings of expectancy and importance of incentives are

oecessary to give an overall picture of the anglers of the Salmonier River. When

combined through the use of expectancy-value theory. however, these dimensions can

provide added insight info the anglers of the Salmonier. The traditionally low

productivity of the river leads to the hypothesis that the majority of anglers flShiDg the

Salmonier River would be motivated primarily by QOD<ateb motives, ralller than catch

motives (HI)' By using expectancy-value theory, this hypothesis was supported. Fewer

anglers were motivated by catch motivations (33%) than non-cateh motivatioas (67%).

Traditional methods of motivational research, equating incentive to motivation. would

have found a catch incentive to be the primary motive for angling the Salmonier River

(i.e. the excitement of the catch). By defining motivation from the use of expectaney

value theory. a different picture of the motivations of anglers of the Salmonier

emerges. This more complete definition of motivation helps move away from the

average angler to give a beau picture of the anglers of the Salmonier. The

categorization of angIen into one: of lhe two motivational categories found that anglers

motivated for different reasons had different behaviours, and different attitudes toward

various managemem options.
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9.1.2 Behaviours of Salmonier River Salmon Anglers

When examined as a single population, the importance of salmon angling to

Salmonier River salmon anglers is readily noted. The large number of anglers taking

trips of over three niglns to fish salmon. shows the importance of salmon angling as a

summer activity. The (act that anglers average 13 days a year salmon angling, of wb.ich

11 days were $peru: on the SaImonier River, also shows the importanCe of salmon

angling as a summer recreatioca1 activity. Thirteen days a year fishing salmon, account

for a large percentage of the average number of days of angling for Newfoundlanders

(17 days), as reported in The Importance of Wildlife to Canacliam (Filion et aI.,

1994).

When looked at in the context of differing motivations. the number of days

flShed are found to differ between catch and non-calCb. motivated anglers. Catch

motivated anglers were statistically likely to fish more days in the season, and spend

more days on the Salmonier River than non-eateb. anglers. This was hypothesised

(HsJ. as catch motivated anglers would have to fish more to achieve satisfactions

related to their main motivation for angling. Non-cateh motivated anglers on the other

hand could enjoy their prime motives in a variety of activities other than salmon

angling. The enjoyment of the ouldoors for example, could be obtained in a hike. This

is supported by this study when examining where anglers fished. Statistically more
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catch motivated anglers fished the Middle section of the Salmonier. which is accessible

by woods road, than the Upper section. which is accessed by a 45 minute walk:. This

finding substantiates the difference between the two motivational groups. Catcb

motivated anglers are going (0 have fewer alrernative activities to substitute than oon

catch anglers, to achieve satisfactions related to catching a fisb. and therefore should

pursue salmon angling more than nolKatch motivated anglers.

Salmon angling constitutes only ODe type of recreational angling available in

Newfoundland, and occurs only during the summer months. The trouting season is

longer. and includes both summer and winter seasons. The possibility exists that

Salmonier River anglers ace on the high participation end of the recreational anglers in

the province. fishing more than the average of 17 days per year. The centrality of

angling salmon for all anglers was noted by the fact the majority of anglers prefer to

fish salmon over any other species during the summer. While no difference existed

between motivational groups for a preference of fishing salmon over other species of

fish. catcb motivated anglers were statistically more likely to indicate a preference of

some kind of frsh to angle lhan non-catch motivated anglers. Thus. the imponance of

the fish can be seen to be greater to catch motivated anglers lhan to non-catch

motivated anglers.

The importance of the location of the Salmonier River was noted by the mean

distance travelled to the Salmonier being 78 kilometers. This places most anglers
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within a 45 ~te drive of the river. The imponmce of location also is substantialed

by the fact that only 33% of respondents indicated the SaImonier River as their

favourite river, and by the relatively low rating of the Salmonier (five out of a possible

score of ten, where one was a poor day of angling and len was an excellent day of

angling). Non-cateh incentives. along with the location of the Salmonier may be

assumed to be the prime reasons for the anglers to fish the Salmonier River. Caleb

motives, such as the ability to catch trophy salmon, are secondary for most anglers.

Expectancy-value theory allowed for the investigation of motivations for angling

different sections of the Salmonier River. Significant differeoces between angling

groups were found. when considering the section of river fished. This also showed the

importance of the salmon to catch motivated anglers. The first quality pools reached by

salmon are fished statistically more by catch motivated anglers than ooo.cateb anglers.

These pools are located in the Middle section of the Salmonier. This flllding is similar

to that of Teimey and Richardson (1992) woo found that salmon anglers in New

Zealand fish (ower sections of rivers to better their chances of fishing for salmon fresh

from the ocean. lbese fish would have been fished less and therefore, be more likcly to

be caught. The implications of catch motivated anglcrs fishing a particular section of

the Salmonier Rivcr are discussed in section 9.2.3.

While the number of salmon caught was not statistically diffcrent between

motivational groups, thcre was a tendency for catch motivated anglers to catch more
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fish than non<ateh motivated anglers. As catch motivated anglers fish more days. lhe

opponunity to catch more fish should also occur. A reason why the catch difference is

DOt statistically different may relate [0 the low eateb per rod day for the Salmonier

River.

Other swdies have investigated if the imponance of the catcb diminishes with

the aging of anglers (Loomis and Warnick, 1991). This changing of imponaace was

hypothesised to be the case for this study (HJ. This hypothesis. however, was not

supported in this research. Newfoundlanders have had a long tradition of being hunters

and anglers. Long standing cultural traditions can often play more important pans in

the actions of people than recent environmental/conservation concerns. These culrural

traditions have implications for fisheries managers, and are discussed in section 9.3.

9.1.3 Attitudes of Salmonier River Salmon anglers

As wilh the behaviours discussed in the previous section, the attitudes of anglers

were found to differ between motivational groups. ]be following discussion again

shows the Deed to look beyond the average angler when investigating man.1gement

options.

When examined as a group, some trends in the attitudes of Salmonier anglers

could be ooted: management options relating to catch and release were opposed by a

majority of anglers; management issues which would increase the productivity of the
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riveT. such as a closed offshore commercial fishery. and improving salmon habitat.

were favoured by a majority of anglers; and maintaining both the natural surroundings.

and the ability of catching salmon were priorities for most anglers responding to the

questionnaire.

When the motivations of anglers are factored into the analysis. attitudinal

differences relating to management options were fouOO to exist. These differences were

found primarily in the management options which would have an effect on the natural

surroundings of the Salmonier River. Statistically more ooo-eau:h motivated anglers

were opposed to development than catch motivated anglers. While activities sucb as

cabin and golf course development, and the use of seadoos can have an impact 00

salmon stocks, this impact is indirect. These management options may 00( be perceived

as a threat to catching a salmon by cau:h motivated anglers. These developments.

however, would have a direct impact on the surrounding environment. Therefore. they

were perceived by statistically more DOn<ateb motivated anglers as impediments for

their ability 10 obtain incentives like enjoying the outdoors, getting close to the water,

or solitude.

A majority of management options which would have a direct impact on the

ability of the angler to catch a salmon were not found to differ between the two

motivational groups. This suggests a fairly homogenous group when this aspect of

angling is being considered. Split season tags. a license fee for the Salmonier. and a
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quoca for the Salmortier. for example. were not favoured by either motivational group.

While no significant differences were found in options sucb as retaining more

flsh. mere was a tendency for catch motivated anglers (0 want to retain more fish than

non-.eateh anglers. The reason for the absence of significant differences in catch-related

management options may be the river specific nature of the study. KnoWledge of the

relatively poor catch ntes for the Salmonier may have meant that anglers did not

consider it wise to allow higher bag limits, or retentioo of larger fish at this time.

Though catch motivated anglers were more opposed to caleb and release

management options, only one of these options was found to differ significantly

between groups. This option was for catch and release on selected weekdays. The

option of catch and release on selected pools was not significantly different between

groups. however. there was a tendency for catch motivated anglers ro oppose this more

than non-catch motivated anglers. These findings indicate a tendency for catch

motivated anglers to want to keep their catch, and shows the impoJ1'.ance of the salmon

for this group's angling enjoyment.

Catch and release is seen by many anglers as detrimental both to the salmon,

and to anglers. It is seen as detrimental [0 salmon through fish mortality. and

detrimental to anglers by the monopolizing of prime locations on salmon pools. The

issues of fish mortality and ~bogging~of pools were concerns communicated. to the

principal investigator during the research. Many anglers contacted. during the research
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indicated that ~lCh and release. was DOt conducive for tlleir angling enjoyment. The

perception of many anglers was that the catching and releasing of a salmon lessened the

likelihood of lhat salmon going after a fly at a later time. Catch and release was also

perceived as resulting in the death of many salmon. From the perspective of access to

the river. catch and release was seen as a means for anglers to remain in a prime

location on the river. catching salmon and limiting access of other anglers to these

prime locations.

Another catch-related management option which was found to be significantly

different between groups was the introduction of Pacific salmon to the Salmonier

River. Statistically more catch motivated anglers were found to desire lhis option than

non<atcb anglers. This relates once again [0 the importance of the catching of a

salmon, regardless of species, for the catch motivated angler.

The use of a more substantial definition of motivation through the use of

expectancy-value theory. and the use of human dimensions studies in general, are

valuable for the understanding of anglers. The findings presented here have

implications for different groups who have a stake in the recreational angling resource:

anglers, human dimension researchers. and recreatiocal fisheries managers.

9.2 IMPUCATIONS FROM nus RESEARCH

Various issues have been raised from the research undertaken for this study.
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This section~ some: of the sueugths and weaknesses of this SQJdy from

methodological., tbeoretic:a.l and managerial points of view.

9.2.1 Methodological Issues

9.2.1.1 The Survey Method

While the TI.4% response rate adJieved in this srudy indicates the strength of

the research melhods used, some considerations for futuce research have been ooled.

This section reviews the use of the intercept method as a means of obtaining a sample

of anglers for human dimensions studies. This is considered in light of the research

undertaken from this study, and the work of DFO.

The data used to determine the sampling frame for this study was the average

oumber of rod days for the Salmooier River. Repeat anglers are DOl: accounted for in

tbis data. As was sbown in the field resullS of lhis study. the number of repeat anglers

was statistically differelU in the different sectioos of me river. Sampling proportional to

lhe rod days is, therefore. not necessarily sampling proportiOoallO the DUmber of

different anglers fishing a river. Only by undertaking an access survey can (or could)

this bave been DOted. This finding in itself is important for fisheries managers. Repeat

anglers give an indication of the dedication of the anglers fishing a section of a river.

There are undoubtedly some special qualities to a section of a river. and of the anglers

flShing that section. for an angler to fish tbe same section repeated1y.
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Sections. with a high percentage of repeat anglers differed from sections on the

river, such as the Lower section. which had lower percentages of repeat anglers. Ease

of access to me Lower section means more. and more varied anglers can access the

river at these points. In lhis section of the river, it is much easier for an angler to have

a quick uy for a salmon, tl1an in the Upper or Middle sections. If oot happy with the

conditions in the easily accessible section. the angler can move on to another part of the

river. or to another nearby salmon river.

The finding that carch and oon<alCh anglers prefer different sections of the

Salmonier River. is associated with the issue of repeat anglers. The anglers who choose

to fish a more inaccessible section of river must have greater faith. or knowledge, that

lhe conditions at the more inaccessible pools will be able [0 satisfy their needs. than

those fishing the Lower section. Quality salmon pools. and/or scenic beauty. are

undoubtedly identified by anglers seeking these qualities in different sections of the

Salmonier River.

The nature of a rod day is such that one angler can be counted several times by

different monitors during the same day. and thus account for too many rod days. In

contrast to this. is the angler who is not counted at all. Anglers from lhis srudy

accounted for 3841 rod days per year on lhe Salmonier River. This corurasts with

DFO's estimate of 4169 rod days in 1996 for me Salmonier River. Wilh an additional

22.6% of anglers not responding to the survey. and an unknown number of anglers not
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included in the :mvey due to not being intercepted. the accuracy of DFO rod days

should be put in question. By extension the number of salmon caught on the Salmonier

should also be brought into question. as caleb statistics are also kept by the same

people who take the rod day statistics. Undercounting of anglers, and of salmon

caught. can have repercussions for Salmooier River resources. An undercounting of

anglers may give an inaccurate picture of the demands placed upon facilities, and the

environment. around the Salmonier River. An undercounting of the number of salmon

caught could potentially jeopardize the sustainability of salmon stocks on the river.

Thus, for both catch and llOo-<ateh reasons accurate counts of anglers. and salmon

caught, should be undertaken by DFO.

In pan, the decision to use an intercept meU10d for this study was made. as a

wt of names of anglers fishing the Salmonier was unavailable. There is a need for

better accounting of wbo is fishing the rivers of Newfoundland. Many management

ageocies in the United States bave large lists of anglers from wl1icb to draw samples of

anglers. The intercept method used here. however, proved to be a good method of

sampling, as it gave an indication of repeat anglers, yet was not biased by avidily of

anglers.

A sample frame consisting of the names of anglers woo rerum their angling logs

each season, and indicate angling on the river in question, was another plausible means

of obtaining subjects (Bull, 1997). Such a list was oot available from DFO for lhis
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study. The ~nse rate of anglers rerurning these logs is between 55% and 60%

(Cochrane, 1991. personal communication). These lists are from a season previous to

me year of study. Changing conditions may mean lhat these anglers no looger fish the

river in question. Data obtained from anglers on lhis list would have to acknowledge a

bias in reporting its results. Anglers who return their stubs may in fact constitute a

different [}'pe of angler from those who do not retUrn their angling logs (Fisher. 1996).

Thus. lhe inlerCept melhod is seen as a means of reducing bias in obtaining a sample of

anglers. as each angler is given the same chance of being included in the study.

Another strength of the intercept method is interactiOD with anglers. This

interaction enabled issues not identified during the design stage of the research to be

noted. These issues included: a perception of a high monality rate of salmon from

catch and. release angling; a problem. with anglers foul hooking or ~jiggiDg~ salmon;

and concerns over a lack of wardens on the river watching for fisheries violations.

Also, explanations for opposition. or suppon. toward issues such as catch and release

could be noted from this interaction. Although space was left at the eod of the

questionnaire for additional comments, few comments were written. Thus. personal

interactions with anglers aided in the understanding of attitudes toward selected

management issues.

A drawback to lhe intercept method used in this study is the dependence on the

angling season not being shortened. A shortened season. or the cancellation of an
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angling season, .could result from dry or hQ[ conditions whicb would close the river to

angling. The method. therefore. is a gamble. As no list of anglers was available. it was

a necessary gamble for this sb.ldy. If an intercept survey is used, all systems have to be

ready to go at the start of the season, to ensure that a m.ax.imum number of anglers can

be conlaCled. This intensive stan was DOt seen as adding bias to this study, however. as

the beginning of the season on the Salmonier River is when most angling occurs.

9.2.1.2 Representativeness of the Sample

The survey method used in this study enabled a wide vancEy of anglers to voice

their opinions. Without a survey, it is often a local angling association which gets the

most input in the issues concerning a fishery. This study found that anglers belonging

to angling assOCiatiODS made up a minority (8%) of anglers on tbe river. This small

percentage did Dot allow for tests to determine if members of lbese organizations were

more in faVOllC of catch and release. as was the case in a Michigan study (Gigliotti and

Peyton. 1993). Similar to many lobby groups associated with resource issues, angling

organizations often are IlOt representative of the entire resource constituency. Many

angling associations' mandates include conservation through the use of catch and

release angling. The opposition of a majority of anglers to catch and release on the

Salmonier River bas been made clear from this study. This fact shows how angling

associations do not accurately represent the views of anglers on the Salmonier River.
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This oon-~ntativeoesshas been noted on the Gander River. wbere a catch and

release pool was implemented by the Gander River Management Association (GRMA).

This was done despite a strong majority of Gander River anglers being opposed to

catcb and release pools on the Gander River (Bull, 1997).

The results from this study should not, however. cause alarm to angling

associations. The information gained from this study can be used by these groups to

understand. what they must to do 10 bring other anglers on side with their policies.

Angling associations can target anglers opposed to catch and release with information

concerning proper catch and release methods. Angling associations could lessen some

of the negative connotations associaled. with catch and release with this information,

thereby increasing the number of anglers practising it. The fact that most anglers

supported barb less hooks for caleb and release angling, indicates some willingDcss by

anglers (0 consider the issue. This would help the conservation of salmon stocks, and

create a better rappon between angling groups and the majority of anglers.

9.2.2 Theoretical Issues

This study went beyond the use of simple descriptive statistics pertaining to

anglers of the Salmonier River. By using an expectancy-value model, linkages between

motivations for angling and angling behaviour. and between motivations and attitudes

were found. As was demonstrated in the motivational literature review. a complele
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understanding 0.( motivation requires both the importance. and the expectancy of an

incentive. The use of traditiocal incentives for angling, along with the situational nature

of cxptCtaDCy of these incentives for the Salmonier River. proved to be an asset in the

investigation of motivation. Evidence of the slrength of expectaney.value theory for

describing the anglers of the Salmonier River has been preserued in sectiODS 9. 1.2 and

9.1.3 afmis chapter.

The assumption that the excitement of the catch is the most important incentive

for all anglers on the Salmonier, which could be drawn from the descriptive statistics of

this study. should oot be accepted. Table 7.1 demonstnUed that once anglers are

categorized into catch and non<ateh motivations, catch motivated anglers bad a higher

score for ~the excitemeru of the eateh~ than the oon<ateh motivated anglers. The

nature of averages means that a smaller group with high values can have a great effect

on an average, which includes a larger group with lower values. This is one danger of

a simple descriptive analysis of statements of incentive. so often used in ~motivationaI"

research (eg. Driver and Cooksey, 1977; Fedler. 1989; Holland and Ditton, 1992;

Fedler and Ditton, 1994). This danger is lessened by using e:tpeetaney-value theory.

It could be debated that expectancy-value theory forces anglers into

predetermined categories. as is done in the calegorization used in specialization of

anglers. Unlike specialization. however. which uses behaviours to investigale

behaviours. this study used motivations to investigate behaviours and attitudes. As was
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shown in sectiOP5 9.1.2 and 9.1.3. lhese motivations did translare into behavioural and

attitudinal differences, which aid in the understanding of anglers on the Salmonier

River.

Chipman and Helfrich (1988) have questioned using angler motivations to

predict angler behaviour. Undoubtedly. the limited definition of motivation used in the

past in recreational angling has given reason [0 doubt this use. Their apprehension for

motivation stems in a Iacge part from an incomplete definition of motivation. which bas

ttaditionally lacked the expectancy compooent. It is lhis expectancy component. along

with an indication of the importaDCe of different incentives for angling, which must be

used to define motivation.

Feather (1992) notes that expcctaney.value theory is not all inclusive in

explaining behaviour. Behaviours are influenced by group pressures, social norms, taSk

requirements. and other imposed conditions. as well as motivation. Behaviours are

often restricted by the realities of the siwation. The examination of management

options in this study, bas in part. addressed restrictions placed upon anglers. To

attempt to investigate an exhaustive list of restrictions would make research theoretical

to the point of impossibility for managers. and the practicality of expectanCy-value

theory could be lost.

Another consideration wilen examining behaviour is that many actions occur

without much thought about expected consequeoces. Habit. and trial and error involve
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minimum conscious reflection (Feather. 1992). Because of the noo-constrained namre

of leisure. lime reflection as to why ODC is fishing would probably be the case for most

anglers. The method used in this research. however. asked anglers to perform a

conscious reflection of their motives for angling. This reflection resulted in a better

understanding of recreational angling on the Salmonier River.

As has been noted by Feather (1992) expectation acts as a filler for place and

activity. In this study both the activity and the place bad been chosen by the anglers.

i.e. salmon angling on the SaImonier River. The question to be answered was "Why

the Salmonier River?". lfthis bad of been a more general study, without the knowledge

of place (Le. which river fished) or activity (i.e. species of fish perused) as is carried

out in broad based surveys such as the Importance of WUdllle to Canadians (Filion ct

aI., 1994), the question of motivation would be too general. The river specific nature

used in this examination of expectaDCy·va.lue tlleory. shows its strength as a

management tool for managers.

This swdy was conducted under the assumption that anglers would consciously,

or unconsciously. include expectanCies relating to both the resource and to angling

skill. This may not have been the case for all anglers. It would have been more prudent

ro have stated this consideration at the beginning of lhe expectancy question. A more

precise statement at the beginning of this section could have read, ·Considering your

angling ability. and the availability of resources on the Salmonier River, how strongly
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do you expect tl? achieve the following on the Salmonier River?". This Slatement would

ensure that both the self--efficy and environmental components of expectation. (Le.

"abilily·availabilily") were considered by all anglers.

The theory and methods used in this soody were chosen to be of practical value

for lhe management of the salmon fishery on the SaImonier River. To answer the "So

wbat?" question helps justify motivational research in a very pngmatic world. This

chapter now turns (Q the practical/applied issues from the findings of this research.

9.2.3 AppliedlManagement Issues

The goals of recreation managernem should be: (0 provide benefits to the

public; red:Jcc conflict; and ensure lhat the integrity of a resource is not jeopardized

(McCool et aI., 1984). The identification of both catch and non-cateh incentives shows

that a broad spectrUm of experieoccs need to be considered where recreational fisheries

are concerned. To a large degree, this is accomplished through management actions by

regulating agencies sucb as DFO. The attitudes of people toward these management

actions will determine if the angler sees benefits from the managemem actions. and if

satisfaction is obtained by the angler. This satisfaction will help determine the amount

of conflict which may result. and wbether or DOt the integrity of d1e resource will be

maintained. Several considerations for the management of the Salmonier River arise

from this snufy. These come in the fonn of information which was received from
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anglers, and~ information which might need to be conveyed to these same anglers.

This information is needed to maintain a viable recreational experience on the

Sahnonier River.

Many of the management options offered to the anglers of this study related [Q

cateh and release angling. It was found that catch and release is not a popular option

for a majority of anglers on the Salmonier. It was found (0 be even less popular for

anglers motivated primarily for catch reasons. This being said, barbless hooks for eateh

and release was supported by a majority of anglers. Discussions with anglers during the

summer indicated that one of the problems perceived with catch and release is mortality

of fish once released. By combining these facts, it can be seen bow the implementation

of barbless books may lessen some of the perceived problems associated with catch and

release. The fact that very few anglers 00 the saImonier use barbless books, indicaleS

that there is a need to educate anglers regarding the conservation benefits of lhese

books.

While the perception of many anglers is that fish mortality is high from catch

and release angling, studies such as those done by Tufts et at. (1996) do not

substantiate this. When done properly. mortality of salmon after being released is very

low. This fact, combined with the finding that DFO information is the best medium for

conveying messages to anglers. may be used to change perceptions of anglers. This

may cause some of the concerns relating to catch and release to be reduced.
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A furthe! concern identified with catch and release is the ability of anglers to

stay in one spot and catch and release until four fish bad been caught. Four salmon was

the daily quota for catCh and release set by DFO during this study. If one adds the two

salmon which may be retained. a prime place on a river can be mooopolized (hogged)

for some time. Casual discussion with anglers angling the different sections indicated

that this was not a large problem in the Upper sectiOD of the Salmonicr. a section

where fewer catch motivated anglers fish. This is further substantiared by the fact that

statistically fewer catch motivated anglers fish in this sectiOQ. The bogging of pools

was indicated as a concern in the Middle section. where anglers tend to be more catch

motivared. The use of the expectancy-value theory in relation to this problem. helps

provide a rationale for the degree of Wbogging" varying in different sections of the

Salmonier River. This knowledge could be used by managers to customize regulations

to reduce coofliet. and maximize satisfactions of anglers in different: sections of the

Salmonier River.

The COrK:Cm of hogging pools raises the issue of angler ethics. Many anglers

indicalCd that they would not fish the Middle section because of the lack: of angling

ethics in the Pinsem Falls area. Voluntary rotation of pools. which occurs to a greater

extent in the Upper section. is DOt very prevalent in the Middle section. This may be as

a result of the greater number of catch motivated anglers fishing the Middle section.

Wilb less money budgeted for enforcement of regulations on salmon rivers.
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there is a need ~or sound angler ethics. and cooservuion. to be conveyed to angIen.

Wilh catch motivaJCd anglers catching more fish than DOIKa1Ch anglers, a message of

conservation to this minority of angIen on the Salmonier may be oc:c:ded to ensure that

the salmon stocks rana.in in a swe which will provide catch oppommities in future

years. CommunicatiOD of proper angler ethics may aJso lessen some of the social

problems associaled with the Middle section. such as liaer m1 the bogging of pools.

1be dissemination of information by management agcocics such as DFO is

importanl for developing conservation measures. This study found that the: best method

of imparting this information is by word of mouth. Of the media which may provide

information [0 anglers. DFO malerials are tbe most used. This being said. the

knowledge of anglers of information provided to every angler in the angling guide

(minus the 11 % who Dever received tbc: guide) was poor. Tbere may be a oced.

therefore. for DFO to rethink tbe presem angler guide, to produce a source of

information for anglers which conveys conservation messages better and is more user

friendly. This may better communicate issues Wt will maimain the integrity of the

salmon stocks on the SalmoDier River for years to come.

Knowledge of present angler behaviours can aid in cOCOUI3ging anglers to shift

away from harvest to an emphasis on resource conservation and appreciation. This may

lead 00 more effective indirect angler management, and partially relieve tile

enforcement burden of direct angler regulations (Dawson et aI., 1991a). It is important
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to DOte, bowev~. that these directions must be attempted with the suppon of the

angling public. Without a knowledge of the angling public. managers may come up

against a wall of opposition. and not be able [0 initiate these options.

The finding that anglers motivated for different reasons fish different sections of

the Salmonier River bas direct management implications. This is especially the case

when combined with the koowledge that the attitudes toward development management

options are statistically different between groups. Should it be decided that limited

cabin development would be allowed on the Salmonier River, less disruption may occur

where a concenmtion of catch motivated anglers fish, rather than in areas wbere the

anglers tend [0 be more noo-eateh motivated. This must be looked at with caution

however. as despite a significant differeoce in the development management attitudes. a

major1ry of anglers regardless of motivation were opposed to such development.

Clarke and Downiog (1984) note that access is a key factor in choice of

selecting a recreational activity. This is undoubtedly so for Salmonier River anglers.

Another equally, or possibly more importanr: factor for some anglers, is the availability

of salmon. Anglers fishing in the Middle section perceive that it is more accessible than

lhe Upper section. yet it provides better pools for fishing than in the Lower section.

Increasing access to the Upper section of the river could therefore change the type of

anglers fishing there:. and could lead to conflict. The development of all terrain vehicle

trails to the Upper section could do just this. The crowding, occasional fight. and litter
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found in the ~nt Falls area could be avoided in the Upper section by maintaining

lhe current level of low accessibility (inaccessibility) to the Upper sectiOD of the

Salmonier River.

There is a Deed to recognize lhat people are creatures of babit when

investigating the motivations of anglers. Recreationists fonn anacbmeots to sites and

return to favourite or preferred places again and again (Knopf. 1983). The question is,

"will habit playa larger part in determining the behaviours of anglers if unfavourable

management is implemented. or will they adapt to new unfavowablc regulations?".

Possible adaption methods available to the angler are the substitution of another river,

or anolber activity for a disrupted activity. With six other salmOD riven within 30

ldlometers of the Salmooier River, ODe or more of these may constitute viable

alternatives for the angler. With only 33 % of anglers indicating tbe Salmonier River as

their favourite salmon river. and a total of SO other rivers indicated as a favourite. the

possibility of anglers fishing a river other than the Salmonier is great. If motives for

angling can not be satisfied on the Salmonier, these anglers could go to other rivers in

the area, make a longer trip to another river, or DOt salmon angle at all. Trouting, an

activity which has less restrictive regulations, yet still provides catch incentives. could

also serve as a substiune. These considerations should be noted by managers when

designing and implementing management plans. and when making recreation resource

management decisions for this river. Indeed. the variety of activities and rivers
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available to ang~ers implies that management decisions for a single river should not be

made in isolation. Managers need to look at the larger resource picture before decisions

which will affect an angler's enjoyment are made.

Clarke and Downy (1984) found that forest recreationists varied in lheir

"threshold of disruption~ and their willingness to adapt to UDdesirable changes in place.

Expectations and the availability of ahematives are key elements in UDderstaDding bow

thresholds operate to change patterns of acrual use (Clarke and Downing, 1984). With

many alternatives available to Salmonicr River anglers. any management actions should

consider this. Indeed. with the developmenr: of a golf course in the Salmonier River

Valley, a person wbo owns a cabin in the area, and is looking for a recreational

activity, will soon be able to substionc golf for salmon angling.

There is a danger in offering or discussing management issues which are not

being considered for a river. These may cause unnecessary aIann amongst anglers.

Introducing Pacific salmon, which was undertaken in other rivers 00 me Avalon

Peninsula in the 19505. and netting excess salmon, which occurs in northern British

Columbia. are QOt considered for the Salmonier. and should not have been asked. At

the same time. managers should nor be hesitanr to raise realistic issues which may

cause concerns for anglers. Without knowing where the angling public stands on

certain issues. management alternatives cannor be determined. Questions need to be

realistic to the time and situation. They need to mirror issues being considered by
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biologists to ~ta.in the resource, and at the same time provide opportunities which will

fulfil the satisfactions of anglers.

Watershed management groups should incorporate angler input before the

writing and implementation of management plans. To do otherwise will undoubtedly

require damage control as conflicts arise. If issues are oot brought up to the public

before being implemented, watershed agencies will be seen as operating under hidden

agendas. The trust, so necessary for the successful management of watersheds, could

be lost through the omission of these stakeholders' opinions.

9.3 FUTURE RESEARCH

The purpose of this study was 10 investigate the motivations of Salmonier River

salmon anglers. and then see how these motivations related to behaviour and attitude.

With no previous human dimension work having been done on the Salmonier, or any

other river in Newfoundland. this study provides baseline data, and a DeW method of

investigating the motivations of anglers. As the Salmonier and its anglers change. the

percentages of caleb and non-eateh anglers could also change. Managemeru: issues and

angler attitudes toward these issues will also change over time. If effective management

is to occur, monitoring of these changes over time should take place.

Loomis and Ditton (1991) have found that demand for angling is not evenly

distributed across age cobons, and that disttibution of demand by age group will shift
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over time as the population age structure shifts. While this smdy did not find a

significant difference in age suucture between catch and oon..cateh anglers. longitudinal

studies will be needed to see if this remains the case. As the population of

Newfoundland ages there will undoubtedly be changes in the motivations and

behaviours of anglers. Demands for ease of access for older anglers, for e:wnple, may

become a concern for managers. The degree of many of these changes may. bowever.

be moderated by I:he strong culntralmditions of Newfoundlanders. These traditions

place a high value on the pragmatic aspects of a resource. such as a meal on the table.

Only through longitudina.l studies will any change be recognized, and managed for.

Longitudinal srudies are also needed as salmon are a renewable resource.

Seldom are renewable resources in a Slate of equilibrium. FIucruations in the numbers

of fish returning to spawn. both as a result of management practices and changing

environmemal conditions, necessitate follow up and continued analysis of the human

component of the resource equation. Recognition of changing attitudes due to new and

sometimes unpopular management actions, can facilitate the introduction of

management policies seen as necessary for maintaining the integrity of a resource. An

example of this need can be found in the investigation of caa:h and release angling on

the Salmonier River.

Based on discussions with anglers and river wardens, this study bas speculated

on why caa:h and release is unpopular for many anglers on the Salmonier River. There
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is a need to inv~tigate. scientifically. wby catch and release is not popular. Such an

understanding could aid in the management of the river by obtaining baseline data on

the rationale behind the beliefs concerning catch and release angling. On more

productive rivers where problems of low numbers of salmon do not exist. such

concerns about catch and release may be of less importance. On the Gander River for

example, catch and release is not a management option needed to preserve the integrity

of the salmon stocks. Catch and release on rivers such as the Gander would be more a

matter of preference than necessity.

New managemem considerations are constantly being raised in relation to

recreational fisheries. The creation of a golf course next to the Salmonier during the

undertaking of this study acts as an example of this, and shows the need for

longitudinal studies. The development of the golf course will bring more people to the

area, possibly causing problems with parlting and crowding. This may affect the non

catch motivations of anglers on the Salmonier. Also, the use of fertilizers on the golf

course could potentially affect the river and the salmon in it. thus affecting the catch

motives of anglers.

The proposed development of a nickel smelter in Placentia, 50 kilometers west

of the Salmonier River, could also place pressures on me river. as some people may

choose to live in the St. Catherine's area and commUle to the smeller site. The smelter

itself could potentially affect the river by acid rain, reducing the productivity of the
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river. The exanw1e of the smelter sbows bow an undertaking distant from the

Salmonier River can have an effect on both the catch and non-eatcb motives of anglers.

It also shows the oecessit}' [0 monitor the motives. behaviours and attitudes of anglers

over time.

As funding becomes increasingly limited for wildlife agencies. less money will

be available for enforcement of regulations on the Salmonier. It will be up to the

anglers to ensure that the river's integrity is maintained. Sound angler elhics will be

IJCCeSsaty to achieve this. The development/formation of these ethics will require

education programs starting with school age children. Studies into the effectiveness of

such programs will be needed to ensure that anglers go to rivers with conservation in

mind. This etltic does not only relate to the catching of salmon but also to non-eateh

concerns sucb as the hogging of pools, litter. and pollution.

The theoretical methods developed for this study should be tested 00 a river

which is known to have a high catch rate. A more productive river should have a

higher percentage of anglers motivated for catch reasons than the Salmonier. An

investigation into whether or !lOt these catch motivated anglers are different in their

behaviours and attitudes can be undertaken. This spatial investigation of the

motivations of anglers will also funher the investigation of motivational theory.

This study did not test if the expectations of anglers were realistic to the

availability of the resource on the Salmonier River. This was not attempted as the
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perception of an incentive's expectancy is of more importanCe. than the acroaI

possibili[}' of it being fulfilled for motivational theory. Future studies can look at the

degree to which angler expectations are realistic. Should expectations not be realistic,

education programs providing realistic expectations can be initiated, thereby increasing

satisfactions of anglers. In conlraSt to this. conditions may be able to be changed to

bener meet the expectations of anglers, thus iocteasing angler satisfactions. The

addition of a hatchery could for example increase the number of fish on a river. thus

making the catch realities more in line with high catch expectations.

The findings from this srody do not explain the processes in decision making.

They do however, explain some of the reasons which might be relevant to fonning

overall motivations for angling on a particular river. Why anglers vary in attitude could

be investigated through the use of an attitudinal scale such as the new cllvironmema.l

paradigm (NEP) (Dunlap and Van Liere. 1978; Edgell and Nowell, 1989). The NEP

bas been used to examine differences in attitudes between different resource users, and

could be used in conjunction with the motivational theory of this study.

The issues section of this chapter (9.2) bas alluded to other human dimension

work which can result from this study. Substitution and satisfaction are directly related

to lhe motivations of anglers, and could provide more information on the anglers of the

Salmonier River. New managemem options, such as catcb and release and the initiation

of fees to fish the other salmon riven in Newfoundland. will cause anglers to
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recoosider lhe d.esirability of angling the Salmonier. Should anglers not be motivated

primarily for catch incentives. there is me great possibility that they will choose [0 fish

rivers without an added fee. This may place more angling pressure on rivers. such as

the Salmomer, whicb are DOt currently considering a fee. Satisfactions from fishing the

Salmonicr and me substitutability of the Salmonier will undoubtedly change in years to

come. These human dimension issues and others are ripe for investigation on the

Salmonier River. and the other 116 salmon rivers in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Finally, the investigation of motivation for resource analysis can go beyond

recreational angling. Other recreational resource related activities. such as moose

hunting, could also be investigated using the methodology and theory used in this

thesis. One can take this even further. and DOle that lhe need for human dimension

work in resource analysis need not be confined to recreational activities. Investigation

of motivations. attitudes. behaviours. and perceptions, in the comeltt of human·

environment relationships. will make a significant contribution to the advancement of

geographical inquiry (Bunting and Guelke, 1979; Mitchell. 1993), and improve the

management of resources for all stakeholders involved.

9.4 CONCLUSION

This study bas aided in the understanding of anglers on the salmonier River by

investigating a more complete definition of motivation. Through this understanding, the
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manner in whic~ motivation relates to behaviour and attitude has been demomtraled.

This in itself is of little use unless it can be tranSlated into practical uses by managers

of recreational ftsheries. This sQ.ldy bas also demonstrated how an understanding of

motivation can aid in the management of the recreational salmon fishery on the

Salmonier River.

Human dimension research is but one component needed for recreational

resource management. Human dimension research should be cooperative, and

coordinated, with research undenaken by physical scientists looking at the resource.

This constinues interdisciplinary research (Mitchell, 1993), and contrasts with the

primarily single disciplinary research which occurs in Newfoundland today. While it is

the actual resource which is being utilized, the users of the resource determine whether

or not sustainability. or conservation, are achieved. Management of a resource depends

on both management of the people. and management for the people. To ignore this fact

will undoubtedly result in conflict between stakeholders in the resource. Sound human

dimension research will aid managers in baving a healthy resource to manage for

generations to come. With new and changing conditions affecting any resource, the

people with some sl:ake in the resource must be consulted.

Peyron and Gigliotti (1989) have noted that the difficulty in integrating the

human component with the biological component is the lack of communication between

professionals with differing areas of expertise. Without cooperation however.
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management P~ will undoubtedly be limited to considerations of the resource. and at

best, marginal considerations of the human component.

The rise of watershed management in Newfoundland will mean a host of

differing regulations. custom designed for the watersheds in question. If these plans are

not designed with the motivations of anglers fishing the watershed in mind, one desired

outcome afthe watershed management, the satisfaction ofusen. will be lost.

Knowledge of the human dimension will be oecessary for successful management. To

manage by intuition will ultimately end in conflict, as will management for a vocal

minority with an agenda different from the larger population.
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APPENDIXl
1996 SALMONIER RIVER ANGLER SURVEY

1996 SAU40NIER RIVER ANGLER SURVEY

Dear Angler:
The Geography Department of Memorial University is conducting a

study to learn more about salmon angling on the Salmonler River. We are
interested in the motivations of anglers and the opinions of anglers
towards different management strategies. With information from you. we
hope to gain a better understanding of why people fish for salmon on the
Salmonier River. thereby il1'prOving the management of the recreational
sa lmon fi shery,

Due to uncertainty in the number of anglers on the Salmonier River this
season. yOur help is critical to the success of this study.

Please complete the questionnaire as soon as possible and return it in
the stamped envelope provided. Your response to the questions will
remain confidential and will never be associated with your name. If you
have any Questions please feel free to contact me at (709) 737-8998.

Thank. you very much for your help.

Sincerely.

Peter Bull
Project coordi nator
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9. How many ofyoursalmOn f\ie$ CSO you lie?
(",None (b)Sonw (c) Most (d) A)

10, How rTIoiny of)'OUl Ie..." do you make?
(a,None (b)Sonw (c)Uoat (dl ....

11.WhlIttypelllfllroupclayoumolt~loll$l'lvrrith?(mlI"'onlyooe._pluse)

(Ij By youlWlf (d)Frillnds
{bIFamily {.)Flmily.ndtrieOOs~

(c)Clublauodation {t)Guide

12. lfyou caught a l8QlIlld I'iah.would you.-portlhetag?

...... - Nono no Opinion, , , "'"...,
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13. Pla-.~lht replICemelltc»lllrvu.. rAyourHlmon angq.cjuipmlInt(rod$.lalCl<lIJ. W8defs.I'lia. clollIing ete.)
~udlngATVs. boDand~idM;.

14. How many Hlmon aillsdoyou takewilhyouwhen 'fOIl Iis/lfQrsamon?

--""
15. .-.r. you cumltltly I member 1If1 satnonid auodatIonorangling Club?

'" No
16. 00 you.Mltl$C:ribe 10 an anglingmaglZine?

'" No
17.'Io'hfiwulhelongatlilhi'lo;lll'ip\'OUtooI<ontIMSalmanillrRlYer101lshforulman'-tYHf?
(a,NeverIlshed (b)Day!rip (Cl One owmiI!h1 (dlTwoovemlgtrtl; (.)Threeotmor.~ha

18.......l1IdoygulJMpwhenyoufisllforsaJrnononlheSaimanierRlvet1
(I'HomIl (b)Owneabin {c)FriItnd'scallin {d)Tl'8i1lw (I) Tent '''''''"'---

.

19. Howlll8llynigllts_yoorIongMtSllmonqlngtlipto"'Y,..."inNftofoundllndorLabradorlllStyell'?
(.)Never~ (blDaylrip (eJOne_lghl: (d)Two-.nighb (I,Threeormorlnighb

20. a) If the Salmon... RIver is no! your favoufie..-non rivet, wt\IIt is your tavou"liver in Newfoundland and lIibradotfllt
salmon '''ll1ing7IftIMsalmonierRN..-isyourlavoulilll.pIeue;oto~21

C)'Nha1 illIM main l'lIuonforfavoumg this rivef?( ,",--d1oCMoniy'onaI1lUOn)
I)U'V$ulmon (bJl.obofHlman (c)5oenery (dIP~ (1)l.oQticln

f)Other PIuHI_oUIttrlUSOn _

dlHow~YOUcomparll1l'Mo1lshingupetienceof)'ClUl'lavourtllliverlOlheSalmanilirRiver?..,
21.'Mlidlspec;iesof1lshdoyoumostprefertollshrorcfulilllllhtl~(Pleaaed\QOMo<.-type)

(I)SaImon (b18nlllll1MucltnIUt (clBtDwntraut (dJAtdic~r

(.)No~ (f)Other' _



24. Howoftendoyau .-lwtIleullOaksforeatr:l'l...:l ...... ftshing?

~r ~

N.-
~I eonw.-ts and opklians ..

""'"'",,...
b)~rvnentotF""""',

informalion(brochUf8S.ecc)

el~articlel

d)~~ ..

ej$ponsllops .

f)F"..hingdubal~tIon.

III Telrii:honlhows

illlooks ...

ldon'tp..aicec::c"and-
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1.Theallmll~bIlions.-quitereleuing~ovlll'6Janin ..ngth.ForthesalmonierRNer.islhislengItI
Much no. bat Much

lOO~ -r 1OO~

3. Cllnm regulalions~ c:MdI.ncI ...... of four HImcn pefoDy. How many ~mon do you ltli'* $hoU1d tMI.lIcwed 10 be
~ht;pKl"".-.din.day

4. How n'II,I(/l-..ld you pay in HOlM of the ragular$lllmOn IioItlIlIlo~ i1"lrophy"~ (ora IlIrve salmon caught an 1he
SalmonlllrRlYer?
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Thelollowing •• iltoflOOls!-.d!l;lrnanage-.lmoninditfllrent~ ofNafthAtrletil;:;ll. PIe-. inc:IiClla.hcleglM IOwhictl
yousupportoroppQHeadlinrelalionCllIhe~ 1*strongIyoppose.2.~oppose.3"slighUy

0PIl0$0.4.neutral.5·$lightlysuppotle .. fTlCldeqWy.upport.7·strongly~llPOrt

S......

alSlodtingsanon ""':'"

b)Quatasror~.ngIing_..

d)AllowlngQtehand,...... !Is/linll··
c>IICIlhequotaisfihd'

.IDesilil~MJodedpooll.. c.tdl
andntlusllonly

l)Closing rillefswtlell_rlevelsgettookrw

II,SeledMlCltdlingofsufl)lusflsllinrivefs~

netsforCQ/TVTlel1:illI ....

IlIAlDwinganly~hocNwtlIonprvc:tisin;

caIdlandrellllUollllshillg

ilUrnitingcabindevelclpnwntalongrillefs

j)QuotasrotlndMclUlllrlwlrs ............•......•..........•

kl SlIlitsauon use of tag•..•........................

I)Accompanimenlof~nt-.glet$by.gu;o......

mlDesigrwingcelUin-.laysaseatchlnd

-~"
nlAealdllndreleaseHasonbllrotlllhlleatdl
Inclre!ainse_

pI Limits on Ihe numberoflocls IIkMed atspecillc
poolI;atoneli'ne

qJlnlnlduc:in'lJPadlle$Unontorivers

rjlJcenseleesforindMdualn-s .

I)AfaUsUnonHaIOn .

t)UnitinggolfCOUlHdaYeIopment 1
.longulmon~

u)Lin'\jjngl'tyllro~IQpment ..•

vjLrnitinglhellMgf"SN-doos" _ 1

....
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n. followl"'lll.-etlan cs.Iawfttl ~upectIItloowQl'a- ,.mon.... Rlvw. PIe-.~ 1M cs.gIWID whldl roo
eg"'OKdlug,..wttt\_hlltat8lMnt~lngthe~•

......-Illwilbolllllelllenjoyl!leOUldOOl1O ..

~~--:.:.::,~~- .

djlwillbeableloflllax .

I)lwiIlbeilb!ltaOblaina$.llmonforuting

gllwillbe8bleIo~-.yfromolherpeople.,..

hllwillbeableto.n;oylhe~..
allhlI~d'I

DlwiUbeabletotJewilhlnendl .

QlwilIlleabletoewo.bIlmylkiis .

m)lwillbe.blelOgel~fromthef'llglllarroutine

nJ I will be able 10 IaI'd I "trophy" Hlmcn ..

ojlwiUbeableloenjoythectlallengeorSllOfl. ...

PI I will be.tlIe loe:atd'l mylimilofsamon

qj I wiH beallle 10 catch IndreluH a salmon •.

rjlwiligMagoodphysicalwotlloul ..

'-
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Befow_MWl'III~about"'rnon8IICIAlmOflaolQllng.~_U-tIIlttMbeM;al1our~.

'.'M>enrellaing~lmonthe_ntallimerequitedforlhe1'iahto_ilI:

ajTwolTlin.-perpoundolfllll
b)~.... 1T'inII*
"1en.minutell'tr~minutescfl*Y

"lTlII1minutM
al As long as1lMl fish lllCluirlls,""-
2. AcconIlng CO OFO. cMdllndreluMaoglinvs/lould not bedoo!ewtlell ..... lemplqtura readl:
.)15deg.... atI&iuS <t)20~lleIsius

tt)l11degrMSc:elHIs elNatsunt
c)lldeo;l_OIl$iu$

J.Asalmometeris:
./Alengt!lweiglltlabledevSedbythe_I'IliI:SaImonFedetatiotI
b)AneleclronicSllImonCOUlllingdlw*l~llyDFO

c)AdeYiselome_lhe_ofl!llhl:asalmooIlMls
d)NoneoltheabcWe
ejNOISUre

4. The numbet ofsched\lllld salmon rMH's in NewfoundIIIndlnd l..*ad«i:I:
aIM dl203
b)121 ejNolSure
clln

5.AnglingilipfOhibita:l_I'l'lOMrs~."""'fram.nobstadewhic:ll...lmonmustjump.
II No rninmum nt.oce dl 3D ITllIIlIIlI
b)51Mler1 el NoI: lure
cl 23 meteIS

6. Thediatllnte a salmongn_lIwoughlheWlllll<i:I:
')1me1ef (d1211Tll11l11l1
b)71M1efS (e,NOIsuRl
c) 151Tll11l11l1

7. The age ofa salmon c.n becletenninedffomils 1Ca1es.
Tn"e FiltH Not sure

e.A"'lmongnjl.lmpvertiQl~ up 10 12 fnt.
True F....

9. By eombining limits for caldl and mHM. ar'ld elIId'I and tetajn fishing. the maDnlll'l'l numl)er of salmon that elIn be caugllt
llylnanglerinonedaylhlswasonil;"

(1)2 (b) 5 (c)l! (d)ll (a/Hermit (f)Nolsure

10. Acccfdlng to DFO,lhenuml:lerofu!mQn eaugnt(induding cate/landteleaselonlhesalmClnie<Ri¥wrin 1995 ,""U·
aj2U (d)lco.-
blS31 (IJNDt_
c) 695

11. On .-.ge.lhemain nmofsalmononlheSalmoniefRlverend$
('JFi!St_kofJu~ (bjEndofJvty (clMicldlltotAugust (d) End of August (e)Notswe
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12. (I) On a Salunfa)'. dI.rinll the m;lin sHnon run on the Samonier RMlr. wiIh how mam<o ang"l$ \IfOUIcl you Ul*=l to shiI..
yourlvvourUpaoI?

_Anglers _1-.ldncllfil5hMlhislirrle _ll\iIvtlllOfavouritepoal

(b) H_Sll'eSS1uI is a/l9liIlg llylhisnurnl)otrofanglen; tolhesalmon in lhe pool?No _ No<- -..., "

lJ.lnyourview,islhenumbetofulrnoninllMtsalmonierRiv.r:
(I) Increasing (b) oeoeaslng (c:l RemIoining the same

!'.lnyou,view,. lhenUl'l'lberotla..".NImOtI(overS3an)inlllesalr'nonitrRNer:
(Illnausing (tI) Oecreuing (eI) RemaininlIlhe _ (d) Not SllIe

15. On.lIQlewheq 1 is. poor day oflialling and 10 iIo an ucellent day otfisl'llng. on average, "-would you tale lhe
SaImonierRlYer?- ~-, "

The following qUMtl_ wlll .....p .. to know ........bout ...... on !tie SlIlmonler Rlwr. The information will be UHd
only to com.....u...~riMlcsofth.. _'*'ofanglenlothoHofthltg.neralpapu~on.Thelnfonnallon
provIdedwlll_aln~c.onfIdMtlalandrouwlllnolbeiditnllfledbyyour.~.

,.DoYOll=aQbin~NolheTranaCallad.H;ghwayandSt.Calherine'11

2. What is your age? _ V.V1

3. How",.nyye'l'$ofKl>ooldid you complete. countit>g 12 y<!at1'forhl;h school"~lIation and I fuIl..time y<!.'for.adl
additiorl.lynrofcollege.*=I\nic:al,voc:alionaltr1liningorunivelsiry?

4.Tolhebes!otyour~.wtIat_'fOUrlotillhouHholdinCOlTMlberor.weslilstyear?

(.)under$9999
(b}$100001o$19999
(c) $20000 to $29999
(djS30000toS39999
(.)$4llooo\0549999

(1) S50ooolo $59999
(glS60000IoSll9999
(hIS10000toS79999
(QS!OOlIOtoS89999
(j)S90000toS99999
(lI)Sl00000and~

Yourcona1bl1tlonto thla.tfott _II""" apptK.-.cL If you llaveilddlllonel c:ommenDconcemlng ulmon ilfIiIllng,
p1_wna.lhemln ......~~nlng.Ple.-Altum.,.ourcom~qu.tlonNl...lnthe_peclmum~
.. 1IOOn .. ~.Thank.,.-.



APPEND[X2
REMINDER POSTCARD

SALMONIER RIVER ANGLER SURVEY

You were recently given a survey concerning salmon angling
on the Salmonier River. If you have completed and returned
the survey, thank you. If you have not yet filled out the
survey. please take a few minutes now to do so and return it
in the self-addressed envelope provided with your survey.
Your opinions concerning salmon angling are important, and
I encourage you to voice memo Your answers will be kept in
strict confidence. Thank you for your time and cooperation in
this srudy.

Sincerely,

Peter Bull
Project Coordinator



APPENDIX 3
LETI'ER ACCOMPANYING FIRSf FOLLOW·UP SURVEY

July ...·, 1996

Dear angler:
A few weeks ago you were given a survey coIK:erning salmon angling. If you have

already completed and reWIned it. please accept my sincere thanks. If you have not done
so. please take the time to complete it today.

Your opinions on management coocerns and the reasons why you fish the
Salmonier River are needed lO give an accurate picture of the recreational salmon fishery
on the Salmonicr River. Information from you will aid in the better management of the
recreational fishery in future seasons.

Your cooperation in completing the questionnaire will be appredated. Your
response will remain confidential and will Dever be associated with your name. In the
event that your questionnaire has been misplaced. a replacement is enclosed. Postage has
been provided. You can simply fill it out and drop it into any mailbox.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

Peter Bull
Project Coordinator



APPENDIX.
LETl'ER ACCOMPANYING SECOND FOLLOW·UP SURVEY

September 10. 1996

Dear angler:

I am writing [0 you about the Salmonier River Angler Survey which you were
given this past salmon season. The Geography Department of Memorial University would
like to know about ):QIll opinions of the different salmon management strategies Ihe
Province uses. such as catch and release fishing and split season tags.

Although I have received a large number of completed surveys from other anglers.
[0 date I have not beard from you. Often those who do not return surveys have quire
different views from those who return lheir surveys. To accurately describe the views of
all anglers, I need to hear from those anglers who have DOl responded to the survey.

I am writing you again because of the imponance of each survey. including yours,
to the usefulness of this study. As very few anglers were cboscn for this study. your help
is critical to its success.

Again I remind you that your responses ace strictly confidential and will not be
identified as belonging to you. Thank you for your contribution [() the success of this
study.

Sincerely.

Peter Bull
Project Coordinator



APPENDIX 5
RESULTS OF CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS-OF-FlT TESTS

Appendix 5.1. Motivation by Catcllin2 a Limit of salmon (with 3.5 beinlz the median possible answer)

C~, ~3.5 '> 3.5 Row
Row % TouJ

i Caleb " 63 122
Motivated 48.4 5\.6 32.2

I Non-eateb 229 28 m
Motivated 89.1 10.9 67.8

Column 288 91 "9
TouJ 76.0 24.0 100.0

Chi·Squ.are",75.2nll
Significance p < 0.00001

AppeDdix 5.2. Motivalion by CalCbing a Trophy Salmon (with 3.5 being the median possible answel)

C~ S3.5 '> 3.5 R~

R~~ Tow

i Caleb 63 59 122
Motivated 51.6 48.4 32.2

I Non<atcb 230 27 m
Motivaled 89.5 10.5 67.8

Column 293 86 m
TouJ 77.3 22.' 100.0

Chi·Square" 67.57848
Significaoce p < 0.00001

Appendi.r. 5.3. Motivation b CalCbing a Salmon to Eat (with 3.5 being the median possible answer)

Co,,", ~3.5 '> 3.5 Row
Row~ TouJ

I Catcb 41 81 J23
Motivated 33.6 66.4 32.2

I Non-catcb 192 65 2$'
Motivaled 74.7 2$.3 67.8

Column 233 146 "9
Tow 6L5 38.5 100.0

Chi·Square" 59.01211
Significance P < 0.00001



Appendix 5.4. Motivation The Excitement of !be Cateh (with 3.5 hew tb.e median pouible answer)

I
I

Catcb.
Motivated

Non-c::ateb.
Motivated

~3.5 > 3.S

, 117
4.1 95.9

54 20'
21.0 79.0

59 '20
15.6 84.4

122
32.2

om
67.8

Appendix 5.5. Motivation by the Cb.allenge or Sport (with 3.5 bem tb.e mediaD lble OIJlSwer)

Cow>< ~3.5 > 3.5
RowS

I Caleb. 10 112
Motivated 8.2 91.8

II
Non-cateb. 67 190
Motivated 26.1 73.9

Column 77 302
Tow "'., 79.7

Chi-Square .. 16.32469
SignifICance p .. 0.00005

Row
Tow

122
32.2

om
67.8

J79
100.0

AppeDdix 5.6. MotivatiOn by Testinlt AnaJini EwiDmenl (with 3.5 being tb.e median possible answer)

C=, ~3.5 > 3.5 Row
Row~ Tow

I Catch 87 " 122
Motivated 71.3 28.7 32.2

I Non-C::a1cb 218 " 257
Motivated 84.8 15.2 67.8

Column J05 14 J79
Tow "'., 19.5 100.0

em-Square .. 9.61461
Significance p .. 0.00193



~ 5.7. Motivation by Developing AngLing Slcills (with 3.5 being the median possible UlSWcr)

256

Cown
.~.

I Caltb
Motivaaed

I Noo-c:ateb
Motivated

Column
Tow

Chi-Square = 6.48760
Significaoce P =0.01086

~].S > ].5 .~

ToW

41 81 122
33.6 66.4 32.2

122 1lS m
47.5 52.S 67.8

163 21' 37'
42.9 57.0 100.0

Appeodix 5.8. MotivalioD Being Outdoors (with 3.5 bein2 tile median possible answer)

Column
Tow

Chi-SqlW'c" 23.86795
Significance p < 0.00001

I
I

CM'"
Motivaled

Noo-c:ateb
Motivated

<3.5 :>3.5 .~

ToW

27 " 122
22.1 27' 32.2

14 243 2"
5.4 94.' 67.8

41 338 37'
10.8 89.2 100.0

Appendix 5.9. Motivation by ExpcriclXing Natural Surroundings (wilb 3.5 being the median possible
answer)

Count ~3.S > 3.5 -Row % ToW

II
C,"" 49 73 122

Motivated 40.2 59.8 32.2

I Noo-eateb 44 213 m
Motivated 17.1 82.' 67.8

Column 93 2" 379
Tow 24.S 75.S 100.0

Chi-Square _n.n318
Significance p < OO1סס.0
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AppeDdix 5.10. M~v..tion by ReWWion (with 3.5 be' the median possible answer)

Coon< ~3.5 > 3.5
Row •

I c"". " 87
Motiv..aed 28.7 71.3

I Non-couch 26 231
Motivated 10.1 89.'
Column 61 318

To<ai 16.1 83.'
Chi-Square - 21.129t9
SigniflCallCe P < 0.00001

Row
T,oJ

122
32.2

257
67.8

".
100.0

Appendix 5. II. Motivalion by BeingCtO$e to the Waler {with 3.5 bein"lhe medi.an possible answer)

Coon< .'!'::3.5 > 3.5 Row
Row • TOlai

I Caleh " 41 122
Motivafe4 61.5 38.5 32.2

I Non-catch 100 IS7 257
Motivated 38.' 61.1 67.8

Column I1S 204 379
Tmal 46.2 53.8 100.0

Chi-Square'"' 16.94849
Signirlcaoce p - 0.00004

AppeDdix 5.12. MOI:ivalioD by Escaping the Re<",I~~ Routine (with 3.5 beinll the median possible answer)

C~, ~3.5 > 3.5 Row
R~ • T,oJ

II
C,"" 41 81 122

Motinfe4 33.6 66.4 32.2

II
Non-catch 44 213 257
Motivated 17.1 82.' 67.8

Column " 294 ".
Tmal 22.4 77.6 100.0

Chi-Square = 12.92388
Significance p - 0.00032



Appendix. 5.13. Motivatioa by Famil Recreation (with 3.5 being the mediu oosslblc answer)

C"", ~3.S > 3.5 Row
Row~ Toul

II
Catch 88 l4 122

Motivated n.1 27.9 32.2

I Noo-eateb I" 105 257
Motivillcd 59.1 <0.' 67.8

Column 2<0 139 319
T,'" 63.3 "'.7 100.0

Chi-Square .. 6.00808
Significance p" 0.01424

Appendix. 5.14. Motivation by Exercise (with 3.5 being !he median oossible answer)

C~, ~3.S > 3.5 Row
Row~ Toul

I Catch 81 41 122
Motivated 66.4 33.6 32.2

II
Non-calCb 139 liS '57
Motivated 54.1 45.9 67.8

Column 220 I" 379
Toul 58.0 42.0 100.0

Chi-Square - 5.14607
SignUK:an(:e P _ 0.02330

AppeDdix 5.15. Motivation by Expcricnc:ing Different Things (with 3.5 being tbc median possible
answer)

C_ ","3.5 > 3.5 R,w
Row ~ Toul

I C."" 82 <0 122
Motivated 67.2 32.8 32.2

I Non-cateb 147 110 237
Motivmd 57.2 42.8 67.8

Column 229 ISO 319
Toul 60.4 39.6 100.0

Chi-Square .. 3.46960
SigniflCaDCc P =0.06251

258
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Appendix 5.16. MotiVllUon by Friendshi (with 3.5 beiDg tile mediaD oosslblc iIIl$Wt:r)

Cow< 5..3,5 >3.5
Row"

II
Catch " "MlXivalCd SO.O SO.O

II
Non-ealch lL2 143
Motivated 43.6 56.4

Column J73 206
TouJ 45.6 54.'

Chi-Square .. 1.37442
Significance p '" 0.24105

Row
TouJ

122
32.2

2>'
67.8

379
100.0

Appendix 5.17. Motivation by <kttin. Away From Olber People (with 3.5 being !be median pos.sible
amwer)

e~, ~3.5 > 3.5 Row
Row ~ TouJ

I C.'" 88 l4 122
Motivaled 72.1 27.9 32.2

I Non-eJ.reb 183 74 2>'
Motivated 11.2 28.8 61.8

Column 27J lOS ",
Tow 7U 28.5 100.0

Chi-Square = 0.03473
Significaoce P '" 0.85216

Appendix 5.18. Motivation by Seasons Fisbed (II Seuoos being the !neaP number of seasons tubed by

angJerson lbe SalmoDier Rir·':::".I.'----""T-~---""II
e~, .5.. II Seasons 2. 12 Seasons Row

Row ~ Tow

II
Caleb 79 43 J22

Motivaled 64.8 35.2 32.2

I Non-catch 167 90 2>'
Motivated 65.0 35.0 67.8

Column 246 133 ",
Tow 64.' 35.1 100.0

Chi-5quare" O.OOt86
Significance P" 0.96558
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Appendix 5.19. Motivation by Se3SOIIS Fished On the Salmonicr (with eight SCU01U being the mean
number of seasons "fished by anglers on the Salmoaier River)

Column 258
Tolal 68.1

Chi-Square .. 3.60434
Significance p .. 0.05763

C~,

RowO

I Caleb
Motivated

! Non-eatcb
Motivated.

~8ScasoDS

"61.5

183
71.2

~9ScasoDS

_
Tow

47 122
38.' 32.2

14 m
28.8 67.8

121 379
31.9 100.0

Appendix 5.10. MOIivWODiF·:::.::iby'"":t:":...._--,r-- --, .....

Count <o25Y=' 261050 ~5lyears Row_0
old years old old ToW

I Catch 25 18 19 122
MOtivated 2<l.' 63.9 15.6 32.2

I Noo.cateh 44 173 .. lS7
Motivated 17,1 67.3 15.6 67.8

Column 69 2Sl " 379
ToW 18.2 66.2 15.6 100.0

Chi-square = 0.71921
SignirlCaJlCc p "'0.65920

Appeodix 5.21. Motivation by Days Fished In 1995 (13 days being !he mean number of days rL5hed by all
anglers on lht SalmoDier RiiF·':O:"i.,J ..,. ..,

c""" ~ BOays ~140ays

_
Row", Tow

I Catch 42 80 122
Motivated 34.4 65.' 32.2

I Non-eateh 130 127 257
Motivated SO., 49.4 61.8

Column 172 N1 31'
ToW 45.3 54.7 100.0

Chi-Square" 8.71320
Significance P -0.00316
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Appendix 5.22. Motivation By Average Number of Days of Salmon Angling on the Salmonier (ll days
equalling the mean'number of days fished by aU anlrlers 00 the Saimonier River)

C~, ~ [I Days .:<!:. [2 Days R~

R~' ToW

~ Cacch 63 " 122
Motivated SL6 48.' 32.2

~ Non-catch lao n 251
MCMivated 70.0 30.0 67.8

Column 243 13. J19
ToW 64.1 35.9 100.0

Chi-5qw:re'"'12.17313
SignificiIDCC P = 0.()(1()48

Appendix 5.23. Motivation by SaImoo Caughl in 1995. including catch and release (4 sa1moD equalling

the mean numberOfsa1monra"".="""="""",~",.",,,,~,"),-j'""" "'"

R~

ToW

122
32.2

m
67.8

J19
100.0

66
>4.1

113
44.0

119
47.2

>-5Salmoo

200
52.8

144
56.0

56
45.9

Co"",
Row';

Non~alch

Motivated

II

I
Colwnn

ToW
Chi-Square'" 3.40584
Significance p = 0.06497

AppeDdix5.24. MOlivatl,:·o:::,.::;by"""::l''''''g:·::t.,;''SkiI::·:,.1....----.,..----9

e.um 1=
R~' Skilled

I C=b 23
Motivated 18.9

I Noo-cacch 14
Motivated 28.8

Column .,
To'" 25.'

Chi-square =4.45264
Significancep'" 0.10793

"""",,
Skilled

64
S2.5

"'44.'

I"
47.0

Mo~

Skilled

lS
28.1

69
26.8

104
27.4

Row
To'"

122
32.2

m
67.8

J19
100.0
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CO"" S<lf
Row '10

I Catch 2.5
MQ(iva[ed m.s

I Non-calch "Motivated 17.6

Column 70
Tow 18.5

Chi-square = 0.46486
Signifa=e p=0.49536

Group Row
Tow

97 122
79.5 32.2

212 257
82.4 67.8

J09 379
81.5 too.O

Appendix 5.26 Motivalion by Soecies ofFish Preferred

Cowu Salmon
Row •

II
Caleh 79

Motivared ...,
i Non-calch ISS

Motivated 61.3

Column 234
Tow 63.1

Chi-Square., 5.84030
Signifieaoccp-0.05393

"",",

Soecics

JJ
28.0

"2.5.3

97
26.1

No Row
Preference ToW

• 122
S.1 32.2

34 2.57
13.4 67.8

40 379
10.8 100.0

Appendix 5 27 MotivatioQ'Fbyl.:1'«~r,;:~~=o~f:.:F":::..""T -'

C~, Preference NoprcfercllCe Row
Row" Tow

i Catcb 112 • lIB
Motivated ..., S.1 32.2

I NOD-cateh 219 J6 2.5J
MotivalCd 86.' 13.4 67.8

Column J3l 40 371
ToW 89.2 10.8 100.0

Chi-Square·5.83816
Signiftcancep"O.Ql568
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AppeDdix5.28. M~tivationbvLocatiooofIntereept

c.wu Lowu Middle U"", Row
Row • """'" Seclion """"" Tow

I C," 43 '" 17 121
Motivated 35.8 SO•• 14.2 32.3

! Noo-ea.teb 11' " 48 254
Motivated 46.' 34.3 18.9 61.7

Column 162 147 6' 379
Tow 43.3 39.3 17.4 100.0

Chi-Square = 8.47542
Slgnificaoce P • 0.01444

Appendix 5.29. Motivation by Improvlnl>' Habital

C~, - N,_ S_" Row
Row ~ Tout

I Cm' 3 18 101 122
Motivated 2.' 14.8 82.8 32.2

I Noo-ealch 10 17 230 ",

Motivated 3.' ... 895 67.8

Column 13 JS 331 379
Tout 3.4 '.3 87.3 100.0

• Test did l'1lH lIIteI requircmcms (or Chi-Square Qoodnes.s-of-fil

Appendb. 5.30. Motivation by Selective C.(Chin of Surplus Fish in Rivers By NelS for Commercial Use

C~' - N~<n1 Suppon Row
Row • Tow

I C," 111 S 6 122
Motivated 91.0 4.1 4.' 32.2

I Non-eau:b 236 Il 8 ",

Motivated 91.8 '.1 3.1 67.8

Column 347 18 14 37'
Tout 91.6 4.7 3.7 100.0

• Test did DOt meet requiremeolS for Chi-Square Goodness-of-fit
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Appendix 5.31. M?tivation by C1osm2 Rivers when Waler Levels Gel Too Low

C~, """'" N"",," '-" Row
Row ~ Toul

II
CO"" , 10 107 122

MotivalCCl 0.1 '.2 87.7 32.2

~ Non-ca1Cb 21 10 226 2S7M_
'.2 3.9 87.9 67.8

Column 26 20 333 379
Toul 6.' '.3 87.9 100.0

.. Test did DOt meet requirements for Chi-Square GoodDess-of-fil

Appendix 5.32. Motivation by CIO$mx lbc Offshore Cornmen;:ia1S~ FLSbery

C""" """'" N"",," '''PPO" Row

'ow ~ Toul

~ Cu" " 32 73 122
Mollvated 13.9 26.2 59.8 32.2

i Non-ealch 3S " 167 '57
Motivau:d 13.6 21.4 65.0 67.8

Column " 87 240 379
Tow 13.7 23.0 63.3 100.0

Chi-Square a 1.\9207
Significance p = 0.55099

Appendix 5.33. Motivation bv Stocking Salmon

COUDt """'" N"",," '-" 'ow
Row ~ Tow

~ Catch I' 25 83 122
Motivated u.s 20.' 68.0 32.2

I Non-calCb '0 .. 189 2S7
Motivated 7.' 18.7 73.S 67.8

Column 34 73 272 379
Toul 9.0 19.3 71.7 100.0

Chi-Square" 1.74907
Significance p '"' 0.41706
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Appendix 5 34 Motivation by lnttoducing Pacific Salmon To Rivers

C~' Oppo>e N~<nI '-" R~

R~~ ToW

I C=' 56 26 "" In
Motivated 45.9 2l.3 32.8 32.2

I Noo-caU:b 143 62 " 257
Motivated 55.6 24.1 20.2 67.8

C~_ 199 .. 92 379
ToW 52.5 23.2 24.3 100.0

Cbj.Square" 7.14746
Significance P -0.02805

Appetlll.U. 5.35. Motivation by Limitirnr Cabin DevelopmeDt

C_ Oppo>e N~<nI '-" Ro.
Ro.~ Tow

~ Co" 30 19 73 122
MoovlIed 24.6 15.6 59.8 32.2

II
Non-catcb 33 33 191 257
Motivated 12.8 12.8 74.3 67.8

ColumD 63 " 264 379
ToW 16.6 13.7 69.7 100.0

Chi·Square .. 9.81243
Signific:ance p .. 0.00740

Appendix. 5.36. MotivatioD by Limitinll. The Use Of "Seadoos"

C~' Oppo>e N~<nI Suppon Ro.
Row ~ Tow

~ Caleb 36 20 66 122
Motivated 29.5 16.4 54.1 32.2

I Non-<:atcb 41 44 172 257
Motivated 16.0 17.1 66.9 67.8

Coi_ n 64 238 379
ToW 20.3 16.9 62.8 100.0

Chi-Square -9.67528
Significance P" 0.00793
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AppendU.S.J7.Motivatioo. ..... LimitiD H......... Developmem:

C""", 0"... N'""'>1 s"""'" Row
Row ~ ToW

r Caleh 29 19 14 122
Motivated 23.8 15.6 60.7 32.2

I Noo-atth " " 187 '"Motivated 14.8 12.5 72.8 67.8

Co[UIIlQ 67 " 261 J79
ToW 17.1 U.S 68.8 100.0

Chi-Square "6.13m
SipiflCaDCe p '"' 0.04647

Appendix 5.38. Motivation bv Limiting Ootf Coursc Dcvdooment

C""", 0"... No."" S"""'" R~

R~~ Tow

i C."" 3S 27 60 122
MotiviUed 28.7 22.1 49.2 32.2

I Noo<alch 44 67 146 257
Motivated 17.1 26.1 56.8 67.8

ColUlllD 79 94 206 379
ToW 20.8 24.8 54.' 100.0

Chi-Square = 6.71434
Significance p'" 0.03483

AppendU 5.39. MotivatioD "" Catch and Release Weekdays

Co"," 0"... Neulnl Support R~

Ro.... ~ Tow

I Catch " 10 13 122
Motivated SU 8.2 10.7 32.2

r Non.ateb 179 47 31 257
Motivated 69.' 18.3 12.1 67.8

Column 278 57 44 379
ToW 73.4 15.0 11.6 100.0

Chi·Square= 6.D347
SignifICance p "" 0.02687
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A~ S 40 Motivation by A Catch aDd Release Seasoo Before the Catch ud RelaiD Seasoo.

C""'" """'" N<WnI '''''''" Row
Row • ToooI

~ C."" n " 27 122
Motivated 63.1 14.8 22.1 32.2

I Non-e:atch I" ,. 60 257
Motivated 61.5 15.2 23.3 67.8

Column m 57 87 37.
ToW 62.0 15.0 23.0 100.0

Chi-Square - 0.09668
SignificaJ:JCe p - 0.95186

AppeDdix 5" 41 Motivatioo by Cateb. aDd Release after The Quota is Caught

C""", Oppog N<WnI '''''''" Row
Row • Tow

I C."" 63 17 42 122
Motivated SUi 13.9 34.1 32.2

I Non-cau:b '" 33 .. 257
Motivated 49.0 12.8 38.1 67.8

Column 189 '" 140 37.
ToooI 49.9 13.2 36.9 100.0

Chi-Square '" 0.49584
Significmce p = 0.78042

Appendix S.42 Motiviltion by Catch aod Release Pools

C""", """'" N<WnI Suppon Row
Row" Tow

~ Coo 83 13 26 122
Motivaled 68.0 10.7 21.3 32.2

II
Non-cateb 167 .. 42 257
MOlivaJed ".0 18.7 16.3 67.8

Column 250 61 68 37.
Tow 66.0 16.1 17.9 100.0

Chi-Square = 4.56248
Significance p - 0.10216
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Appendix 5.43. MotivlUioD by AUowiDg Only Barblcss Hoots When PnctisiD'"C~ and Release

eowu .",.,.. N~"" S"""'" Row
Row ~ ToW

I eM'" 26 21 " 122

M""""" 21.3 17.2 61.5 32.2

I NOD-QU:h 42 46 169 257
Motivaftd 16.3 17.9 65.8 61.8

Column 68 67 244 379
ToW 17.9 17.7 64.4 100.0

Chi-Square - 1.39626
Significallce p" 0.49751

AppendU 5 44 Motivation by A Fall Salmon FIShery

eowu Oppo« N~ S"""'" R,w
Row ~ ToW

I eMoh 25 32 6S 122
Motivated ZO.' 26.2 53.3 32.2

~ Non-eau:h 67 62 128 257
Motivated 26.1 24.1 49.8 67.8

Column 92 94 193 379
ToW 24.3 24.8 SO., 100.0

Chi-Square - 1.40425
SignifICance p - 0.49553

Appendix 5 45 Motivation by Provincial Quow

eowu .",.,.. Neutral Suppon R,w
Row ~ ToW

I eMoh n 31 68 122
MotivalCd 18.9 25.4 55.7 32.2

I Noo-<mh 4' 47 161 257
Motivated 19.1 18.3 62.6 61.8

Column n 78 229 379
ToW 19.0 ZO.6 60.4 100.0

Chi-Square - 2.69421
Significallc.e P - 0.25998



Appendix 5.46. Motivation bv Quotas for lDdividual Riven

C~ """'" Neuual
Row'

I Calcb 27 "MotivalCd 22.1 21.3

I Nou<alCb 48 42
Motivated 18.7 16.3

Column 75 68
Tow 19.8 17.9

CbJ-Square - 2.57988
Significance p - 0.27529

Appendix 5.47. Motivation by 5 lit Season Use of Tags
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S"",_ R~

Tow

69 122
S<i.6 32.2

167 257
65.0 67.8

23<5 379
62.3 100.0

C~' """'" N,_
S__

Row
Row • TOO<1

I Calch 81 14 27 '"Motivated 06.' L1.S 22.1 32.2

I NOD-eateb lOS 4J 49 257
Motivaled 64.2 16.7 19.1 67.8

CoI~ 246 57 76 379
Tow 64.• 1S.0 20.1 100.0

Chi·Square -1.96841
Significance pc 0.37374

Appendix 5.48. Motivation by Limits on the Number Of Rods Allowed at specific Pools at One Time

C~ """'"
N,_ S"",_ Row

R~' Tow

I CM<h 40 29 53 <22
Motivated 32.8 23.8 43.4 32.2

I Non-cau:b 70 64 123 2S7
Motivated 27.2 24.• 41.9 67.8

Column 110 .3 176 379
TOO<1 29.0 24.S 46.S 100.0

Chi-Square - 1.26867
Significaoce p _ 0.53029
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Appclldix S 49 Motivation by License Fees for Individwl Rivers

Coum """"' N,woI """"" R~

-~ Tow

! c""" 86 " 11 (22

Motivated 70.' lD.' 9.0 32.2

I Non-eateh 189 46 22 '"Motivaa:ed 73.5 17.9 8.6 67.8

Column 27S 11 33 179
ToW n.6 18.7 8.7 100.0

Chi-Square = 0.42267
Significance P .. 0.809S0

Appendix 5.50. Motivation by Willingoess 10 Buy a T -ophy Ta

C~, y~

-~

I C.<cl> 38
Motivated 32.7

I Noo..cateb. 84
Motivated 33.2

Column 122
Tow 33.1

Chi-Square .. 0.00705
Significance P = 0.93308

No _

ToW

78 116
67.2 Jl.6

169 B3
66.8 68.4

247 370
66.9 100.0

Appendix S 51 Motivation by Accompanimenl of Non-Resideot AogIen; by a Guide

Coum """"' Nown! '-" Row
Row" Tow

I Co<oh 22 3S 6S 122
Motivued 18.0 28.1 53.3 32.2

I Non-«tch 51 73 l33 '"Motivated 19.8 ,... 51.8 67.8

CoI_ 73 l08 '98 379
ToW 19.3 28.S 52.2 100.0

Chi-Square .. 0.1802S
SigniflC3llCe p -0.91382
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Appendix 5.52. Motivation by WIw !he Season Rail Limit Should Be

C~, < 6s.Imoo = 6 Salmon > 6 Salmon Row
Row~ T,,,,

~ Co<cb 3 42 77 122
Motivaled 2.' 34.' 63.1 32.2

II
Noo...... 18 " 148 2S7
Motivaled 7.• 35.4 57.6 67.8

Column 21 133 ill 37<J
ToUl ,., 35.1 59.4 100.0

Cbi-Squarc = 3.53249
Significaoce P'" 0.11097

AppeDlfu. 5.53. Motivation by tbe Number of Salmon that Sbouh1 be Allowed to be Caught aod Released
io a Day

Cowu < 4Sa.lmon "" 4 Salmon > • s.Imoo R~

Row ~ T,'"

~ Co<cb OS 33 24 122
Motivaled 53.3 27.0 19.7 32.2

~ Non-cateb 140 7S 42 2S7
MotivaIed 54.' 29.2 16.3 61.8

Column 20S 108 66 379
ToW 54.1 28.5 17.4 100.0

Chi-5quare ... 0.68075
Significance p =0.71150

Appendix 5.54. Motivation by Salmon Length

Count Too ,1,,, Too R~

Row ~ '''''" 1.<"" Lug, ToUl

II
Co<cb 4' 55 18 122

Motivated 40.2 45.1 14.8 32.2

~ Non-eateb 83 I3S 39 257
Motivated 32.3 52.S 15.2 67.8

Column 132 190 57 ",
ToW 34.8 SO.1 15.0 100.0

Chi-Square ... 2.39549
Signifir:mce p - 0.30187
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